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Abstract
The detection of gravitational waves is essential for developing our understanding of
the Universe. Systems such as inspiralling binaries of black holes and neutron stars
produce gravitational waves, and much of the information carried by a gravitational
wave cannot be obtained via any other means. Gravitational waves interact weakly
with matter, so kilometre-scale interferometers, such as the LIGO detectors, are
the only instruments which have directly measured the strain induced in space-time
by gravitational waves. To more accurately determine the parameters of individual
sources and to refine statistical models of these systems, it is vital that the sensitivity
of these interferometers is increased.
To reduce the quantum shot noise of the LIGO detectors, they require a low
noise, high power laser. This thesis contains experimental characterisation of the
prototype for the laser that will be used during LIGO’s fourth observation run. This
laser generated over 100W of amplitude stabilised light in the HG00 mode making it
is an important step towards reaching the design sensitivity of the LIGO detectors.
i
A current shunt was compared to an acousto-optic modulator (AOM) for use as
the actuator in the control loop for stabilising the laser’s amplitude. It was found
that the AOM was more reliable and more versatile than the current shunt, and so
it was recommended that the AOM was used during LIGO’s fourth observation run.
However, the current shunt may allow for ∼ 10 W more power to be delivered to the
interferometer, so this should be considered when the maximum laser power that is
used by LIGO is limited by the power wasted by the AOM.
Balanced homodyne detection is a key part of the upgrade from advanced LIGO
to LIGO A+. To lower the quantum noise of the detectors by harnessing the quan-
tum nature of light, it is crucial that the balanced homodyne detector has minimal
loss. Mode mismatches between the interferometer and the output mode cleaners
are a source of loss; therefore, active optics for mode matching between the inter-
ferometer and the output mode cleaner will be used.
In this thesis, the uncertainty in the radii of curvature of the optics in the signal
recycling cavity (SRC) was used to calculate the distribution of modes which may be
present at the signal recycling mirror (SRM). For the LIGO Livingston Observatory,
LA., USA (LLO), it was found that the uncertainty in the radii of curvature of an
optic known as SR3 is the largest source of uncertainty in the beam parameter at
the SRM. From a measurement of the SRC’s Gouy phase, the arm mode at the SRM
was inferred to have a width of 1.8mm and a defocus of −0.28 m−1. Visualisations
for the amount of these modes which the active optics should be able to correct for
were created, and it was found that for LIGO A+, a mode mismatch up to 5% can
be entirely corrected with the active optics.
ii
Third-generation ground-based gravitational wave detectors, such as the Ein-
stein Telescope and LIGO Cosmic Explorer, will be far more sensitive and be able
to probe deeper into the Universe than the current generation of detectors. The
increase in sensitivity may be achieved with cryogenically cooled crystalline silicon
test masses, but the wavelength of light used in current gravitational wave detectors,
1µm, will not be compatible with these test masses due to them being opaque to
this wavelength. Instead, these test masses may work with 2µm light.
High quantum efficiency photodiodes are required if the detector’s quantum noise
is to be minimal, so off-the-shelf extended InGaAs photodiodes that are sensitive
to 2µm light were characterised in the context of the unique requirements of a
gravitational wave detector. Both quantum efficiency and 1/f dark noise rise as the
reverse bias of an extended InGaAs photodiode increases. A maximum reverse bias
was found for the eight photodiodes that were tested such that their dark noises were
below the shot noise of a typical current (∼ 10 mA) generated by the photodiode
used to sense the gravitational wave signals in an interferometer. The effect of
temperature on the dark noise was also investigated.
It was found that current off-the-shelf extended InGaAs photodiodes will not
be suitable for third-generation detectors as they do not have sufficient quantum
efficiency while they are biased such that their dark noise is below shot noise in the
frequency band of interest in ground-based gravitational wave detection. Cooling
may help reduce this noise, but this poses a significant engineering challenge and the
quantum efficiency requirement is still unlikely to be met. Significant amounts of re-
search into the optimal conditions for manufacturing extended InGaAs photodiodes
iii
would be needed before using them in a third-generation detector is viable.
iv
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Chapter 1
The Fundamentals of Gravitational
Wave Interferometers
1.1 Introduction
On the 14th of September 2015, the detection of a gravitational wave emanating
from two coalescing black holes signalled the beginning of a new era for astron-
omy [4]. The information carried by a gravitational wave is undisturbed by the
matter between the observer and the astrophysical body that is emitting them, thus
it gives astronomers valuable information which cannot be obtained from the elec-
tromagnetic radiation emitted by that body. Gravitational wave astronomy also
allows for direct observations of objects that do not emit electromagnetic radiation,
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e.g. black holes without an accretion disk. Therefore, it is important that large
numbers of gravitational wave signals are measured to develop our understanding
of the Universe.
However, gravitational waves are incredibly weak and the detection of them is a
science in and of itself. This chapter will outline how a gravitational wave interfer-
ometer, such as LIGO [5], can be used to detect these signals and the fundamental
noise sources these detectors face. While there are other important sources of noise,
the suppression of quantum noise is crucial to achieving the sensitivity required to
detect gravitational waves; therefore, quantum noise is the focus of this chapter.
1.2 The Astrophysical Origins of Gravitational Waves
Gravitational waves produced by inspiralling pairs of massive objects, such as
binary black holes (BBHs) (e.g. [4, 6–8]), binary neutron stars (BNSs) [9, 10], and a
source which is either a BBH or a binary consisting of a black hole and a neutron
star (NSBH) [11], have been detected. Every confirmed gravitational wave signal as
of November 2020 is summarised in [12].
Important astrophysical and cosmological results have been obtained using the
detections in [12]. The first direct detection1 of a gravitational wave [4] validated
Einstein’s general theory of relativity [13], and allowed for the masses, spins and
1Hulse and Taylor attributed the orbital decay of a BNS to the emission of gravitational waves.
For this work, they shared the Nobel prize in 1993. However, this was not an observation of the
gravitational wave itself.
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distances of the black holes to be directly measured [14]. The first detection of
gravitational waves from a BNS was accompanied by an electromagnetic counterpart.
This detection allowed for a measurement of the Hubble constant [15] to be made,
added constraints to the equation of state for neutron stars [16], and provided an
explanation for the origin of heavy elements such as gold [17].
The waveform of the gravitational radiation emitted from these systems is known
as a chirp because the frequency of the gravitational wave signal increases as the
two objects get closer to merging [18]. The cut-off frequency is determined by the
radius of the objects that will merge; for the signals which have been measured,
the cut-off frequencies were between 100Hz and 10 kHz. A typical gravitational
wave strain amplitude, h, of these types of systems, all of which have a total mass
of 10M − 100M and are between 100Mpc to 10GPc away from Earth, is h ∼
10−21 − 10−23.
Einstein’s general theory of relativity accurately describes the gravitational waves
measured with the LIGO and Virgo interferometers [19]. Gravitational waves are
emitted from systems such as two inspiralling black holes because the mass distribu-
tion of the system is not spherically or rotationally symmetric (see e.g. [20] or [21]).
As the coupling between mass and the curvature of space-time is weak, gravitational
waves are only observable from systems that have large masses moving at relativistic
velocities.
In addition to binary systems, other astrophysical phenomena will emit gravita-
tional waves. Asymmetries in pulsars [22,23] and magnetars [24] will cause them to
3
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emit a gravitational wave with a frequency that evolves so slowly that it is essentially
monochromatic. When the core of a star collapses as it goes supernova, a burst of
gravitational radiation may be emitted [25,26]. Burst signals may also be generated
immediately after a BNS merges [27]. Weaker sources that future gravitational wave
interferometers may detect include: a stochastic background level of gravitational
waves due to the merging of compact binaries from all over the universe [28], dark
matter [29,30], and sources that existed during the early universe [31,32].
To improve statistical models of the systems that emit gravitational waves, the
number of detections needs to be increased. To detect continuous wave signals, the
signal to noise ratio (SNR) of h improves with the square-root of the total observing
time of the detector [33]. With longer observation times, it is more likely that an
exotic event will be measured. For these reasons, gravitational wave detectors are
operated for year long time-scales with minimal interruption. These are known
as observation runs. Between observation runs, the detectors undergo hardware
upgrades. The previous, current and future observation runs are summarised in
Table 1.1; a more comprehensive overview can be found in [34].
1.3 Measuring Gravitational Waves with an Inter-
ferometer
Gravitational waves are propagating transverse perturbations in the curvature
of space-time, and can be split into a basis set containing two polarisations, plus
and cross (e.g. [20] or [21]). The effect these waves have, in the local Lorentz frame,
4
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Obs. Run Dates Detections Detectors
O1 12/09/2015 - 19/01/2016 3 aLIGO
O2 30/11/2016 - 25/08/2017 8 aLIGO, Virgo
O3a 01/04/2019 - 01/10/2019 39 aLIGO, Virgo
O3b 01/11/2019 - 30/04/2020 23 aLIGO, Virgo
O4 2021 - aLIGO, Virgo, KAGRA
O5 2025 - LIGO A+, Advanced Virgo,
KAGRA, LIGO India
Table 1.1: Summary of observation runs for LIGO, Virgo and KAGRA [5, 35, 36].
This table includes detections that were made up to November 2020; analysis of the
O3 data is ongoing.
on free test masses on Earth is to move them by a small amount 2.
To detect plus-polarised gravitational waves, the end mirrors of a Michelson
interferometer can be used as the test masses. These mirrors are referred to as
end test masses (ETMs). A suspended mass will behave in the same way as a
free mass when it is driven above its resonant frequency, so the ETMs need to
be suspended [37]. A sketch of a gravitational wave interacting with a Michelson
interferometer is shown in Figure 1.1. The amount the test masses move, ∆L, when
they are at a distance of L away from the origin of the local Lorentz frame due to
2In the local Lorentz frame of the beam splitter, for any feasible Earth based detector, the
effect of a gravitational wave on the wavelength of the light is negligible compared to its effect
on the positions of the test masses due to the strong equivalence principle: all non-gravitational
laws of physics which can be expressed in a special relativistic form have the same form in a local
Lorentz frame (e.g. [20]). For a gravitational wave with a frequency of 100 Hz and a wavelength
λGW = 3, 000 m, in the local Lorentz frame, the metric has the form gαβ = ηαβ + O(h), where






Minkowski space-time metric is flat, so in the local Lorentz frame the metric is, essentially, flat
and the gravitational waves cause the test masses to move by ∆L = hL/2. Maxwell’s equations










is small, as it would
be for an Earth based interferometer, then the effect of the gravitational wave on the light is much
smaller than the effect of the gravitational wave on the test masses.
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Interferometers are sensitive to arm length changes that are on the order of one
wavelength, λEM, of the light they are operated with, as they measure the light’s
phase. As a plus-polarised gravitational wave will move the test masses in anti-
phase, the difference between the phase of light when it recombines at the beam





∆φ is known as the differential phase, and differential effects, such as differential
test mass motion or light being back scattered into just one arm, result in the light
acquiring differential phase. The wavelength current interferometers operate with,
λEM = 1064 nm, was selected because test masses with low noise and low optical
absorption and mirror coatings with low loss and low thermal noise can be fabricated
for this wavelength [38].
The gravitational wave strain is converted into power fluctuations of light at the
anti-symmetric (AS) port due to the two light fields from the arms interfering at
the beam splitter (see Figure 1.1). When on the dark fringe, the interferometer
is configured so that there is a small, static offset difference in the arm lengths
corresponding to a phase φ0. This results in a small amount of light (∼ 10 mW)
at the AS port for the signal light to beat with, and so the variation in the power
6
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of the light at the AS port depends linearly on the gravitational wave strain. This
technique is known as DC readout [39, 40]. At the beam splitter, the electric field,
EAS, emerging from the AS port due to the interference of the beams returning from




















where P0 is the power of the beam injected into the beam splitter by the laser. The
power of the beam at the AS port, PAS, is


















In the absence of a gravitational wave signal, the DC light at the AS port is




, where PAS is the average of PAS. As
we are interested in a fluctuating signal, the DC offset from Equation (1.7) can be







Therefore, it is in principle possible to measure the differential motion of the ETMs
due to a gravitational wave’s strain by placing a photodiode in the beam emerging
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from the AS port of a Michelson interferometer.
1.3.1 Using Fabry-Perot Cavities in the Arms of a Michelson
Interferometer to Enhance its Sensitivity
For a Michelson interferometer, the arm length which maximises the fluctuating
part of ∆φ is 1/4 of the wavelength of a gravitational wave. Gravitational wave
signals from BBHs and BNSs have frequencies of ∼100 Hz; therefore, the wavelength
of the gravitational wave will be of the order ∼ 1000 km. It is not possible to
construct a Michelson interferometer with ∼1000 km arms on Earth.
The sites that were available to construct the LIGO detectors allow for 4 km
arms. To reach the optimal arm length on a 4 km site, the number of times, B, that
the light bounces off of the ETMs needs to be increased. Numerically, B should





Fabry-Perot cavities are used to increase the effective number of times light
bounces off the ETMs3. Cavities are formed by placing an input test mass (ITM)
in each arm near the beam splitter. When a photon enters a cavity, it remains in
3Heriott delay lines were considered as a means of achieving more bounces off the ETMs, however
due to difficulty in manufacturing mirrors which do not scatter light, delay line interferometers fell
out of favour. In principle, both delay lines and Fabry-Perot cavities would perform equally well
due to the Mizuno limit [41].
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Ly = -1/2 Lh
ei/2
Figure 1.1: (a) A sketch of the effect a gravitational wave has on a Michelson inter-
ferometer. The positions of the test masses, ETMX and ETMY, at different times
during the gravitational wave’s period is shown by the blue and pink mirrors. The
electric fields within the interferometer are indicated:
√
P0 is the laser’s amplitude
and ±∆φ/2 is the phase acquired by the light as it travels up and down the arms.
(b) To reach the sensitivity needed to detect gravitational waves, several mirrors
need to be added to the basic Michelson interferometer: ITMX and ITMY boost
the signal generated in the arms, the power recycling mirror (PRM) increases the
power at the beam splitter, and the SRM can be used to shape the quantum noise
of the interferometer.
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the cavity for an average number of bounces that is determined by the reflectivity of
the mirrors. Interferometers measure the difference in phase of the electromagnetic
fields in the arms, ∆φEM = dφEMdφETM ∆φETM, so when a Fabry-Perot cavity is near
or on resonance, the Fabry-Perot cavity enhances the detectors sensitivity as the
slope dφEM
dφETM
is much greater for a Fabry-Perot cavity than it is for a mirror. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.2. The exact way this happens is dependent on the frequency
of the gravitational wave and the reflectivity of the mirrors, with the arm cavity
acting as a low pass filter (e.g see [41, Chapter 3], [42, Appendix D], [43] or [44]).
1.4 Sources of Noise in Gravitational Wave Inter-
ferometers.
As the strain induced by a gravitational wave causes a minuscule change in
the phase accumulated by light in the arm cavities, suppressing the noise below
this signal is the main obstacle faced when trying to measure a gravitational wave.
From Equation (1.9), for a gravitational wave strain of hrms ∼10−23 interacting with
LIGO, the beams interfering at the beam splitter will have a difference in phase of
∼10−11 rad.
1.4.1 Laser Power and Shot Noise
The shot noise associated with detecting a coherent state, such as that created by
the laser, can limit the sensitivity of the interferometer. To reduce the shot noise of a
10
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Figure 1.2: This figure shows the difference between the phase of the light reflected
from a mirror versus the phase of light reflected from a cavity as the position of the
mirror/end mirror is changed. The orange line shows the extra round trip phase
acquired by light in the arm if the ETM is moved one wavelength (360°) and the
blue line shows the same thing for a Fabry-Perot cavity. The phase of the light
reflected from the cavity rapidly changes as it moves through the resonance. The
interferometers sensitivity is proportional to the slope dφEM
dφETM
, and so a Fabry-Perot
cavity can increase the sensitivity of the interferometer. The power of the light that
is reflected from the cavity is indicated by the black dashed line.
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measurement, the energy, E , used in the measurement needs to be increased, and this
corresponds to a increasing the laser power. The uncertainty in energy, ∆E , that is
associated with a measurement of the time between two events, ∆T , is determined by
the time-energy uncertainty principle, ∆E∆T ≥ ~/2. The uncertainty in the phase,
∆φ, of a light beam with angular frequency ωEM is related to the measurement
time by ∆φ = ωEM∆T [45]. The phase is averaged over a time corresponding
to half the gravitational wave’s period, so ∆T = 1
2fGW
. The energy used in the
measurement is E = P0 12fGW = ~ωEMN , where P0 is the power of the laser and N is
the number of photons detected in the averaging time. As the laser is in a coherent
state (e.g. [46,47]), the uncertainty in detecting N photons is ∆N =
√
N ; therefore,
the uncertainty in the energy used in the measurement is ∆E = ~ωEM
√
N . Using




The amplitude spectrum of the power at the AS port, PASrms, measured by the
photodiode over a time corresponding to a bandwidth of ∆f will depend on the




The conversion from the power of the light at the AS port to gravitational wave
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and so the amplitude spectrum of the strain corresponding to the shot noise of the






Equation (1.13) assumed the frequency response of the interferometer to a grav-
itational wave is flat, however the arm cavities have a low pass filtering effect on the
signal, and so the shot noise will rise as f above the characteristic frequency of the
arm cavity. This can be seen in the spectral densities of the LIGO detectors’ noise
(Figure 1.3).
To make the photon shot noise be a factor of 10 below the expected gravitational
wave signal, Equation (1.9) and Equation (1.10) show that, for a LIGO-like inter-
ferometer, the required number of photons to measure a gravitational wave with a
strain amplitude of hrms = 10−23 is ∼ 1022. For a gravitational wave signal with a
frequency of 100Hz, the laser power incident on the beam splitter would need to be
∼1 MW.
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Figure 1.3: The light blue and light red lines show the design sensitivity of the
aLIGO and LIGO A+ detectors. The noise due to radiation pressure and photon
shot noise is shown in dark blue (aLIGO) and dark red (A+). These two noise
sources make up the detectors’ quantum noise. Above 10Hz, quantum effects are
one of the limiting sources of noise. Below 10Hz, classical noise sources, e.g. seismic
motion, limit the sensitivity of the detectors. Above 100Hz, shot noise limits the
sensitivity of detectors. Shot noise rises with f due to the arm cavities. Below
100Hz, the quantum noise goes as 1/f due to radiation pressure. Coating thermal
noise will limit the A+ detectors’ sensitivity in a band around 100 Hz.
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1.4.2 Using Power Recycling to Reduce Shot Noise
Single frequency continuous wave lasers with a power of 1MW do not exist, so
to increase the laser power that is incident upon the beam splitter, a power recycling
cavity (PRC) can be used [48–50]. When the interferometer is on the dark fringe,
most of the light from the laser gets reflected by it. Thus, the interferometer is,
effectively, a mirror. Drever [51] proposed that a mirror, known as the PRM, could
be placed between the laser and the interferometer to form a cavity. A sketch of this
is shown in Figure 1.1. The total power impinging on the beam splitter would be
increased by making wavelength-scale position changes, i.e. tuning, of the position
of the PRM such that the light reflected from the interferometer and the light from
the laser add in phase, i.e. the reflected light power would be ‘recycled’. Current
laser sources that can be operated for year-long timescales are capable of producing
of the order 100W, see Chapter 2, and so the power recycling factor needs to be
∼ 104. This technique has been implemented at LIGO [52] and other large-scale
interferometers [35,36].
1.4.3 Using Signal Recycling to Shape Quantum Noise
An interferometer’s bandwidth depends on the amount of time that the signal-
carrying light spends in the arms. Meers suggested that the signal light could be
recycled in a similar fashion to how power is recycled [48]. The detection bandwidth
can be altered by introducing a mirror, known as the SRM, at the output of the
interferometer between the photodiode and the beam splitter. A coupled cavity,
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known as the SRC, will be formed by the SRM, ITM and ETM. A sketch of this is
shown in Figure 1.1. The finesse of the arm cavities as seen by the light emerging
at the AS port depends on the tuning of the SRM. There are two common modes of
operation: resonant sideband extraction (RSE) [53, 54] and signal recycling. Alter-
natively, the SRM can be tuned so that the interferometer is optimised for a narrow
band of frequencies, e.g. [55].
When in RSE mode, the SRM is tuned so that the SRC is anti-resonant, thus
broadening the interferometer’s sensitivity ‘bucket’ at the expense of losing peak
sensitivity. Originally, RSE was motivated by needing to reduce the thermal load
on the beam splitter by increasing the finesse of the arm cavities [54]. However,
by increasing the finesse of the arm cavity, the bandwidth of the interferometer is
reduced. To retain the desired arm cavity finesse from a sensitivity point of view,
the SRM can be made more highly reflective and tuned so that the finesse of the
arm cavity experienced by the signal is lowered.
In signal recycling mode, the SRM is tuned so that the SRC is resonant. This
deepens the sensitivity bucket at the expense of bandwidth. The trade-off between
bandwidth and peak sensitivity comes from the conservation of energy. From an
energy argument, the sensitivity of a detector to gravitational waves is determined
by the detector’s bandwidth and the energy within this bandwidth; so for the same
amount of power at the beam splitter, this can be thought of as a fundamental limit
to the interferometer’s sensitivity. This is known as the Mizuno limit [41].
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1.4.4 Reducing Shot Noise by Removing Light in Higher Or-
der Modes with a Mode Cleaner Cavity.
All light that is detected by the output photodiode contributes to the total
shot noise of the measurement; therefore, only light which carries signal should be
incident on the photodiode to enhance the SNR of the measurement. In an ideal
interferometer, the light emerging at the AS port will be a beam that is defined by the
mode that is resonant within the arm cavity. To minimise diffraction loss, and due to
the reduction in purity of higher order modes due to mode degeneracy and imperfect
mirrors [56], the light in the arm cavity will be in the fundamental Gaussian mode.
However, due to optical imperfections, e.g. astigmatism, and the radio-frequency
(RF) side-bands used to control the interferometer, the light emerging from the AS
port contains light in higher order modes. This undesired light is referred to as junk
light. A mathematical description of Gaussian beams can be found in Appendix F.
To remove junk light, mode cleaners are used (e.g. [57, 58]). A mode cleaner
is a high finesse cavity that strips away light in higher order modes and the con-
trol sidebands. The LIGO output mode cleaner (OMC) [57] is a monolithic fused
silica bow-tie cavity that has a round-trip of ∼ 1 m. As higher order modes ac-
quire a different amount of phase as they propagate compared to the fundamental
Gaussian mode, an optical cavity can be designed such that when the fundamental
mode resonates, the higher order modes do not. These higher order modes will be
suppressed by a factor proportional to the cavity’s finesse. However, it is possible
for some higher order modes to not be suppressed if their round trip Gouy phase is
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nearly the same as that of the fundamental mode; thus, the cavity is designed so that
only higher order modes which carry an insignificant amount of light will do this.
The control sidebands are attenuated if they are outwith the cavity’s linewidth. The
beam transmitted by the mode cleaner will be predominantly in the fundamental
mode, and so the SNR of the signal measured by the photodiode will be maximised.
1.4.5 Radiation Pressure Noise and the Standard Quantum
Limit
Radiation pressure noise is a quantum effect that arises due to the uncertainty
in the momentum that light imparts to the test masses when it is reflected from
them [46]. These quantum fluctuations will give rise to a differential force on the
ETMs, meaning that this noise couples as 1/f 2 to the measurement of the positions
of the ETMs. A fluctuating force, F , arises due to the beam’s shot noise. If the power
of the beam is P , the amplitude spectral density of this force is F = 2
√
2~ωEMP/c,
where c is the speed of light. Thus, the amplitude spectral density of a mirror’s






To reduce the effect of radiation pressure noise, the LIGO test masses are 40 kg.
The effect of radiation pressure noise on the LIGO detectors’ sensitivity can be seen
in Figure 1.3.
When the laser power is increased, the relative shot noise decreases while radi-
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ation pressure noise increases, so a balance can be struck between the two types of
noise. For a laser which produces a coherent state, i.e. a classical laser, the stan-
dard quantum limit (SQL) [46, 59, 60] sets an optimal laser power for a given ETM
mass which minimises the total quantum noise. In a Michelson interferometer, the
SQL sets a bound that follows a 1/f slope. For a given power, the interferometer’s
quantum noise will reach this limit at only one frequency.
The quantum noise of an interferometer with an SRM that is tuned to either sig-
nal recycling mode or RSE mode will also reach the SQL at one frequency; however,
for an arbitrary detuning of the SRM, the quantum noise of the interferometer will
drop below the SQL at some frequencies due to non-linear optical effects [61].
1.4.6 Coating Thermal Noise and Other Noise Sources
There are many classical sources of noise to overcome in a gravitational wave
interferometer. The most notable of these is the noise associated with the Brownian
motion of atoms in the amorphous mirror coating layers of the test masses [62].
Current detectors are designed around the expected noise level that can be achieved
with these coatings. This will be one of the limiting sources of noise in the A+
detector, as shown in Figure 1.3. Other noise sources include seismic noise from
the motion of the Earth, Newtonian noise from pressure waves in the Earth’s crust,
residual gas pressure noise that alters the refractive index of the arms, and the noise
associated with the interferometer’s electronics (e.g. [63,64]).
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1.5 Reducing Shot Noise with Non-Classical States
of Light
The two-photon formalism developed by Caves and Schumaker [65, 66] can be
used to describe how non-classical states of light can improve the sensitivity of an
interferometer. In this framework, light is analogous to a quantum simple harmonic
oscillator. A simple harmonic oscillator can be described by two orthogonal com-
ponents, such as the momentum and position quadratures; for light, a convenient
basis to use are the amplitude and phase quadratures. The amplitude and phase
quadratures, X̂ and Ŷ respectively, defined in terms of annihilation and creation















From this formalism, an uncertainty relation between the phase and amplitude




If the uncertainty in one quadrature is reduced, the uncertainty in the other is
increased. Such a light field is squeezed. The phase of the squeezed field which has
the minimum uncertainty is defined as the squeezing angle.
As the gravitational wave signals will be in the phase quadrature of the light, it
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would be advantageous to, by the uncertainty principle, move noise to the undetected
amplitude quadrature from the detected phase quadrature; this can be achieved by
using squeezed light. Squeezed light is created with an optical parametric amplifier;
this is a device which generates correlated photons by converting single higher energy
photons into two lower energy photons. This squeezed vacuum light is injected
into the interferometer from the AS port so that the observed noise within the
interferometer is squeezed. This technique has been implemented at LLO [67] and
GEO600 [68].
However, fluctuations in the amplitude quadrature of the light perturb the po-
sition of the test masses; thus, they couple to the signal at the AS port. During
LIGO’s third observation run, the squeezing angle had to be tuned to prevent radi-
ation pressure noise from limiting the BNS range of the detector [67].
To infer the quantum state of a light field, a technique known as balanced homo-
dyne detection (BHD) can be used to observe one quadrature of the light field [69].
By combining the signal light field that is to be measured with a much stronger
local oscillator (LO) light field on a beam splitter, the quantum state of the signal
light field is encoded in the combined beams’ power. The relative phase between
the signal and local oscillator determines the quadrature of the quantum state that
will be observed. Chapter 4.1 explores this in more detail.
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1.6 Interferometry Techniques to Beat Quantum
Limits
Squeezed light and an effect known as ponderomotive squeezing [59], can be
used to surpass the SQL at some frequencies. Ponderomotive squeezing arises due
to the natural correlations between the phase and amplitude quadratures of the
light created by the interferometer. A demonstration of the SQL being surpassed
at the LIGO Livingston detector can be found in [70]. Although [70] shows the
SQL was beaten at some frequencies, the noise at other frequencies was increased
relative to if no squeezing was used. The LIGO detectors are operated for broadband
gravitational wave sensitivity, but sub-SQL interferometer configurations could be
used if detecting certain astrophysical sources with merging frequencies around the
frequency at which the SQL is beaten was of interest.
To avoid the increase in radiation pressure noise that is experienced when squeezed
light is used, a frequency dependent squeezer can be utilised [59]. The light’s squeez-
ing angle can be rotated as a function of frequency. This is done by reflecting the
light from a high finesse detuned filter cavity. At frequencies within the linewidth
of the cavity, the light reflected from the filter cavity will experience a phase shift
and so the squeezing angle will be rotated; in contrast, at frequencies outside the
cavity’s linewidth, the light incident upon the cavity is reflected without experienc-
ing any phase shift and so the squeezing angle is not rotated. At low frequencies,
the amplitude quadrature can be squeezed and thus the interferometer’s radiation
pressure noise can be decreased. At high frequency, the phase quadrature can be
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squeezed and thus the interferometer’s shot noise can be decreased. A frequency de-
pendent squeezed light source that is suitable for LIGO has been demonstrated [71]
and frequency dependent squeezing will be part of the A+ detector.
Variational readout is a technique where quantum noise due to radiation pres-
sure is removed from the measurement by using a frequency dependent homodyne
angle [59]. This is realised in a similar way to frequency dependent squeezing; the
AS beam is coupled to a filter cavity and thus the detected quadrature of the beam
emerging from this cavity is frequency dependent. This beam is then measured on
photodiodes using a conventional BHD scheme. Variational readout schemes are
sensitive to small amounts of loss within the filter cavity, and so this technology is
not mature enough to be implemented into current gravitational wave detectors.
To beat the bandwidth limit, energy has to be injected into the system. Us-
ing white-light cavities as a means of increasing a detectors bandwidth have been
studied [72–74]. However, these interferometer configurations have yet to be exper-
imentally demonstrated.
There are several sub-SQL schemes which avoid the quantum noise problems
related to making a position measurement of the test masses. If a momentum
measurement of the test masses could be made, then a random imparting of ‘position’
would not affect future measurements of the momentum [75]. This is a type of
quantum non-demolition measurement. As a speed measurement is being made, the
displacement noise would rise as 1/f instead of 1/f 2; this type of measurement can
be made with a speed meter interferometer [76–78].
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1.7 The Effect of Loss Mechanisms Within the In-
terferometer on Measuring Quantum States of
Light
Loss in the optical path from the arm cavities to the readout photodiodes results
in less signal as well as more noise. The decrease in signal is straight forward to un-
derstand: if there are fewer photons to measure, then the signal will be smaller. For
coherent light, the signal is proportional to the power and the noise is proportional
to √power, so the SNR is proportional to 1/√power; thus, loss results in a decrease
in the SNR.
As gravitational wave detectors implement squeezing to decrease the quantum
noise in the detection quadrature, it is important to preserve the quantum state
of the signal field by having minimal loss. Real optical components have physical
attributes that result in incident light power being wasted. These mechanisms are
known as losses, and examples of these include absorption and scattering. A lossy
optical component can be modelled as an ideal one downstream of a beam splitter
whose splitting ratio represents the loss (e.g. [47, Section 2]). The incoming light
enters a beam splitter; some light is directed to the ideal component and some gets
lost. In the remaining input to the beam splitter, vacuum fluctuations can enter.
Some of these fluctuations will make it to the ideal component, and so the state of
the light that is detected is contaminated with extra vacuum fluctuations compared
to if there was no loss. The factor by which the shot noise increases, ε, due to a
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where 0 < η < 1 is the efficiency (1− loss) of the component.
Mode matching losses have a greater contribution to the total shot noise com-
pared to losses of the same size generated by a simpler mechanism [79]. This source
of loss can be reduced through careful design of the optical layout. Mirrors with a
tuneable radius of curvature can be used to ensure that there is minimal loss due to
mode mismatch. This is the focus of Chapter 5.
1.8 Photodiodes
Photodiodes are used to sense the signal-containing light from the interferometer
via the OMC (see Section 1.4.4)4. A photodiode is a square-law detector that
produces a current that is proportional to the power of the light incident on the
detector. The photodiode’s quantum efficiency is the fraction of photons that are
absorbed by the photodiode producing a photocurrent; a quantum efficiency less
than unity is a source of loss. Photodiodes are usually operated with a reverse bias
– cathode held at a positive voltage relative to the anode – to widen their depletion
region, thus improving their quantum efficiency and bandwidth (see Section 6.2 for
more detail).
4In this thesis, unless specified, I will be talking about the ‘DC’ photodiodes used to sense
the gravitational wave signal. There are other types of photodiodes used in gravitational wave
detectors, e.g. RF photodiodes; these are not discussed.
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Due to its bandgap, InGaAs is a widely used semiconductor for detecting 1-1.6µm
light, and suitable InGaAs photodiodes were available for the current generation of
gravitational wave detectors. The requirements for the photodiodes used in a grav-
itational wave detector are discussed in Section 6.1. Usually, off-the-shelf InGaAs
photodiodes are of the order 1mm in diameter to keep their junction capacitance
low enough for high-speed operation5 and to keep their dark current low. Photodi-
odes often follow a p-doped, intrinsic, n-doped (PIN) semiconductor structure (see
Section 6.2) as this design can yield photodiodes with high quantum efficiency and
fast response times. InGaAs PIN photodiodes can often detect up to 100mW of
light power, and they can be operated at room temperature.
Since future gravitational wave detectors may need to operate with 2µm light
(see Section 1.10), the current photodiodes may be replaced with devices capable
of sensing light with a wavelength of 2µm. ‘Extended’ InGaAs photodiodes may
be used to do this. Extended InGaAs is an industry term for InGaAs photodiodes
with cut-off wavelengths that are above 1.6 µm. Based on conversations with four
photodiode manufactures and distributors [80–83], it is unlikely that commercially
available extended InGaAs photodiodes for detecting 2µm light that are suitable
for a gravitational wave detector exist. As discussed in Chapter 6, it is difficult to
produce defect-free extended InGaAs, and defects in extended InGaAs photodiodes
can cause the noise and quantum efficiency of the photodiode to be degraded. It
may be noted that previous experiments in squeezing at 2 µm have been limited by
the properties of the extended InGaAs photodiode that was used [84, 85]. In [84],
5High-speed operation (> 100 kHz) is not needed for a photodiode that is used to sense the
light which contains the gravitational wave signal.
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the photodiode was not reverse biased to minimise noise from the photodiode which
would have limited the experiment; this came at the expense of the photodiode’s
quantum efficiency being degraded, and the total observed squeezing was limited by
the photodiode’s quantum efficiency. The characterisation of some extended InGaAs
photodiodes is described in Chapter 6.
1.9 Overview of the LIGO Detectors
The LIGO detectors are dual-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson interferometers
with 4 km arms [5]. One of these is at LLO and the other is at the LIGO Hanford Ob-
servatory, WA., USA (LHO). The layout of the detectors is shown in Figure 1.4 [86]
and their sensitivity curves are shown in Figure 1.3 [87,88]. The term dual-recycled
refers to the fact that the interferometers use both power and signal recycling. The
interferometers are housed within vacuum systems comprised of several horizontal
access modules (HAM) and basic symmetric chambers (BSCs). Figure 1.4 includes
all the optics from the pre-stabilised-laser (PSL) to the photodiodes that detect the
main beam.
The first cavity after the PSL is the input mode cleaner (IMC); this provides a
beam with high spatial purity for the interferometer and is used in the initial locking
sequence as a stable frequency reference. The PRC features two extra mirrors, known
as PR2 and PR3, in addition to the PRM. The role of these mirrors is to make the
round trip Gouy phase sufficient so that it is stable; the signal recycling cavity also
has three mirrors for the same reason [52]. The beam passes through the output
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Faraday isolator (OFI), and is steered into the OMC. The gravitational wave signal
is encoded in the beam transmitted by the OMC, so photodiodes monitor this light.
1.10 The Future of Ground-based Gravitational Wave
Detectors
The next generation of ground-based gravitational wave detectors include the
Einstein Telescope [89,90], LIGO Voyager [91] and LIGO Cosmic Explorer [92–94].
LIGO Voyager will be a cryogenic interferometer installed in the current LIGO
infrastructure and will be a factor of ∼ 2 more sensitive than LIGO A+. The
Einstein Telescope and Cosmic Explorer interferometers will be ten times larger
than the current generation of interferometers and will be able to: test the no-hair
theorem, test alternative theories of gravity, test models of string theory, measure
objects with large redshifts to learn about the formation of cosmological structures,
measure closer to the big bang than is possible with electromagnetic telescopes,
detect cosmic strings, probe the physics of neutron stars and measure what happens
during a supernova. As well as this, the third generation of gravitational wave
detectors may measure signals from exotic sources which have not yet been theorised.
The current generation of gravitational wave detectors are limited by the thermal
noise around 100Hz, see Figure 1.3, due to the Brownian motion of the molecules
that make up the mirror coatings [95]. Since these thermally driven fluctuations
are a limiting source of noise, proposed future gravitational wave detectors may use
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Figure 1.4: Sketch of a LIGO detector. The input and output optics — IM1-4, the
input periscope, OM1-3, the OMC , the input Faraday isolator and the OFI — are
shown in blue. The IMC mirrors are shown in green. The power recycling mirrors
are shown in pink. The arm cavity mirrors are shown in pale blue. The signal
recycling cavity mirrors are shown in yellow. The beam leaves BS at an angle due
to the BS being wedged. Angles in the recycling cavities are exaggerated and the
arms are shortened for clarity.
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cryogenically cooled mirrors.
However, the material that the test masses are currently made from, fused silica,
has undesirable noise properties when it is cooled [96] and so the future test masses
may be made of crystalline silicon; crystalline silicon is opaque at 1µm [97] and since
light will be required to transmit through them, this forces a change from a 1µm
laser. Additionally, cryogenically cooled mirror coatings may not be compatible with
the current laser wavelength [98–100]. Therefore, future gravitational wave detectors
may use either a 1.5µm or 2µm wavelength laser [93,94]. 2 µm is of interest as there
have been promising designs for low noise mirror coatings that are optimised for this
wavelength [101].
1.11 Conclusion
Further detections of gravitational waves will lead to a better understanding
of the Universe. To reach the design sensitivity of the LIGO detectors, among
other upgrades, the input laser power needs increasing. To further lower the LIGO
detectors noise floor, the A+ upgrade will utilise frequency dependent squeezed light.
For this to be successfully implemented, the quantum state of the light field must
be accurately detected with a balanced homodyne readout and losses in the readout
must be minimal.
As there is potential to reduce the noise floor that will limit the A+ detector by
using cryogenic mirror coatings that are compatible with 2µm light, future detectors
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may use a 2µm laser; this leads to the question: is laser technology at this wavelength
sufficiently mature to enable quantum limited gravitational wave detectors? BHD
and photodiodes with high quantum efficiency and low dark noise will be required
for any future interferometer.
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Chapter 2
A Prototype High Power Laser for
LIGO’s Fourth Observation Run
2.1 Introduction
The LIGO detectors require high input power, nominally 125W at 1064 nm [102],
to decrease the shot noise which limits their sensitivities at frequencies above 100Hz.
The original laser for aLIGO cannot reach the required power without generating
excess pointing noise. In this chapter, the new laser layout is discussed. The pre
mode cleaner (PMC) throughput power, beam quality, intensity noise, pointing noise
and frequency noise of the prototype laser were measured. The prototype of the new
laser was able to produce 100W of intensity stabilised light. The pointing noise was
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measured to be above the requirement; however, this prototype was made in a lab
which was noisier than the room in which the PSL is housed, and the pointing
noise may be improved by reducing turbulence in the water-cooling system. While
the 125W nominal power level was not obtained, this layout can provide ∼ 30 W
more power than the laser which was used for LIGO’s third observation run. With
additional work in optimising the setup, the maximum output power of this laser
may be increased.
If coherent light from a laser is detected, the amplitude spectral density, σ, of




P , so the SNR, P/σ,
scales with
√
P . Alternatively, to decrease the shot noise limit, the wavelength could
be decreased; however, the LIGO detectors operate at 1064nm due to the availability
of mirror coatings with low absorption and low thermal noise. As thermal noise
limits current detectors, cryogenically cooled mirrors and test masses may be used
in future interferometers, and these will likely work with 1.5µm or 2µm light [101].
In the field of ground-based gravitational wave detection, high power refers to
lasers with powers of the order 100W. High power is a loosely defined term as
lasers ranging from 100W to 100 kW are called high power in the literature [103–
113]. Pulsed lasers are often used to reach high powers, however gravitational wave
detectors must use a single frequency, narrow linewidth, continuous wave laser, so a
pulsed laser would be unsuitable. As the power is increased, other properties of the
laser tend to be degraded. It needs to operate uninterrupted on year-long timescales;
this poses a major engineering challenge.
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The laser for LIGO must be linearly polarised, have high spatial purity, low in-
tensity noise and low frequency noise. These requirements are detailed in [102]. To
overcome the technical challenges that come with the high power and low noise re-
quirements for the LIGO laser, themaster-oscillator-power-amplifier (MOPA) topol-
ogy was selected. This type of laser is based on a high-performance seed laser which
is then amplified. As amplifiers are linear and coherent, the low noise properties of
the seed laser characterises the noise of the high-power beam.
LIGO’s original laser was able to generate ∼ 150 W of power in the HG00
mode [114]. This laser used an injection-locked high power oscillator (HPO) as the
means for obtaining the target power. The HPO was a ring cavity containing laser
crystals, and it was seeded by a 35W low noise-laser. This laser went through ex-
tensive testing and refinement at the Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics
[114] and was installed as part of LIGO’s PSL.
However, due to pointing noise from the water cooling of the crystals within the
HPO coupling to the differential arm motion signal, as well as one HPO being de-
stroyed by accident, the HPO was bypassed and the LIGO detectors operated using
only the 35W laser [95]. To reach higher powers during LIGO’s third observation
run, instead of the HPO, a neoVAN-4S single-pass amplifier made by neoLase [115]
was used. This stepped up the laser power from 35W to 70W [64, 116].
The next stage of development was a complete redesign of the LIGO laser. A
prototype laser was constructed and tested at LIGO Livingston. This design will be
installed as the new PSL for the start of LIGO’s fourth observation run [95].
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Figure 2.1: Conceptually, the PSL will be made up of four components: the NRPO,
two neoVAN-4S-HP amplifiers and the PMC cavity. The NPRO provides seed light
with good noise characteristics. These noise characteristics are preserved by the am-
plifiers, so the resulting beam will have high power and low noise. As the linewidth
of the PMC ∼ 1 MHz, it filters away light in higher order modes and RF intensity
noise so a quiet spatially pure mode can be sent to the interferometer.
2.2 Concept for LIGO’s New Laser
LIGO will use a MOPA laser that is seeded by a non-planar ring oscillator
(NPRO). The NPRO beam will be amplified by two neoVAN-4S-HP single-pass
amplifiers [115] in series and be followed by a mode cleaner cavity to produce a
low-noise, high-power laser in the fundamental mode. This concept is shown in
Figure 2.1.
2.2.1 Non-Planar Ring Oscillators
The first element of the PSL is an NPRO [117–119]. The NPRO provides a low
noise laser making it a suitable seed for a MOPA system. This is a single frequency
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laser constructed from one Nd:YAG crystal which acts as both the gain medium
and the cavity, thus it produces a laser with a high amount of frequency stability.
The NPRO used was a Mephisto sold by Coherent [120], and it can produce 2W of
1064nm light.
2.2.2 The neoVAN-4S-HP Solid-State Amplifier
The neoVAN-4S-HP is a single-pass solid-state amplifier manufactured by Ne-
olase. It is constructed from four Nd:YVO4 crystals which are pumped by fibre
coupled, low noise laser pump-diodes. It should be seeded by s-polarised light at
1064 nm. These gain mediums are in contact with a metal plate which is cooled.
This keeps pointing noise low as flowing water is not directly in contact with the
gain medium. As these amplifiers have low noise pump-diodes and will be seeded
by an NPRO, the noise of the light produced by them should be determined by the
NPRO. Results from a setup using a single neoVAN-4S-HP showed these amplifiers
can be continuously operated for many tens of days [113]. A similar setup using a
35W seed laser and two neoVAN-4S-HPs was able to generate 195W of light [112]
for nearly 80 days with no significant drops in power.
2.2.3 The Pre Mode Cleaner Cavity
The light transmitted by the PMC is used as the input beam for the interfer-
ometer. The PMC is locked to the fundamental mode so that the beam which is
delivered to the rest of the interferometer will not contain much light in higher order
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modes. This is important as the amplifiers produce light with spatial defects.
The PMC is a 2m bow tie cavity with a free spectral range (FSR) of ∼150 MHz
and a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of ∼ 1 MHz, thus it passively filters
RF intensity noise. RF sidebands used for sensing and controlling lengths within
the interferometer are provided after the PMC but before the IMC (see Figure 1.4),
meaning that the IMC cannot be used to provide the required RF intensity stabili-
sation.
The PMC has been redesigned [121] to prevent contamination due to glue on its
mirrors and to make maintaining the PMC easier. Failures of the old PMCs can
be found in [122, 123]. The PMC design no longer includes a vacuum enclosure to
isolate it from acoustic noise as this was found to be unnecessary.
2.3 Layout of the Prototype Laser System
An optical layout based on the concept described in Section 2.2 was constructed.
A sketch of the layout is shown in Figure 2.2. In addition to the main beam path,
there are low-power diagnostic beams after each amplifier that can be used to char-
acterise the laser. Eventually, this laser will include the tabletop frequency stabilisa-
tion servo (TTFSS); however, at this stage of testing, the TTFSS was not installed
and so this has not been included in the layout description.
The NPRO beam passes through some optics to clean up its polarisation. Light
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Beam for the 
interferometer
Figure 2.2: This sketch shows all the optics in the main beam path as well as the
pick-off points for the diagnostic beams for the prototype of the optical layout for
the PSL. After the first amplifier, the power of the laser is ∼ 60 W, and after the
second amplifier, it is ∼ 120 W. While the laser is being amplitude stabilised, the
throughput power of the PMC was ∼ 100 W. The photodiodes for stabilising the
laser’s intensity are called ISS PDA and PDB. Within the diagnostic bread board
(DBB) (grey box in the bottom left), there are several photodiodes for characterising
beams.
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transmitted through a steering mirror is used to monitor the power of the NPRO.
An electro-optic modulator (EOM) produces 35.5MHz sidebands for the Pound-
Drever-Hall (PDH) scheme used to lock the PMC. A Faraday isolator ensures light
reflected back through the amplifiers does not reach the NPRO and hence damage
it. The beam passes through a lens to mode match the beam to the first amplifier.
Two mirrors are used to align the NPRO beam to the amplifier. A half-wave plate
ensures the polarisation into the first amplifier is set correctly. These optics are
shown in Figure 2.3.
After the first amplifier, the beam passes through a high-power attenuation stage,
which consists of a half wave-plate and two thin film polarisers, to allow for safe set
up and low power operation. When setting up this layout, the amplifiers must be run
at maximum power since they exhibit significant thermal lensing. The high-power
attenuators are not envisioned being used during observation runs. The light from
the laser is then directed through a Faraday isolator and wave-plate before reaching
the second amplifier. The mode matching lenses for the second amplifier are on
either side of the Faraday isolator. Two mirrors immediately before the second
amplifier are used for its alignment. The transmission through one of the steering
mirrors before the second amplifier is used for monitoring the beam produced by
the first amplifier. This section of the layout is shown in Figure 2.3.
After the second amplifier, the beam goes through a high-power attenuation
stage before passing through an AOM. This AOM is for controlling the power of the
laser. Downstream of the AOM, a pick-off beam is used to measure the properties of
the laser produced by the second amplifier. Before entering the PMC, the beam is
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transmitted through a thin film polariser so that the beam is set to be p-polarised.
This part of the layout can be seen in Figure 2.4.
The beam produced by the second amplifier is then coupled to the PMC; this
requires two mode matching lenses and two steering mirrors. There are three beams
transmitted by the PMC: a high-power one, which would be sent to the interferom-
eter, and two low-power ones for stabilising the frequency and intensity of the laser.
The low-power beams are of the order 100mW. The intensity stabilisation servo
(ISS) inner-loop photodiodes are in a light-tight enclosure. One of the photodiodes
is used as the in-loop sensor while the other is used as the out-of-loop sensor. The
PMC is shown in Figure 2.5. The light reflected from the PMC is used to lock it;
this path can be seen in Figure 2.4.
The DBB [124,125] is integrated into the layout via several pick-off points and can
be used to monitor the status of both amplifiers. The DBB enables measurements of
intensity noise, frequency noise, beam pointing noise and higher order mode content.
The DBB is shown in Figure 2.6. The DBB consists of a cavity, motorised lenses,
an automatic alignment system and several photodiodes. Despite having motorised
lens mounts in the DBB, static mode matching lenses are required in the diagnostic
beam paths. To characterise the NPRO beam, mirrors on magnetic mounts can be
inserted into the layout.
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Figure 2.3: Photograph of the PSL prototype showing the beam path (red lines)
from the NPRO (top right) to the second amplifier (bottom right). The beam path
up to the first amplifier includes optics for setting the polarisation of the beam, an
EOM, a Faraday isolator and lenses for mode matching. After the first amplifier, the
beam passes through a high-power attenuator, mode matching lenses and a Faraday
isolator. The first amplifier (bottom left) is monitored using a low-power pick-off
beam (centre right).
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Figure 2.4: Photograph of the layout showing the beam path (red lines) from the
second amplifier (bottom left) to the input of the PMC (centre right). This beam
path includes a high-power attenuator, an AOM, mode matching lenses for the PMC
and a thin film polariser. The PMC can be seen more clearly in Figure 2.5. The
path taken by light reflected from the PMC is shown. This light is used to lock the
PMC. A low-power beam for monitoring the second amplifier is obtained using the
transmission through a steering mirror (centre top) for the alignment to the PMC.
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Figure 2.5: Photograph of the PMC (centre) and the inner ISS photodiode box (top
right). The beam (shown in red) from the second amplifier enters the PMC. The
majority of this light is sent to the interferometer. A small fraction of the light in
transmission of the PMC is used to stabilise the intensity and frequency of the laser.
These beams are labelled as the ISS beam and the tabletop frequency stabilisation
servo beam. The ISS beam is directed into a light tight enclosure. This enclosure
contains two photodiodes which are for measuring the intensity noise of the laser.
One of these is an in-loop sensor; the other is an out-of-loop sensor. A quadrant
photodiode (QPD) can be used to monitor the alignment of the ISS photodiodes.
The reflected beam from the PMC is made up of the junk light in the beam from
the second amplifier.
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Figure 2.6: Photograph of the DBB with the beam path highlighted in red. Low
power beams are used to measure properties of the laser produced by both ampli-
fiers. The shutters control which amplifier will be characterised. The DBB contains
motorised lenses and PZT mirrors so that remote mode matching and automatic
alignment can be performed. The intensity noise of the beam can be measured with
the relative intensity noise (RIN) photodiode. The DBB locking photodiode is used
to lock the cavity to the beam. This photodiode is also used during mode scans to
measure the higher order content of the beam. Quadrant photodiodes (QPD) sepa-
rated by 90° of Gouy phase are used to measure the pointing noise of the incoming
beam.
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2.4 The Power Transmitted by the Pre Mode Cleaner
The PSL should deliver 125W to the interferometer [102]. The power transmit-
ted through the PMC is ultimately determined by two factors: the power in the
beam generated by the amplifiers, and the distortion of this beam. The beam’s
distortion is affected by the alignment, mode matching and thermal lensing of both
amplifiers. Increasing the pump-diode current increases the power that is produced
by the amplifier as well as the thermal lensing. The flow rate of the coolant can be
increased to mitigate thermal lensing; however, this can generate pointing noise if
there is turbulence in the water cooling system.
The prototype layout was able to deliver a maximum of 111W through the PMC
during a 55 hour trial run. This is shown in Figure 2.7. The power was measured
with power meters that were recently calibrated. The power emerging from the PMC
dropped to 107W during the course of the trial run, while the power incident onto
it remained ∼125 W. Changes in the lab’s temperature can cause slight alignment
drifts, and changes in the lab’s humidity can alter the properties of optical coatings.
The humidity was monitored during this run as temperature and humidity track one
another and the temperature sensors available were inferior to the humidity sensor.
Changes in the temperature and humidity resulted in the power decreasing. As the
laser will be in a controlled environment, this effect will be less severe when it is
installed.
To increase the output power, the mode matching to the PMC could be improved
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and the amplified beam’s distortion could be reduced. Mode matching between the
final amplifier and the PMC could be improved at the percent level. Increasing the
flow rate would reduce the beam’s distortion and may allow for higher pump-diode
currents, however concerns of pointing noise meant that the flow rate was kept low.
With higher flow rates, a beam with 137W of power and a higher order mode (HOM)
content of 4.6% was produced by the amplifiers.
To actuate on the power of the laser, some of the incident light will be ‘dumped’
to provide headroom for the actuator to both increase and decrease the beam’s
power as needed. This means that the full power will be reduced by ∼ 10 W when
the intensity stabilisation is activated.
Long term measurements should be taken, however the results in [112] show these
amplifiers can be run continuously for at least 80 days. Staff at LHO measured the
input laser power dropping from 55W to 52W over the course of one year [1]; this
was likely due to the ageing of the laser pump-diodes as well as mode mismatches
resulting from changes in the thermal state of the setup.
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Figure 2.7: The top panel shows the power that was incident on the PMC and the
power emerging from the PMC over a 55 hour trail run. The light produced by the
amplifiers did not change significantly for the duration of this measurement, however
the transmitted light through the PMC dropped from 111W to, at its lowest, 107W.
This is likely due to the environmental conditions in the lab changing. The bottom
panel shows the humidity of the lab. Changes in the humidity, which can be caused
by a temperature change, coincide with changes in the power emerging from the
PMC. This indicates that the alignment or mode matching of the laser and the
PMC may be dependent on temperature due to e.g. the thermal expansion of optical
mounts.
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2.4.1 The Effect of Cooling on the Amplifier’s Power and
Beam Quality
As the quality of the beam emerging from an amplifier is affected by the temper-
ature of the amplifier’s head, an experiment was performed to determine a suitable
operating temperature. As the Nd:YVO4 crystals are cooled non-uniformly, the
thermal lens is non-circular. For small amounts of thermal lensing, the beam will
become slightly astigmatic. Due to the pointing noise witnessed at LHO, the flow
rates in this test were set as low as possible before the power in the fundamental
mode dropped significantly.
The cooling layout that was used to find a suitable amplifier head temperature
to operate with is shown in part b) of Figure 2.8. The pump-diode box and amplifier
head were connected in parallel, and each amplifier was on a separate cooling loop so
that the amplifier head temperatures could be independently controlled. The flow
rate to the first amplifier was kept high to produce a high-quality input beam for
the second amplifier. The HOM content for the beam entering the second amplifier
was 3.8%. The second amplifier and pump-diode box flow rate was decreased and
the temperature of the pump-diode was monitored. The higher order mode content
was measured with the DBB by averaging over sixty mode scans. The power of the
beam was measured with a high-power power meter.
The change in beam quality and output power as a function of amplifier head
temperature are shown in Figure 2.9. At 22.3◦C, the HOM was ∼ 4.5% and the
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Figure 2.8: Cartoons of the water cooling layout for the prototype laser. Panel (a):
The laser will be run with the amplifier heads cooled in series with each other to
reduce pointing noise. Panel (b): To perform the amplifier head temperature ex-
periment, the water cooling was arranged so that the amplifiers’ head temperatures
could be independently controlled.
power in the fundamental mode was ∼ 127 W. The change in second order mode
power makes up the majority of the overall HOM power change; this is shown in
Figure 2.10. This is due to the beam becoming more astigmatic as the amplifier head
heats up. It was decided that the amplifier heads would be operated such that their
temperature did not rise above ∼ 27 ◦C to keep a high power in the fundamental
mode.
For normal operation of the laser, i.e. how it will be used during observation
runs, to keep the flow rate as low as possible on the table, the water cooling was
set up so that the amplifiers heads were in series with each other. The pump-diode
boxes were on another loop to the heads. The cooling scheme that will be used
is shown in Figure 2.8. Meters which monitor the flow rate of the coolant will be
placed on the return side of the system rather than the supply side. By having the
flow meters on the return side, they will detect a drop in flow if there is a leak,
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allowing for the water supply to be cut.






















Figure 2.9: The top panel: as the second amplifier head’s temperature increased, the
power produced by it decreased. The bottom panel: the higher order mode content
increased as the temperature of the amplifier increased. This means that the power
in the fundamental mode decreased as the temperature increased due to two effects:
less overall power and worse beam quality.
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Figure 2.10: Mode scans were performed with the DBB for each amplifier head
temperature. The DBB’s auto-alignment system minimised the power in the first
order mode. The second order mode for this cavity is located at ∼0.3 FSR; its exact
location drifts due to thermal expansion of the cavity. Several percent of the beam’s
power is in the second and fourth order modes. As the temperature of the amplifier
head changes, the second order mode content of the beam changes at the percent
level. This second order mode height is shown in the inset. The second order mode
changes due to the beam’s astigmatism changing.
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2.4.2 Alignment Procedure for the Amplifiers
To obtain high beam power and low HOM content, the alignment of the input
beam to the amplifier needs to be optimised. The output power of the amplifier
may increase at the expense of HOM content, so the beam profile and the beam
power must be monitored when aligning the amplifier. Optimising the alignment to
the amplifier is an iterative process; a small change in the amplifier’s alignment is
required with each increase in pump-diode power.
First, it was ensured that the amplifiers were switched off. This protects them
against damage as well as preventing the possibility of stray light beams with several
tens of watts of power being in the lab. The beam path between the NPRO and the
exit of the first amplifier were inspected to make sure the beam path was clear and
terminated with dumps.
Next, the NPRO was set to produce 1.3W of light. The power of the light was
measured on the input side of the amplifier. The beam was roughly aligned so that
the spot would hit the centre of the amplifier’s input aperture using the two mirrors
that immediately precede the amplifier. The power meter was placed on the exit
side of the amplifier, and the input alignment was adjusted until the power emerging
from the amplifier was the same as the input power. This indicates that the beam
will be roughly aligned and some amplification will occur when the pump-diodes
are turned on. The high-power attenuator immediately after the amplifier was set
to dump all the light. The initial mode matching was based on the manufacturers
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specifications, and the input light was set to s-polarisation.
The pump-diode currents were increased until the amplifier ‘switched on’. This
was at 2A of current through each of the pump-diodes. Amplification begins when
there is sufficient pump light to cause enough population inversion that stimulated
emission occurs. At this threshold, the output power was maximised by optimising
the alignment. Then, the mode matching was adjusted in tandem with correcting
for misalignments caused by non-perfect centring of the beam on the lens for mode
matching.
A fast low-power power meter was used to monitor the beam transmitted through
the high-power attenuator. Compared to the high-power meter, the low-power meter
drifted less and responded to changes in power faster. This gave quicker feedback
and allowed for easier alignment.
A Wincam CCD profiler was set up to monitor the beam profile. If the amplifier
is significantly misaligned and mode mismatched, the beam profile will become dis-
torted. Large misalignment will cause the beam profile to look lopsided, and smaller
misalignments will cause the beam profile to have shoulders.
Once the amplifier had been optimised for a low pump-diode current, the pump-
diode current was incremented in small steps of roughly 1A–2A. Each time this was
done, the thermal lensing increased. Due to the non-uniform way in which the heat-
ing of the Nd:YVO4 crystals occurred, the input alignment and mode matching was
re-optimised when the pump-diode current was increased. By going in small steps
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of pump-diode current, the optimal alignment was safely achieved. The amplifier
should be operated at high pump-diode currents, ∼ 9A, so at low currents it was
sufficient to be within 1% of optimal.
To determine when the alignment was good enough, mode scans with the DBB
were performed. Due to thermal lensing, the beam will be slightly astigmatic and so
optimising the mode matching from the amplifier to the DBB was difficult. When op-
timising the pump-diode currents, the thermal lensing changes, so the mode match-
ing to the DBB needs to be corrected for this.
2.5 Intensity Stabilisation of a 100W Beam
The free-running intensity noise of the laser exceeds the level needed for the
interferometer to reach design sensitivity. Therefore, the laser must be stabilised.
As actuators on the laser’s intensity, a current shunt and an AOM were compared.
Using the current shunt rather than the AOM enabled 10W more power to be
obtained in the beam emerging from the PMC, however the behaviour of the current
shunt was highly dependent on the DC pump-diode current at 10Hz where the laser
noise requirement is most strict. If the amplifiers were required to operate under
different circumstances during the course of an observation run, the current shunt
may prove to be unreliable. In contrast, the AOM has proved reliable during previous
observation runs. While the AOM causes the beam to have less DC power, this may
not be a problem for O4 as it is unlikely that the full 125W will be used due to
point defects on the test masses [64].
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2.5.1 The Concept and Requirements for Intensity Stabilisa-
tion Servo
The intensity noise requirement for LIGO’s laser is found in [102] and repro-
duced in Figure 2.11. An imbalance between the powers in the arms gives rise to
a laser-intensity-to-test-mass-motion coupling, so at low frequencies (0.1Hz–10Hz),
the requirement on intensity noise is set by the motion of the test masses due to
seismic vibrations; in this frequency band, the intensity noise should be low enough
that the motion of the test masses is dominated by seismic noise. At 10Hz, the laser
must be stabilised to a level of ∼1 × 10−9/
√
Hz. Above 10Hz, the requirement on
the intensity noise is relaxed as there is passive filtering of the light by the PRC.
The light is passively stabilised by the PMC to reduce the intensity noise of the laser
at RF.
The active intensity stabilisation of the laser is done in two stages as shown in
Figure 2.12. First, the laser is stabilised by the inner-loop to a level required to
lock the IMC. The light used to measure the intensity noise for the inner-loop is
a low-power beam that is transmitted by the PMC. There is ∼ 1 mW of light in
this beam, thus the laser cannot be stabilised beyond ∼2× 10−8/
√
Hz due to shot
noise. Once the IMC is locked, a pick-off from the beam entering the interferometer
is used to measure the intensity noise of the laser. This beam has enough power,
∼350 mW, to reach the noise requirement of 1× 10−9/
√
Hz. The noise of the beam
entering the interferometer must be measured just after the IMC as components
between the PMC and IMC can contribute to the intensity noise, and this noise is
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measured with the outer-loop photodiodes.
2.5.2 Free-Running Noise of the Prototype Laser
To determine the open-loop gain needed for the servo to suppress the noise to
the requirement, the free-running noise of the laser must be measured. The noise
was measured at different points along the beam path to see the contribution that
the NPRO, each amplifier and the PMC made to the total noise.
The power noise of the NPRO was measured using the DBB RIN photodiode
(Figure 2.13). The NPRO had a typical noise level for this type of laser [119].
This was recorded via the control and data system (CDS) (see Appendix C), so the
measurements near 10 kHz are affected by the anti-aliasing filter. The noise between
100Hz and 1 kHz had features associated with the motion of the table and mirror
mounts.
The power noise of the first and second amplifiers was measured using the DBB
RIN photodiode (Figure 2.13). The noise was measured with a spectrum analyser
rather than CDS so that measurements up to 100 kHz could be made. As the
amplifiers were pumped with low noise diodes and were operating in their saturated
regimes, the RIN is expected to decrease after each amplifier: when an amplifier is
saturated, the amplifier will not behave linearly and instead will add a fixed input
power regardless of its seed power. As expected, at frequencies above 10 kHz, the
RIN after the second amplifier was less than the RIN after the first amplifier. There
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Figure 2.11: A reproduction of the intensity noise requirement from [102]. The
outer-loop requirement is shown in blue and the inner-loop is shown by the dashed
orange line. To lock the IMC, the inner-loop requirement must be met. Below 10Hz,
the motion of the test masses should be limited by seismic motion. An imbalance in
the powers in the arm creates a coupling between laser intensity noise and differential
radiation pressure noise, thus the laser’s intensity needs to be stabilised such that
motion induced by the laser’s intensity noise is below the motion that is seismically
driven. The requirement is most stringent at 10Hz. The requirement relaxes above
10Hz due to the PRC cavity pole. The inner-loop requirement is less extreme than
the outer-loop as it is only used to stabilise the laser in the initial locking sequence.
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Figure 2.12: The intensity stabilisation concept involves two loops. The inner-loop
is responsible for stabilising the laser so that the IMC can lock. The outer-loop
is used to stabilise the laser for observation mode. The two loops sense the laser
intensity noise at different points. The inner-loop uses a low-power beam, ∼1 mW,
transmitted by the PMC. The outer-loop uses a higher power, ∼ 350 mW, pick-off
from the main beam. An AOM is used to actuate on the laser’s power.
was a peak at 20Hz; this can be attributed to the air conditioning. The noise was
covered in a forest of lines with 4Hz spacing, starting from 4Hz and continuing up
to high frequencies. These lines were found to originate in the Beckhoff [126] slow-
control computer which is used as an interface for the amplifiers. The laser control
box needs better electrical isolation between its digital and analogue sections to
remove the 4Hz lines.
The noise of the beam emerging from the PMC was measured (Figure 2.13).
The PMC introduces a length to intensity noise coupling via the offset in the PDH
loop. The offset needed to remove this coupling drifted due to changing levels of RF
pick-up in the servo electronics for the PMC. The coupling from length noise of the
PMC to intensity noise was decreased as much as possible.
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Figure 2.13: The free running noise of the NPRO and each amplifier is shown. The
noise after the PMC was also measured. There is a forest of 4Hz lines due to
the Beckhoff control computer in the amplifier and PMC noise curves. Due to the
non linear nature of the saturated amplifiers, at high frequencies the output beam
intensity noise decreases relative to the input beam. The PMC couples length noise
to intensity noise between 100Hz and 10 kHz. This excess can be tuned away in the
PDH servo.
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2.5.3 Power Control Actuators
The actuator that was used to provide intensity stabilisation was an AOM. The
use of a current shunt integrated into one of the pump-diodes in the second amplifier
was also investigated. The current shunt had the potential to reduce the number of
transmissive optics in the beam path and increase the total power. Despite this, the
current shunt may be an unsuitable choice for stabilising LIGO’s laser. The current
shunt transfer function depends on the DC current; at 10Hz it changed by ∼10 dB
when the DC current was changed by ∼1 A (see Figure 2.17), and so this may make
the intensity stabilisation servo unreliable if the DC pump-diode currents need to
be changed over the course of an observation run.
2.5.3.1 Acousto-Optic Modulator
An AOM uses acoustic waves to Bragg scatter light into higher order beams.
The amount of light that is Bragg scattered depends on the intensity of the acoustic
wave. The AOM used was a Crystal Technology 3080-199. An RF driver, Gooch and
Housego r21080-2am-rfx, was used to control the intensity of the acoustic wave. This
driver produced an 80MHz signal whose power could be modulated. To linearised
the AOM’s response, an analogue multiplier integrated circuit (IC) (AD734) was
included in the servo. By modulating the power of this signal, the power in the
zeroth order beam can be controlled. The diffraction efficiency of this AOM was
found to be 74%. This means that the AOM can be used for coarse and fine power
adjustment. To modulate the intensity of a laser beam, some of it must always be
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scattered into the first order beam. To operate linearly, the DC level of the light
that is dumped was ∼10W.
The transfer function, in relative intensity units, between the AOM control elec-
tronics to the intensity of the zeroth order beam as measured by the ISS photodiode
is shown in Figure 2.15. The schematic for this measurement is shown in Figure 2.14.
This transfer function is flat from 1Hz to 100 kHz, and, as the servo’s unity gain
point will be between 10–100 kHz, it is worth noting that there is a phase lag of 60°
at 100 kHz.
2.5.3.2 Current Shunt
Modulating the current through a laser diode will modulate the intensity of the
laser. This is a standard way of implementing power control at the 10W level [129–
133]. Using a current shunt as an intensity actuator has been demonstrated in a
similar system at the 100W level [113]. The current shunt technique allows for one
to have fewer transmissive high-power optics in the beam path, which potentially can
reduce noise and thermal distortions in the beam. The current shunt acts linearly
with a smaller DC offset compared to the AOM, therefore higher beam power can
be achieved.
The amplifier’s pump-diode current determines the power produced by the am-
plifier. By modulating the current through one of the pump-diodes, the power of
the laser can be stabilised. The current shunt consists of a power MOSFET and a
resistor. It diverts current from the pump-diode by pulling it through the resistor
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Figure 2.14: A sketch of how the AOM transfer function was measured. The com-
ponents of the intensity stabilisation servo have also been shown. The PMC was
locked and a signal analyser was used to perform a swept sine measurement. An
IC (AD734) that performs a square root operation to an input signal was used to
linearise the AOM’s effect on beam power to an input signal. The transfer function
was measured between the input to the lineariser and the photodiode used for the
intensity stabilisation. The servo electronics are found in [127] and [128].
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Figure 2.15: Using the layout shown in Figure 2.14, the transfer function between
the input to the linearisation stage before the AOM to the light power change on
the ISS photodiode was measured. The response was normalised by dividing by the
DC power on the photodiode. The transfer function is flat over the region where the
open-loop gain needs to be greater than one (∼ 10 kHz). There is some phase lag
between 10–100 kHz; this is where the unity gain point of the servo will be and so this
needs to be accounted for when determining if the loop will be stable. The corner
frequency of the PMC is around ∼1 MHz, so this did not affect the measurement.
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instead. The current that is pulled through the resistor depends on the voltage at
the gate of the MOSFET (see [134, Chapters 2 and 3]).
The transfer function between the current shunt input and the ISS photodiode
in transmission of the PMC was measured for a variety of different DC pump-diode
currents. This is shown, in relative intensity units, in Figure 2.17. A schematic of
the measurement is shown in Figure 2.16. The transfer function was found to have
significant amounts of variation in gain and phase between 1Hz–100 kHz. Above
10 kHz the transfer function did not vary much with DC pump-diode current. This
is good, as the unity gain point of the intensity stabilisation servo will be between
10 kHz–100 kHz. The AOM is a much stronger actuator than the current shunt; this
can be compensated for by changing the servo electronics. It was found that the
behaviour of the actuator at 10Hz, where the servo requirement is hardest to meet,
strongly depended on the DC pump-diode current.
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Figure 2.16: A sketch of how the current shunt transfer function was measured. The
PMC was locked and a signal analyser was used to perform a swept sine measure-
ment. The current of one of the pump-diodes in the second amplifier was modulated
by applying a signal to a current shunt. The transfer function was measured between
the input to the current shunt electronics and the photodiode used for the intensity
stabilisation.
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Figure 2.17: Using the layout shown in Figure 2.16, the transfer function between
the current shunt input electronics and the intensity stabilisation photodiode was
measured. The transfer function was normalised by dividing by the DC power on
the photodiode. At 10Hz, where the noise requirement is hardest to meet, the gain
of the transfer function changes significantly depending on the pump-diode’s DC
current. The phase at this frequency does not matter as it is not near the unity gain
point of the servo.
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2.5.3.3 The Reason for Choosing the Acousto-optic Modulator Instead
of the Current Shunt
While the current shunt offers some advantages over the AOM, it cannot reduce
the power at the many tens of watts level. This is a functionality that LIGO would
likely need as the detectors have never operated at full power, at present the LIGO
detectors operate with between 25W–50W of light, due to point absorbers on the
test masses.
The pump-diodes’ DC currents would have to be lowered significantly to reduce
the power by many tens of watts1. These amplifiers work best in their saturated
regime and the RIN may be increased if the pump-diodes’ currents are decreased
significantly. Changing the pump-diode’s DC current also changes its transfer func-
tion. Thus, setting the PSL to different DC light levels with just the amplifiers’
pump diode currents would be impractical as they affect the noise of the laser and
the open-loop transfer function of the servo. Additionally, there may be other cir-
cumstances in which the pump-diode currents need to be altered; the pump-diodes
need to be frequently adjusted towards the end of their life-time, and the behaviour
of the current shunt is not known as the pump-diode ages.
Unlike the current shunt, the AOM’s response depends on the DC light level in
a trivial way. While the AOM causes a decrease in total power, this downside is
1Alternatively, high-power attenuation optics would be required. However, one of the reasons
for using a current shunt is that it would allow you to have fewer transmissive optics in the beam
path, so needing to use several optics (more than just an AOM) to reduce the beam’s power is not
an attractive solution.
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outweighed by the consistency and reliability under different operating conditions
of the AOM compared to the current shunt. When the LIGO detectors are able to
operate at full power, the current shunt actuator would be worth revisiting.
2.5.4 Open-Loop Transfer Function of the Intensity Stabili-
sation Servo
The free running noise of the laser transmitted by the PMC is shown in Fig-
ure 2.13 and the requirement is shown in Figure 2.11. Based on the noise and the
requirement, the unity gain point of the servo must be above 10 kHz. At 10Hz,
where the requirement is hardest to meet, the noise requirement is 2 × 10−8 1√
Hz
and the noise is 1 × 10−5 1√
Hz
− 1 × 10−4 1√
Hz
, so there needs to be at least 60 dB of
open-loop gain at this frequency. If the noise of the laser was not dominated by the
4Hz lines, the amplitude stabilisation could be achieved with a single pole low pass
filter. However, this servo uses additional shaping to ensure that there is enough
gain to suppress these peaks.
A sketch of the servo is shown in Figure 2.18. The servo has two circuits that
add shaping; these are found built into the photodiode circuit [128] and within the
rack electronics [127]. The servo model is described in detail in Section 2.5.4.1. The
inner-loop ISS features two photodiodes, one for in-loop measurements and one for
out-of-loop measurements. The rack electronics allow for the servo to be controlled
via CDS. This gives the user the ability to turn the servo on/off, to vary the overall
gain and activate extra integrators.
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The transfer function of all the components in the loop apart from a unity gain
summing stage, i.e. the open-loop transfer function, was measured by injecting a
swept sine into the summing stage. A sketch of how this measurement was made is
shown in Figure 2.18. The relationship between the signal immediately before and
after the summing stage, a and b, is a = bH; thus the ratio of these signals gives
H. This method allows the loop to be closed while the measurement is made; this
is useful if the laser needs to remain amplitude stabilised while the measurement is
made.
For this measurement, the variable gain stage was set to 20 dB in CDS. Once
the intensity stabilisation was activated, the integrators were engaged to increase
the open-loop gain at low frequencies. The light transmitted through the PMC was
100W. The open-loop transfer function was shown in Figure 2.19. The unity gain
point is at 48 kHz with ∼70° of phase margin. This servo satisfies the requirements.
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Figure 2.18: Sketch of the amplitude stabilisation servo. The components high-
lighted in blue have been shown in more detail. By injecting a signal into ‘TF in’
and measuring the ratio b/a, the transfer function of all the parts of the servo except
for the unity summing stage, H, was measured. The measurement of the open loop
transfer function with the variable gain stage set to 20 dB is shown in Figure 2.19.
A block diagram of H is shown in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.19: The open-loop transfer function was measured using the layout shown
in Figure 2.18. The unity gain point is at 48 kHz with 70° of phase margin. The
shaping of the servo is 1/f at the unity gain point, but to achieve higher gain at
low frequency, the servo has a 1/f 3 slope between 10Hz—5kHz. The measurement
saturated below 100Hz. The model and measurement do not agree well below a few
kHz due to the measurement saturating.
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Figure 2.20: A block diagram of the components in the intensity stabilisation servo.
The transfer function of each block is described in Section 2.5.4.1 and Table 2.1.
Additional integrators can be activated with a digital switch. The overall gain of
the servo depends on a variable gain IC and the amount of light on the photodiode.
The shaping of each block is indicated below it.
2.5.4.1 Model of the Open-Loop Transfer Function
To understand the behaviour of the servo at frequencies where the measurement
of the open-loop gain saturated, a model is required. A block diagram of the servo’s
components is shown in Figure 2.20. The overall gain of the servo is determined by
how much light there is on the in-loop photodiode and the setting of the variable
gain. The following description puts all the gain that is distributed over all the
components of the servo into one block.
The photodiode transimpedance amplifier has a low-pass corner frequency of
5.9 Hz. The photodiode signal passes through a filter which boosts its response to AC
signals; this filter consists of two transitional differentiators with corner frequencies
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at 0.05Hz and 3Hz. The rack electronics feature two transitional integrators and one
transitional differentiator. The first transitional integrator has corner frequencies at
1.06 kHz and 4.83 kHz. The second transitional integrator has corner frequencies
at 1.06 kHz and 4.42 kHz. The transitional differentiator has corner frequencies at
59 kHz and 2.9MHz. Activating the extra integrator stages removes the zeros in the
transitional integrators at 1.06 kHz. See Figure 2.20 for a sketch of the shape of each
of these transfer functions. The AOM introduces phase lag via a delay between the
input and the output of 2.5 µs. This model is summed up in Table 2.1 and shown
in Figure 2.19.
2.5.5 Measurement of the Intensity Stabilisation of a 100W
Beam to the Inner-Loop Requirement
The PMC was set to transmit 100W of intensity stabilised light. The stabilised
laser noise is shown in Figure 2.21. A noise budget was created using the signal
measured on the in-loop photodiode and the shot noise level of the light used to
stabilise the laser. This agrees with the out of loop noise measurement above 10Hz.
Below 10Hz, there is excess noise in the out of loop measurement compared to the
noise budget. Possible sources of this noise could be scattered light or dust falling
through the ISS beam. Near the unity gain point, due to the open-loop transfer
function phase and gain, there is a small increase in the stabilised noise compared to
the free running noise, however this is out of the frequency band of the requirement,
so this is not an issue. This setup will be able to deliver at least 100W of intensity
stabilised light to the interferometer.
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Component Transfer function
Photodiode low pass 36.945
s+36.95
Photodiode filtered output 3600(s+0.3142)
2
(s+18.85)2
Rack transitional integrator I 0.21946(s+3.035e04)
(s+6660)
Rack transitional integrator II 0.023982(s+2.777e04)
(s+666)
Rack transitional differentiator 49.153(s+3.707e05)
(s+1.822e07)
Rack additional integrators 1×10
−8(s+6660)2
(s+0.666)2
AOM phase lag exp(−2.5e− 06s)
Overall gain 2.6775e10
Table 2.1: Model of the intensity stabilisation servo expressed in terms of the com-
plex angular frequency, s = ω+ iσ. Base ten exponention is represent with ‘e’. Note
that in reality the gain is distributed amongst each block; for clarity, in this model
all the components have unity gain at DC and the overall DC gain factor is given.
The additional integrators have been expressed as a separate block to the transi-
tional integrators with a pole that cancels a zero in the transitional integrators; in
the transfer function of this additional integrator, the zero was chosen to be below
any frequency of interest and does not exist in the servo. It was included here to
make modelling the servo more clear.
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Figure 2.21: The free-running noise of the laser is shown in red. The noise of the
light transmitted by the PMC is shown in blue; this meets the requirement that is
shown by the dashed black line. The noise level is determined by the in-loop noise,
shown in green, the shot noise and other technical noise sources; the sum of these
is shown by the dotted brown line. Between 10Hz–1 kHz, the noise of the laser is
limited by shot noise. There is a discrepancy between the noise budget and the
measured noise. This is likely due to dust falling through the beam or scattered
light. Near the unity gain point of the servo, the noise is enhanced by the servo due
to gain peaking.
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2.6 Pointing Noise of the Beam Entering the Pre
Mode Cleaner
The pointing noise witnessed at LHO is one of the reasons why single-pass am-
plifiers were chosen as the replacement for the HPO. Pointing noise on the beam
entering the PMC manifests as intensity noise in the beam exiting the PMC since a
change in beam direction can be modelled as the introduction of higher order modes.
These new amplifiers are cooled in such a way that the pointing noise on the PSL
beam is reduced. The pointing noise requirement is based on the transfer function
of the HG10 mode between the input of the interferometer and the dark port [135].
The pointing noise was measured using the DBB and is shown in Figure 2.22.
To measure pointing noise, the laser was locked to the DBB cavity. The reflected
light from the cavity was made up of the fundamental mode of the cavity (some of
the cavity mode leaks out) and the first order modes of the incident light associated
with misalignment. The beat between these two fields can be used to determine the
pointing noise of the beam; this is known as differential wavefront sensing [136].
The pointing noise can be expressed as a normalised, complex quantity p =
δx/w0 + jδα/Θ, where Θ is half the divergence angle of the beam, α is the angle of
the beam, x is the beam’s position and w0 is the beam’s waist. The beam exiting the
DBB’s cavity is sensed by two quadrant photodiodes separated by 90° of Gouy phase
so that both quadratures of p can be measured in the tangential and sagittal planes,
yielding four measurements in total. The length of the cavity is modulated at 1MHz
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with a PZT, and the quadrant photodiodes are demodulated at this frequency to
obtain a measurement of pointing.
While the pointing noise measurement was affected by scattering below ∼200 Hz,
the pointing was measured to exceed the requirement below ∼1 kHz. To reduce the
pointing noise caused by turbulence in the cooling system, the water lines should
be made to have gradual bends in them. As the LIGO PSL table is in a quieter
environment than this setup, an improvement will be seen when this is constructed
on the PSL table.
2.7 Frequency Noise of the Prototype Laser
The LIGO detectors employ a multi-stage frequency stabilisation system. Ulti-
mately, the arm cavity is used as a frequency reference since δf/f = δl/l and the
LIGO arm cavities are 4 km and their length is stabilised by quadrupole suspensions.
The initial stabilisation of the laser uses an ultra low expansion fused silica reference
cavity located on the laser table [137]. The free-running frequency noise must be
measured to design the frequency stabilisation servo. The PMC length noise, δlPMC,
is converted to a frequency noise via δfPMC = fEM δlPMClPMC , where fEM is the laser’s
frequency and lPMC is the length of the PMC.
With the stabilisation loop running, the frequency noise of the beam exiting
the PMC will be determined by the frequency noise of the PMC and the frequency
noise of the NPRO. The signals used to control the PMC can be converted into a
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Figure 2.22: The four orthogonal relative pointing degrees of freedom, denoted by
1x, 2x, 1y and 2y, of the beam going into the PMC were measured with the DBB.
The exact meaning of, say, 1x and 2x does not matter, but they must be orthogonal
components of the laser’s alignment to the optical axis. For example, one orthogonal
pair is the lateral shift and angular tilt of the beam with respect to the optical
axis. The requirement [135] is shown in light blue. The pointing noise is above
the requirement, however the lab this prototype was made in has a higher amount
of environmental noise than the PSL. Measurements below 200Hz were affected by
scattering.
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measurement of the system’s frequency noise. The control signal which is sent to the
PZT in the PMC can give the frequency noise of the system where there is sufficient
open-loop gain since at these frequencies, the closed loop gain is unity. Around
the unity gain point of the servo, the response of the servo needs to be factored in.
Alternatively, the error signal at the mixer and the open-loop gain can be used to
measure the frequency noise of the system.
The NPRO is locked to the PMC by controlling the length of the PMC. The
length of the PMC is controlled with two actuators. A PZT is attached to one
of the mirrors to provide fast control, and a heater which determines the thermal
expansion of the PMC provides slow control. The PDH technique is used to find
the difference between the cavity’s frequency and the frequency of the laser. RF
frequency side-bands are applied to the laser via an EOM, and the light that is
reflected from the PMC is demodulated at the same frequency as the RF sidebands.
When the cavity is near resonance, the demodulated signal is proportional to the
difference between the laser frequency and the frequency corresponding to the cavity
length. A sketch of the PMC length control servo is shown in Figure 2.23.
To see how the error signal used to lock the cavity and the open-loop transfer
function gives the frequency noise, consider Figure 2.24. The difference between the
laser frequency, a, and the cavity frequency, b, is obtained via the PDH technique.
The PZT signal, c, is then obtained via the transfer function of the electronics and
the transfer function of the optics, i.e. the frequency to voltage transfer function cor-
responding to the slope of the demodulated PDH signal. Combining these transfer
functions gives G. First, the error signal is defined as c = a − b. Next, the control
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Figure 2.23: A sketch of the servo for locking the PMC. An EOM creates 35MHz
sidebands which are used to produce a PDH locking signal. A PZT controls the
length of the cavity at high frequencies. A heater and a digital loop is used to
provide slow control that corrects for frequency drifts associated with change in
the NPRO temperature and the room temperature. This is required as otherwise
the PZT would run out of range. The open-loop transfer function was measured
using signals at a and b. The frequency noise was measured using the error point
and control signals marked by c and d, with this notation corresponding with the
notation in Figure 2.24 and Equation (2.1).
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signal, d, is expressed in terms of the error signal, cG = d. Expressing the signal b
in terms of d allows for signal a to be written in terms of the error signal c,
a = c(1 +GH). (2.1)
Equation (2.1) shows that to measure the frequency noise of the system, a, the error
signal should be, approximately, multiplied by the open-loop transfer function, GH.
2.7.1 Calibrating the Mixer Signal and the PZT, and Mod-
elling the Open Loop Transfer Function for Locking the
Pre Mode Cleaner
The pole of the PMC cavity is at ∼1MHz, so it does not affect this measurement.
Thus, the transfer function representing the signal due to a difference in laser and
PMC frequency (the PDH signal) to a voltage is a flat gain factor. A measurement
of the difference in frequency between the PMC and NPRO and the voltage at the
mixer can be obtained by measuring the slope of the PDH signal as the frequency
of the cavity passes through a resonance. By driving the PZT with a ramp and
simultaneously measuring the signal before and after it is demodulated, the transfer
function of the optics can be obtained. Figure 2.25 shows this measurement. The
time axis can be converted to frequency as the FWHM of the reflected light is
determined by the optical properties of the PMC. The design value of the FWHM
for the PMC is 1.19MHz. The slope of the demodulated signal as the cavity passes
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Figure 2.24: The servo can be considered as being made of three parts: the optics,
the shaping electronics and the PZT. The transfer function of the optics represents
how a difference in frequency between the laser and the cavity transforms into a
signal after the demodulator. When at resonance and below the cavity pole, this
is a flat transfer function that is proportional to the difference in frequency. Since
this cavity pole is in the 1MHz region and this measurement will only go to the
kHz region, the cavity pole can be ignored. The transfer function of the electronics
includes everything after the demodulator up to and including the final high-power
op amp. The PZT transfer function converts a voltage to a cavity frequency. The
PZT has capacitance, so a low pass filter is formed by this and the series resistor at
the output of the electronics.
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through the resonance can be used to give the conversion between the difference in
frequency of the cavity and laser to voltage after the demodulation electronics. This
factor is 0.1364V/MHz.
A ramp was applied to the PZT and the spacing between two resonances was
measured to convert the PZT voltage to the cavity frequency at low frequencies.
The difference in ramp voltage between the two resonances corresponds to the FSR
of the cavity. This is shown in Figure 2.26. The nominal FSR for the PMC is
148.529MHz, so the PZT to frequency transfer function is 42.2870MHz/V. The
PZT has capacitance, so it forms a low pass filter with the series resistor at the
output of the rack electronics; this must be included when modelling the servo. The
corner frequency of the PZT was estimated to be at 1700Hz. The corner frequency
of the PZT drive is above the unity gain frequency of the PMC locking servo.
The measurement and model of the open-loop transfer function, i.e. the transfer
functions of the optics, electronics and the PZT multiplied together, is shown in
Figure 2.27. The model is within 2 dB of the measurement. A sketch of how the
open-loop transfer function was measured is shown in Figure 2.23. The unity gain
point of the servo was measured to be at approximately 800Hz. The difference
between the model and the measurement may be due to the use of nominal values
for the properties of the PMC.
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Figure 2.25: A ramp was applied to the PZT and the photodiode signal was measured
before and after demodulation. The demodulated photodiode signal is shown in blue.
The photodiode signal is shown in red. Around the peak of the photodiode signal,
the slope of the demodulated signal gives the gain of the ‘optics’ transfer function.
This can be expressed in units of V/MHz by converting the time axis to a frequency
axis using the FWHM of the reflected signal as a reference frequency. The level of
the FWHM is indicated by the dashed red line.
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Figure 2.26: A ramp was applied to the PZT and the reflected light from the cavity
was measured. The FSR of the cavity is known, so the time in this measurement
can be converted to frequency using the spacing between the two peaks. This gives
the PZT transfer function at low frequencies. The ramp signal is shown in blue and
the reflected light is shown in red.
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Figure 2.27: The open-loop transfer function was measured using the layout shown in
Figure 2.23. This is shown in red. The transfer function of the electronics without
the ‘boost’ provided by an extra integrator stage was measured and is shown in
blue. The model of this is shown in orange. The boosted electronics model is shown
in purple. The green line shows the expected servo gain based on the boosted
electronics model and the measurements shown in Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26.
This model is within 2 dB of the measurement above the unity gain point. The PZT
inducing unintended motion in the cavity as it goes through resonance may explain
the phase a gain discrepancy between the model and the measurement below the
unity gain point. The unity gain point was measured to be at ∼800Hz.
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2.7.2 Frequency Noise Measurement
The measurement of the system’s frequency noise is shown in Figure 2.28. De-
spite imperfect calibration, this measurement provides some useful information about
the frequency noise of the laser and the length noise of the PMC. As the PMC was
not vacuum sealed, between 100Hz to 1 kHz, there was a bulge in the frequency
noise. It is likely that this noise will not be an issue, as LIGO never used the old
PMC under vacuum. This was due to the air conditioning generating acoustic noise
and length noise within the PMC, as well as non-perfect offsetting in the PDH loop.
Below the unity gain point, as the PZT response is flat, the PZT signal can be
converted into frequency noise. The mixer signal and the open-loop transfer function
c(1 + GH) gives the frequency noise. These two measurements are within a factor
of 2 of each other. There is uncertainty in the calibration as nominal values for the
optical properties of the PMC were used. The mixer signal measurement depends
on the cavity’s linewidth, and as this depends on the cleanliness of its mirrors, the
PMC’s linewidth could be different from its nominal value. Reference [138] describes
measurements which could be used to accurately determine the optical properties
of the PMC; however these measurements would require additional hardware.
At frequencies much above the unity gain point of the servo, a signal applied to
the PZT will not be suppressed by the loop. Near the unity gain point, a signal
applied to the PZT will be attenuated. A peak at 1111Hz was used to check the
calibration of the loop. The closed loop gain at 1111Hz was modelled to be -5.2 dB,
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so the peak measured at the mixer should be reduced by a factor of 1− 10−5.2/20 =
0.45. The peak generated at the PZT was measured at the mixer to be reduced by
a factor of 0.70; the difference between the prediction and measurement would be
fixed with better characterisation of the PMC.
2.8 Conclusion
The PSL has undergone a major redesign due to the pointing noise introduced
by the cooling for the HPO. The new layout consists of an NPRO and two solid state
amplifiers followed by the PMC. A prototype of this new design was constructed and
tested. This layout is shown in Figure 2.2. The setup procedure was established
and a cooling scheme was trialled.
The frequency noise of the beam transmitted by the PMC was investigated using
signals in the PMC control loop. The laser’s frequency noise was dominated by
fluctuations in the optical path length of the PMC as the PMC is not shielded from
acoustic vibrations. This measurement is shown in Figure 2.28.
The pointing noise was found to exceed the requirements (See Figure 2.22). To
get a better measurement of this, the scattering on the DBB quadrant photodiodes
needs to be reduced. A reduction in noise may be seen when the laser is commission
as the PSL is housed in a quieter environment than the lab this prototype was made
in. To reduce the pointing noise further, the flow rates being lowered will help,
however this reduces the output power. To lower the pointing noise induced by
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Figure 2.28: Frequency noise of the beam exiting the the pre mode cleaner. The
mixer signal combined with the open-loop transfer function is shown in red. This is
equivalent to the frequency noise of the system. The PZT signal should agree with
this measurement below the unity gain point (∼ 800Hz). A signal was applied to
the PZT at 1111Hz. This is below the corner frequency of the PZT and above the
unity gain point for the servo. This should match with the mixer signal. There is a
factor of two between these two measurements. This can be attributed to imperfect
calibration due to nominal parameters of the PMC being used. The typical noise
expected from an NPRO is shown by the dashed black line. Between 100Hz and
1000Hz, there is a bulge in the frequency noise. This is likely due to acoustically
driven noise of the PMC as the PMC is not vacuum sealed. This can be converted
to length noise with a factor of ∼10−14 m/Hz.
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turbulence generated by bends in the water cooling pipes, they should be carefully
laid out. Active alignment could be implemented to reduce pointing noise.
The level of power achieved with this setup will be sufficient for O4 as the usable
amount of power is limited by noise couplings which arise due to point absorbers
in the test masses [64]. The output power was measured over two days and was
found to drop from a peak of 111W to 107W. This is shown if Figure 2.7. This was
due to changes the lab temperature affecting the alignment. Higher output power
could be achieved if more pump-diode current and cooling is used. Additionally, to
increase the power emerging from the PMC, the modematching into the PMC could
be improved.
100W of intensity stabilised light was transmitted through the PMC. The free
running intensity noise of the beam transmitted by the PMC was measured and
the inner-loop intensity stabilisation was tested. Two actuators were considered, an
AOM and a current shunt; the AOM was chosen as this offers the most flexibility in
terms of loop gain and operating power. The inner-loop noise requirement was met
with this setup. The stabilised noise is shown in Figure 2.21.
Future iterations of the PSL may use fibre lasers and fibre amplifiers [110, 111]
as there is rapid development in this technology. These have been demonstrated at
the power levels required for LIGO. Coherent power addition is another technique
that can be used to obtain high beam powers (e.g. [139, 140]). When long term
operation has been demonstrated, these technologies may be a viable replacement
for the current laser design.
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Chapter 3
Analysis of the Uncertainty of the
Beam Parameter of the Arm Mode
at the Signal Recycling Mirror
3.1 Introduction
A gravitational wave creates a differential signal in the arm cavities. The light
containing the signal is directed to the SRC (see Section 1.4.3). This light can be
contaminated with non-signal light, i.e. junk light, due to imperfections in the inter-
ferometer. This junk light is removed with the OMC (see Section 1.4.4), so the light
emerging from the OMC will only contain the signal generated by the differential
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arm length change. Some of the junk light will come from mode mismatches between
the arm cavities and the SRC (see Section 3.1.1), and non-optimal mode matching
decreases the interferometer’s sensitivity (see Section 3.1.2). The parts of the LIGO























Figure 3.1: Sketch showing the parts of the aLIGO detectors discussed in this chap-
ter. A sketch showing more of the detector is shown in Figure 1.4. The angles and
lengths are exaggerated for clarity. Light from the arm cavities is incident upon the
beam splitter (BS). As BS is wedged, the light going towards the SRC comes out an
angle. Differential arm length signals encoded onto this light are directed towards
SR3, SR2, and then the SRM. Between the SRM and the OMC, there are optics for
steering and mode matching (OM1-3). Finally, to strip away junk light, the light
enters the OMC. The light emerging from the OMC is detected by photodiodes.
Currently, based on the measurements reported on in Section 3.1.3, there is
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significant uncertainty on the arm mode’s1 beam parameter at the SRM. The ac-
tive wavefront control (AWC) within HAM6 for LIGO A+ is designed around this
uncertainty (see Chapter 5).
The effect of errors in the focal length of SR3 and SR2 on the beam parameter
and HOM content of the arm light at the SRM are explored in this chapter. To
do this, a LIGO-like interferometer was simulated using Finesse; this is discussed
in Section 3.2 and Section 3.3. Using this simulation, the uncertainty in the beam
parameter is explored (see Section 3.4).
The difference in the HOM content of the beam transmitted through the SRM
between an ITM single-bounce measurement and a measurement which involves the
arm cavities is discussed in Section 3.5. The effect that the interferometer being
in signal recycling and RSE mode had on the HOM content of the beam as the
focal length of SR3 deviated from its nominal value is also discussed in Section 3.5.
Section 3.6 is a summary of the results in this chapter.
3.1.1 The Mode Matching Between the Arm Cavities, the
Signal Recycling Cavity, and the Output Mode Cleaner
The SNR of the gravitational wave signal is directly related to the mode matching
between the arm cavities, the SRC, and the OMC, so it is crucial to have accurate
1Strictly speaking, there is uncertainty in the beam parameter for both arms’ modes at the
SRM. Since the arms are almost identical, the beam parameter is essentially the same for each
arm.
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knowledge of the beam parameter at the SRM. The mode in the arm is well defined
since the arm cavities have high finesses. Uncertainties in the radius of curvature
(RoC) of optics in the SRC telescope (SR2 and SR3, see Figure 3.1) results in an
uncertainty in the beam parameter of the arm mode at the SRM, as well as the
eigenmode of the SRC. The SRC is a low finesse cavity, so a range of modes that do
not match the SRC’s eigenmode can be sustained within it.
Light in higher order modes will be generated if the arms are perfectly matched
to the OMC but not to the SRC. There can be significant mode mismatch between
the arms and the SRC and still be lots of signal-light exiting the interferometer
because the SRC is a low finesse cavity (∼15). If the arms are matched to the OMC
but not to the SRC, then actuators for changing the mode matching between the
arm and the OMC could not be used to increase the differential arm signal sensed
by the photodiode after the OMC. This means the mode matching between the arm
and the OMC can be optimal but the light can still contain HOM. Additionally,
if the beam is astigmatic, then optimal mode matching would not correspond to
perfect mode matching.
3.1.2 Loss due to Mode Mismatch
Loss degrades the shot noise limited sensitivity of the interferometer (see Sec-
tion 1.7). It is known that ∼ 20% of the light is lost between the AS port and the
readout photodiodes, as the shot noise can be compared to the expected shot noise
for a given fringe slope, input power and known losses. Approximately half of the
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loss is accounted for, e.g. some comes from the OFI, some comes from the OM3
pick-off; however, the other half is not fully understood, e.g. see [141]. The level of
squeezing can be used to cross check the loss [142]. It is hypothesised that some of
the loss which is unaccounted for may come from mode mismatch between the arm
cavities and the OMC.
There are two stages of mode matching (Arm→ SRC and SRC→ OMC), so the
effect of mode mismatch is not simple; this process is known as coherent destructive
modal interference [143]. To model this scenario, it is helpful to consider a Mach-
Zehnder interferometer made from theoretical components (modal beam splitters)
which split light into the HG00 and HG20 + HG02 modes (i.e the HG20+02 mode).
HOMs are discussed in Appendix F. The amount of light transferred between the
HG00 and HG20+02 mode is determined by the magnitude of the mismatch, and
the phase difference between the HG00 and HG20+02 mode depends on the nature
of the mismatch. An error in waist size is in-phase (real), whereas an error in
waist location is out-of-phase (imaginary). In general, the mismatch introduces a
complex phase. Thus, a sequence of mode mismatches can be modelled in the same
way as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The difference in phase between the HG00
and HG20+02 mode is analogous to a difference in path length in a Mach-Zehnder
interferometer. It differs from a typical Mach-Zehnder interferometer as the HG00
to HG20+02 splitting ratio is not well balanced. As the loss due to mode mismatches
act coherently, the degradation of the squeezed state can be greater for loss due to
mode matching than for other types of loss, e.g. the loss due to photodiodes with a
quantum efficiency less than one. If the squeezer is perfectly matched to the OMC,
then the mode mismatch between the squeezer and the interferometer is four times
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the loss you would expect from treating a mismatch loss as a regular loss. This is
explained in detail in [143,144].
3.1.3 Measurements of the Mode Matching Between the Arm
Cavities and the Output Mode Cleaner at the LIGO
Livingston Observatory Made Between 2018–2019.
The mode matching between the arm cavities and the OMC, and the input light
to the OMC were studied at the LLO detector between 2018-2019 by on-site scien-
tists, and these measurements are summarised in Table 3.1. These measurements
contradict each other, some suggest that mode matching is near perfect, other sug-
gest it is ∼90%. Only one is a direct measurement of the beam profile, which is what
we want to know for the design of the AWC in HAM6 for BHD (see Chapter 5).
Techniques for determining the mode matching between the arms and the OMC
include: actuating on the waist size and waist location of the beam coming from
the arm and measuring what effect this has on the mode matching to the OMC;
direct beam profile measurements; the application of different differential arm offsets
to determine what portion of light in an OMC scan corresponds to the arm mode
and what portion of the light comes from elsewhere in the interferometer (e.g. from
contrast defect); and measuring a size of a signal known to originate in the arm
cavities to find the optimal mode matching configuration for the interferometer.
Some of these measurements were performed whilst the arm cavities were locked,
and some were made when the interferometer was in single bounce mode, i.e. without
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the arm cavities being locked.
3.2 Modelling Interferometers with Mode Mismatches
Using Finesse
Finesse is software for simulating optical layouts [154, 155]. Optical layouts
are modelled with components such as mirrors, lenses, and spaces. The way these
components are connected is defined by nodes. Finesse performs a nodal analysis to
calculate the steady state amplitude of light fields within the optical layout, similar
to how a circuit can be analysed. PyKat is a python wrapper for Finesse which
provides many quality-of-life improvements such as the ability to programmatically
update and re-run simulations [156].
The light fields that are calculated in a Finesse simulation can be outputted
by using virtual detectors such as a photodiode, pd, or an amplitude detector, ad.
These can be configured to detect only certain modes using the mask command.
The bp detector is used for outputting the beam parameter, and the gouy command
computes the Gouy phase accumulated along a set of spaces. These detectors were
used to find the ratio of light in HOMs to light in the HG00 mode, the beam param-
eter of the arm mode that is transmitted through the SRM, and the Gouy phase
accumulated along the SRC.
The beam parameters at nodes in a Finesse simulation are determined by cav
and gauss commands. The cav command is used for defining linear and circular
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cavities. The beam parameters are found by solving for the cavity’s eigenmode.
Once these nodes have had a beam parameter defined at them, the components
connected to them have their beam parameter calculated based on the set of linear
equations that define the component. If there are more than one cav commands
used in a simulation, the latter cav command overwrites the previous one. The
gauss command executes after the cav commands and sets the beam parameter of
the laser used in the simulation.
Finesse can perform simulations using Hermite-Gaussian (HG) modes, allow-
ing for the effects of mode mismatches to be modelled if the problem satisfies the
paraxial approximation. A coupling between the HG modes happens whenever a
beam described by q1 enters a segment described by q2. This could happen if the
gauss command used on the laser does not correspond to the eigenmode of a cavity
defined by the cav command.
A laser beam can be modelled as a linear combination of HG modes. Ideally,
an infinite number of these modes would be used in a calculation; however, since it
is not feasible to simulate an infinite number of transverse electro-magnetic (TEM)
modes, the maximum number of TEM modes needs to be defined in a Finesse
simulation. This is done using the maxtem command. Finesse will calculate the
coupling of the light amongst these modes. If an insufficient number of TEM modes
is used in the simulation, the output will be nonsense because power from the higher
order TEM modes that would be required to accurately model the optical layout
will be ‘aliased’ into the ones defined in the simulation. When a cavity becomes
unstable, Finesse will not generate physical results since the cavity will not be
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mathematically describable.
The distance between components, L, in a Finesse simulation is defined with
a macroscopic distance, l, which is modelled with the space command, and a mi-
croscopic distance which is modelled with the tuning parameter, φ, belonging to
components such as mirrors (m) and beam splitters (bs). The macroscopic distance
l is always an integer number of wavelengths, whereas the microscopic tuning, φ, de-
termines the position of a component to sub-wavelength accuracy. Finesse uses the
convention that to move a mirror one wavelength, a tuning of 4π rad is used. This is
so a tuning of 2π of a mirror in a Fabry-Perot cavity results in the cavity’s round trip
getting one wavelength longer. It is useful to split the total length, L = l+φ, in this
way since the l determines things like Gouy phase whereas φ determines whether a
cavity is on resonance/which mode is resonant. When simulating mode mismatches,
the manual states that the command phase 2 is required to give physically correct
results.
3.2.1 Thin and Thick Beam Splitters
Finesse is mature software that has been tested against analytic and experi-
mental results. However, care needs to be taken when using Finesse since incorrect
usage can yield erroneous results. Users will get strange results if beam splitters
are modelled with just one bs command. In this thesis, such components are called
‘thin beam splitters’. To illustrate this, two simulations of Michelson interferometers
were run, one with a thin beam splitter and the other with a thick beam splitter
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made up of 3 thin beam splitters and two spaces with a refractive index > 1. See
Figure 3.3 for an illustration of a thick beam splitter. The Finesse code for these
simulations can be found in Appendix D.4.
For a real beam splitter, for energy to be conserved, each reflection from a
dielectric coating where the refractive index is lower on the reflecting side than
on the transmitting side causes a light field to gain 180° of phase. In a Michelson,
there is one path with two of the π phase change reflections, while in the other path
there is only one such reflection. This means when the arms have equal lengths,
destructive interference occurs at the AS port. The intensity, I, at the AS port of
the Michelson as a function of the tuning of one of the arm mirrors, ∆φ, including
the Finesse convention for phase, is
I = I0 sin
2 (∆φ) , (3.1)
where I0 is the input power.
The effect of using a thin beam splitter versus a thick beam splitter in a Finesse
simulation is shown in Figure 3.2. The thin beam splitter causes there to be con-
structive interference at the AS port for equal arm lengths, whereas Equation (3.1)
shows that it should be destructive interference. Using a thick beam splitter fixes
this ‘bug’, as the phase at the beam splitter is accounted for.
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Figure 3.2: The simulation of a Michelson interferometer with a thin beam splitter
is shown in blue. The same simulation was done with a thick beam splitter and this
is shown in orange. The analytic behaviour of a Michelson interferometer (Equa-
tion (3.1)) is shown by the dashed black line. The tuning of one of the arm mirrors
was changed and the power at the AS port was simulated. Comparing the outputs
of the simulation to Equation (3.1) shows that thick beam splitters should be used.
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There is a high amount of mode matching
(> 99%) between the PRC and the arm
cavities, so single-bounce and locked-arm






By measuring a signal that originated in
the arm and adjusting the mode matching
actuators between the arm and the OMC,
the mode matching appears to be within






For 10W of input power to the interfer-
ometer, 11% of the light incident upon the
OMC was in the HG20+02 mode. For 40W
of input power, 4% of the light was in the
HG20+02 mode. Just after the interferom-
eter lost lock, and thus was in a thermal
state similar to how it would be during
observation mode, the HG20+02 content of
the light incident on the OMC was esti-





A beam profiler was used to measure the
size of the beam exiting the SRM. There
was a 15% mismatch between this beam





The one-way Gouy phase of the SRC was
measured to be 21.3°. It is explained in
Section 3.4 how this measurement can be
used to calculate the expected mode mis-
match between the interferometer and the
OMC to be less than 5%.
[153]
Table 3.1: Measurements made at LLO by on-site scientists of the mode matching
between the interferometer and the OMC.
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3.3 Modelling of a Michelson Interferometer with
Fabry-Perot Arm Cavities and a Signal Recy-
cling Cavity
To investigate what effect a mode-mismatch between the SRC and the arm
cavities has on the HOM content of the beam transmitted through the SRM, a
‘LIGO-like’ interferometer was simulated in Finesse. This interferometer uses two
identical, design specification arm cavities. The lengths between the optics in the
SRC were obtained from the Zemax model of the LLO interferometer, and the focal
lengths of the optics in the SRC are the measured values for the optics used in the
LLO detector. The reason for using identical arm cavities is to eliminate junk light
due to mode mismatch between the arms. The OMC, IMC, and PRC were not
included in this simulation as these do not affect the beam in the SRC. A schematic
of the simulation is shown in Figure 3.3. The default focal lengths, transmission
coefficients and spacings for this simulation are listed in Table D.7.
To perform ITM single-bounce measurements, the ETMs are misaligned. This
results in the ITM having an effective power reflectivity of unity. To replicate this
in Finesse, the R for each ITM was set to 1 minus the loss of the ITM HR coating.
The ETM and ITM both have 10 ppm loss. Because the mode matching between
the PRC and the arms is close to 100%, this is valid.
The interferometer was set up to be in DC readout mode. The tuning of the arm
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mirrors was set so that there was 30mW of light emerging from the AS port when










s s_bs_to_ITMy 4.8471 bs_b nITMyARa
#ITMy
m1 ITMyAR 1 0 $phi_ITMy nITMyARa nITMyARb
s sITMy_thickness 0.05 1.45 nITMyARb nITMyTLa
lens ITMyTL 50k nITMyTLa nITMyTLb
s sITMy_thickness2 0.05 1.45 nITMyTLb nITMyHRa
m1 ITMy 0.0148 0 $phi_ITMy nITMyHRa nITMyHRb
attr ITMy Rc -1934
s space_arm_y 3994.5 nITMyHRb nETMy 
m ETMy 1 0 $phi_ETMy nETMy dump
attr ETMy Rc 2245
cav army ETMy nETMy ITMy nITMyHRb
s space1 1 n1 bs_a
bs BSfront 0.5 0.5 0 0 bs_a bs_b nBSi1 nBSi3
s BSsubstrate1 1p 1.45 nBSi1 nBSi2
s BSsubstrate2 1p 1.45 nBSi3 nBSi4
bs BSback1 0 1 0 0 nBSi2 dump bs_c dump
bs BSback2 0 1 0 0 nBSi4 dump bs_d dump
X arm defined in the same fashion as the Y arm
s ITM_to_SR3 24.75949 bs_d nSR3a
lens SR3 17.985 nSR3a nSR3b  
s SR3_to_SR2 15.4435 nSR3b nSR2a
lens SR2 -3.203 nSR2a nSR2b
s SR2_to_SRM 15.7562 nSR2b nSRMa
m1 SRM 0.324 0 0 nSRMa nSRMb
s SRM_substrate 0.07 1.45 nSRMb nSRMc
m SRM_AR 0 1 0 nSRMc nSRMd
attr SRM Rc -5.673
l l1 100 0 n1
gauss beamParaml1 l1 n1 ...
































Figure 3.3: Schematic of the simulation. The dimensions of the schematic are not to
scale. The laser light is shown as a red line. Black lines with red beams interacting
with them correspond to components such as mirrors and lenses. Important nodes
are highlighted with black dots and the associated Finesse commands are shown
nearby. Zoom-ins provide more detail for the main beam splitter, ITMy and the
SRC. The elongated curled bracket highlights the arm cavity, and the text with it
shows how it is implemented in Finesse.
Geometry errors in the SRC cause couplings between the HG00 mode and HOM.
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There are two sorts of errors which cause mode mismatch: RoC errors and errors in
the distance between each of the optics in the SRC. RoC errors are due to uncer-
tainties in the RoC of SR3, SR2, the SRM, and unintended levels of thermal lensing
in the ITM and compensation plate.
The largest geometry errors in the SRC come from RoC errors in SR3 and SR2,
with both errors affecting the beam in a similar way as there is not much Gouy
phase between them. Therefore, to investigate how geometry errors affect the beam
transmitted through the SRM, the RoCs of SR3 and SR2 were varied.
Certain components have a small impact on the uncertainty in the beam parame-
ter at the SRM. The thermal lensing in the ITM is assumed to have a focal length of
+50 km, and it would require significant deviation, in the direction of more heating,
for this lens to have a large effect. The radius of curvature of SRM is well enough
known that it is not the dominant cause of junk light in the SRC. The spacings
between the optics in the SRC are known to a great enough precision, less than
∼1mm, that errors in their locations have a negligible effect.
In an interferometer with arm cavities, a small difference in the lengths between
the beam splitter and the ITM for the X and Y arms, known as a Schnupp asymme-
try, is required to make the interferometer controllable. For simplicity, no Schnupp
asymmetry was included in this simulation. Since spaces are by default on resonance
in Finesse, no Schnupp asymmetry is needed to control the inner Michelson length
in the model. The Rayleigh length of the beam at the ITM is of the order of several
hundred metres. This is huge in comparison to the Schnupp asymmetry, which is
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8 cm. The Schnupp asymmetry will therefore have only a small effect on the HOM
content of the beam transmitted through the SRM, but since the dominant sources
of HOM are RoC errors in SR3 and SR2, the behaviour of the beam in the SRC can
be largely understood without it.
The beam parameter of the input laser was defined so that there was no difference
between the single-bounce and the locked arm simulation. To define the beam pa-
rameter, the gauss command was used. In this simulation, the mode matching from
the laser to the arm cavities should be perfect. The amount used was 99.99999%;
this was found to be sufficient. See Appendix D for details on how w0 and z were
determined for the gauss command used on the laser. The power of the input laser
was set to 5MW to replicate the amount of power on the main beam splitter.
The cav command was used to set up the arm cavities, although the gauss
command used on the laser means the cav command is not required (on the fly
testing showed this to be the case). A cav command was not used on the SRC since
this forces the beam parameter at the SRM to be determined by the SRC geometry.
An SRC cannot be defined in Finesse using the cav command as one of the end
mirrors cannot be properly defined.
The detectors for analysing the mode matching between the nominal arm mode
(which matches the laser mode) and the SRC mode were pd and ad with various
mask commands applied to them. To detect the total light, no mask was applied.
To detect the higher order light, a mask [pd] 0 0 0 command was used. This sets
the sensitivity of the photodiode to the HG00 mode to 0. The mode matching is
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then determined as 1−HOM/total light. maxtem was set to 6 as this was sufficient
to simulate the interferometer accurately while it was stable (see Figure 3.10). As a
cross check, two amplitude detectors were used to detect the HG20 and HG02 modes.
When plotting the power of the HG20+20 mode, the square of the ad detector output
needs to be taken. The bp detector was used to find the beam parameter. To find
the Gouy phase accumulated in the SRC by the HG00 mode, the gouy command
was used.
Both signal recycling and RSE modes of operation were investigated. The tun-
ing of the SRM determines whether the interferometer is in RSE mode or in signal
recycling mode. If the interferometer has arm cavities, the SRM detuning which
corresponds to RSE is 90° while the detuning which gives signal recycling is 0°. For
an interferometer without arm cavities, to operate in RSE mode the SRM detun-
ing should be set to 0°, while to be in signal recycling mode the detuning of the
SRM should be set to 90°. This is because the reflected light from a cavity has an
additional 180° compared to if it was reflecting from a mirror.
3.3.1 Determining Tunings for DC readout
To maintain the same SRC finesse seen by the differential mode for each simula-
tion, the interferometer was set up so that it was on the dark fringe, with 30mW of
light being transmitted through the SRM. This was achieved by applying a differ-
ential tuning to the ETMs for simulations with the arm cavities, and a differential
tuning to the ITM for single-bounce simulations. The light transmitted through the
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SRM for an interferometer with arm cavities as a function of differential ETM de-
tuning is shown in Figure 3.4. For an interferometer without arm cavities, the power
transmitted through the SRM as a function of differential ITM detuning is shown
in Figure 3.5. The tunings for operating with 30mW of light being transmitted
through the SRM are shown in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.
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HOM powe  t ans (SR)
TM02+TM20 powe  t ans (SR)
Figure 3.4: For simulations with the arm cavities, the DC offset is created by tuning
the ETMs. The minimum of the dark fringe is at 0° differential ETM detuning,
as shown by the blue line. A slight offset causes light to be at the AS port. This
result was used to determine tunings for simulating what effect focal length errors
in SR3 and SR2 have on the beam transmitted through the SRM. The orange line
and dashed green line show that the beam has a negligible HOM content.
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Figure 3.5: For simulations without arm cavities, i.e. single bounce simulations, the
DC offset is created by tuning the ITMs. The minimum of the dark fringe is at 0°
differential ITM detuning, as shown by the blue line. A slight offset causes light to
be at the AS port. This result was used to determine tunings for simulating what
effect focal length errors in SR3 and SR2 have on the beam transmitted through the
SRM. The orange line and dashed green line show that the beam has a negligible
HOM content.
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Mirror SRM Tuning (°) Mirror Tuning (°)
ETMx 0 +2.76e− 06
ETMy 0 −2.76e− 06
ETMx 90 +2.64e− 05
ETMy 90 −2.64e− 05
Table 3.2: The tunings used for the arm-cavity simulation to get 30mW of light at
the dark port.





Table 3.3: The tunings used for the no-arm-cavity simulation to get 30mW of light
at the dark port.
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3.4 The Beam Parameter of the Arm Mode at the
Signal Recycling Mirror
The beam parameter at the SRM depends on macroscopic quantities such as
the distances between mirrors and the RoC of the optics, rather than microscopic
tunings. Therefore, the beam parameter is not affected by the interferometer being
in RSE or signal recycling mode. To estimate the propagation of the mode from
the arms to the SRM, the focal lengths of SR3 and SR2 were varied around three
standard deviations of their measured values, and the effect this had on the beam
transmitted through the SRM was determined with a bp detector.
The effect of a focal length error in SR3 and SR2 on the width and RoC of
the arm mode at the SRM is shown in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. These figures
show that the beam parameter depends mainly on the focal length of SR3, although
SR2 has a noticeable effect. When the focal lengths of SR3 and SR2 are at their
nominal values, the simulated beam has a width of 2.1mm, a RoC of −3.91 m, and
the Gouy phase accumulated between the ITM and the SRM is 18.7°. There is a
slight difference between the RoC found here and the design value of −3.88 m; this
difference is due to the as-built focal lengths of the optics used in the SRC at LLO
being different from the design values – small differences such as the 36.00m being
the nominal RoC of SR3 and (35.97 ± 0.01)m being the measured RoC for SR3
could account for this.
Measurements of the single-bounce beam profile [152] suggests that the beam is
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much larger at the SRM than the design value. This would correspond to a positive
error in the focal length of SR3, as shown in Figure 3.6. If the beam were this large, it
is unlikely that the SRC would be stable, as shown in Figure 3.10. The measurement
of the beam width found in [152] was obtained under fairly artificial conditions, thus
it may not represent the beam parameter of the arm mode when the interferometer
is in observing mode. For instance, the thermal state of the interferometer was
not similar to how it would be during observing mode. Additionally, [152] reports
that there was difficultly in orienting the beam profiler correctly, and this leads to
significant uncertainty in this measurement.
Information about the beam parameter of the arm mode can be inferred from
the Gouy phase accumulated by the arm mode in the SRC. The Gouy phase as a
function of focal length error in SR3 and SR2 is shown in Figure 3.8. Measurements
of Gouy phase of the SRC find it to be 22.81° [157] and 21.3° [153], although the
authors of [157] have low confidence in their measurement. These measurements of
Gouy phase suggests that the beam at the SRM is smaller than the design value
and has a lower curvature. This Gouy phase also corresponds to a similar amount
of HG00 loss that is measured and simulated (Figure 3.13).
The Gouy phase accumulated in the SRC is almost entirely dependent on the
RoC of SR3 and SR2; positioning errors of up to 1 cm of SR3 and SR2 do not
affect the Gouy phase significantly. Figure 3.8 shows that it is unlikely that the
Gouy phase could be 22.81° in a state where the arm has greater than 90% mode
matching to the SRC, as the RoC of both SR3 and SR2 would have needed to have
been three standard deviations from the measured value. This could be accounted
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for by a much shorter thermal lens in the ITM (see Figure 3.9). The measurement
of 21.3° of Gouy phase is plausible with the 50 km thermal lens. The single pass
thermal lens was measured to be 38.92 µD, i.e. ≈ 25.7 km [150], which corresponds
to the design value and the value used in this simulation.
The focal lengths of SR3 and SR2 can be estimated from the Gouy phase mea-
surement. A normal probability density function was used to model the uncertainties
in the focal lengths of SR3 and SR2. This was combined into a 2-D normal distri-
bution. Combinations of SR3 and SR2 that result in 21.3° of Gouy phase were
found and the value of the 2-D normal distribution for those combinations was cal-
culated. The maximum value of the resulting probability density function (which
is normal) corresponds to the most likely combination of focal lengths for SR3 and
SR2, and one standard deviation corresponds to the error. Figure 3.11 shows that
the focal length of SR2 to be (−3.205± 0.003)m and the focal length of SR3 to be
(17.971± 0.002)m.
The beam parameter at the SRM is determined by the focal length of SR3 and
SR2, and the focal lengths of SR3 and SR2 have a probability density associated with
them (see Figure 3.11). Thus, each beam width and RoC pair that was computed
in this simulation also had a probability density associated with it. Based on the
measurement of Gouy phase, the beam is likely to have a width of 1.84mm and a
defocus of -2.80Dioptre. This is shown in Figure 3.12. This is a slight simplification
as the beam parameter cannot be such that the Gouy phase of the cavity becomes
too small (less than ∼ 17.5°). The cavity will be unstable if the Gouy phase is
too small, so beam widths of more than 2.25mm are unlikely. The shape of the
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distribution of the arm mode beam parameter at the SRM is driven mostly by the
focal length error of SR3.
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Figure 3.6: The Gaussian width of the beam that is transmitted through the SRM
as a function of the error (±3σ) in focal length of SR3 and SR2. The Gaussian beam
width is strongly dependent on SR3’s focal length error, whereas SR2’s focal length
error is less important. When the beam size is much greater than ∼ 2.25 mm, the
SRC is unstable (see Figure 3.10), so this area of the parameter space is unlikely to
correspond to the beam at the SRM at LLO.
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Figure 3.7: The RoC of the beam that is transmitted through the SRM as a function
of the error (±3σ) in focal length of SR3 and SR2. If the arm cavities and the SRC
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Figure 3.8: The Gouy phase between the ITMs and the SRM as a function of the
error (±3σ) in SR3 and SR2. When the SR3 focal length error > 6 mm and SR2
error is zero, the SRC is unstable (see Figure 3.10), so this area of the parameter
space is unlikely to correspond to the beam at the SRM at LLO.
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Figure 3.9: The Gouy phase between the ITMs and the SRM as a function of the
thermal lens in the ITMs for the default values of SR3 and SR2. The nominal
ITM thermal lens focal lengths are 50 km, and this corresponds to about 19°. More
heating results in a greater thermal lens, however the LIGO detectors compensate
for this with the thermal compensation system.
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Figure 3.10: The percentage of HG00 light transmitted through the SRM as a func-
tion of SR3’s focal length for the Michelson interferometer with Fabry-Perot cavities
in its arms was simulated. Each simulation used a different maxtem command. The
focal length of SR3 was changed. For focal lengths with a positive error greater
than 7.5mm, the cavity becomes unstable and Finesse does not produce reliable
results. For a stable SRC, the minimum number of TEM modes needed for sub 1%
accuracy is six.
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Figure 3.11: The measurement error of SR3 and SR2 follows a normal distribution.
These were combined to make a 2-D normal distribution. Dark blue corresponds
to the least likely combinations of SR3 and SR2, and bright yellow corresponds to
the most likely. The measured Gouy phase was 21.3° [153]; this is indicated by
the white dashed line. The white circle marks the most likely combination of SR3
and SR2 which gives 21.3° of Gouy phase, and the white crosses show one standard
deviation from this. The white circle and crosses indicate that the focal length of
SR2 is (−3.205± 0.003)m and the focal length of SR3 is (17.971± 0.002)m.
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Figure 3.12: The beam parameter at the SRM was calculated for combinations of
SR2 and SR3 focal lengths. The associated probability density for these combina-
tions can be calculated (see Figure 3.11), so the probability of the beam parameter
having a certain width and defocus can be calculated. The probability density for
each pair of beam width and defocus is indicated with the colour bar. The mode
corresponding to the measurement of 21.3° of Gouy phase [153] is indicated with a
green cross (1.84mm, -2.80 Dioptre). This is a simplified approach since the beam
parameter cannot be such that the SRC is unstable, so certain combinations of beam
width and beam defocus are not possible. Beam parameters with a width greater
than ∼2.25 mm result in an unstable SRC, therefore these beams are unlikely to be
present at the SRM at LLO.
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3.5 Power Transmitted Through the Signal Recy-
cling Mirror for a Mode Mismatch Between the
Arm Cavity and the Signal Recycling Cavity
The HOM content of the beam as a function of the error in focal length in SR3
was investigated. As the arm cavities become more mismatched to the SRC, less
HG00 mode is transmitted through the SRM. The mode mismatch can be seen in
Figure 3.13. As the focal length of SR3 becomes further from its nominal value, the
radius of curvature of the beam at the SRM stops matching the radius of curvature
of the SRM. Since the SRC is a low finesse cavity, a significant mismatch can be
tolerated before there is a large drop in the HG00 power transmitted. This is shown
in Figure 3.13. In Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14, it is shown that the nominal focal
length of SR3, 17.985 m, is longer than optimal. When the SRC is on resonance,
the peak in transmission is −3 mm from the nominal focal length of SR3. This is
shown by the blue and green lines in Figure 3.14.
The power of the HG00 light transmitted through the SRM as a function of focal
length error is shown in Figure 3.14. In signal recycling mode, shown as blue and
green in Figure 3.14, the transmitted power has a peak shape. This is because an
error in the focal length of SR3 moves the cavity off resonance. In RSE mode, shown
as red and orange in Figure 3.14, a change in focal length of SR3 does not have much
effect on the amount of HG00 transmitted by the SRM since an anti-resonance is a
much broader feature than a resonance.
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In a single-bounce measurement, the beam incident onto the ITM from outside
the cavity is reflected straight back. This is equivalent to the reflectivity of the ITM
being R = 1. When the light is resonant in the arm cavity, the ITM acts as a highly
reflective mirror which applies a frequency-dependent phase shift to the light. Thus,
there is no difference between a single-bounce measurement and a measurement
with arm cavities at frequencies within the linewidth of the cavity. This is shown
in Figure 3.13. HOM beams generated by errors in the SRC are not suppressed by
the arm cavities as they are reflected by the ITM.
The ratio of the light in the HG00 mode versus the total light depends on the
detuning of the SRM, rather than the presence of cavities in the arm. This is shown
in Figure 3.13. When the light enters the arm cavities, it is reflected with an extra
π rad phase; however, the HOMs do not enter the cavity, so they do not acquire
this phase. Since the HOMs only interact with the SRC, the ratio of HOM to HG00
depends on the detuning of the SRM rather than whether the interferometer is in
signal recycling or RSE mode. The amount of higher order mode generated in the
SRC is proportional to the HG00 power in the SRC, so the percentage of HOM beam
is dependent only on the tuning of the SRM and the focal length error of SR3.
As the SRC gets closer to being unstable, more TEM modes are required to
simulate the behaviour of the cavity. The effect of using more TEM modes in the
simulation is shown in Figure 3.10. For positive errors above 6mm in the focal
length of SR3, the cavity becomes unstable. It was found empirically that six TEM
modes is sufficient to simulate the interferometer while it is stable. The hatched
regions of Figure 3.13 and Figure 3.14 show where the simulation is not accurate.
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Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 0 deg)
Arm Cavity  (SRM phi = 90 deg)
No Arm Cavity  (SRM phi = 90 deg)
No Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 0 deg)
Figure 3.13: The percentage of light which is in the HG00 mode as the focal length
of SR3 changes compared to the total light power does not depend on whether there
are arm cavities. It is determined by the detuning of the SRM. The blue dashed
line shows the behaviour of the beam with arm cavities present and with the SRC
in signal recycling mode (SRM φ = 0°). The red line shows how the beam changes
with focal length error for a single-bounce measurement and with the SRC in RSE
mode (SRM φ = 90°). The orange dashed line corresponds to the interferometer
having arm cavities and being in RSE mode (SRM φ = 90°). The green line shows
the behaviour of the beam when the interferometer is configured for a single-bounce
measurement and is in signal recycling mode. The hatched region indicates where
the SRC becomes unstable (see Figure 3.10), so the behaviour of the interferometer
cannot be accurately simulated for these focal lengths.
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Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 0)
Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 90)
No Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 90)
No Arm Cavity (SRM phi = 0)
Figure 3.14: The total power transmitted through the SRM for each simulation is
shown by the thick pale lines. The thin solid lines correspond to the power in the
HG00 mode, and the thin dashed lines correspond to the power in the higher order
modes. Blue lines show the behaviour when the interferometer has arm cavities and
is in signal recycling mode, and the orange lines shows when it is in RSE mode.
Green lines show how the power changes when the interferometer is configured for a
single-bounce measurement and is in signal recycling mode, and the red line shows
when its in RSE mode. The hatched region indicates where the SRC becomes
unstable, and so the behaviour of the interferometer cannot be accurately simulated
for these focal lengths.
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3.5.1 Change of Finesse of the Signal Recycling Cavity
As the transmission of the SRM decreases, the finesse of the cavity increases. A
Finesse simulation was run to see the effect of increasing the power transmission
of the SRM. The HG00 mode power decreases with lower SRM transmission slower
than the power transmitted in the HG20+02 mode. This is shown in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Ratio of HG20+02 to HG00 as the transmission of the SRM is increased
for a mode mismatch between the arm cavities and the SRC. The interferometer is
in RSE mode. A mode mismatch was introduced by setting the focal length of SR3




The mode mismatch between the arm cavities and the SRC results in a loss
mechanism whereby light is scattered from the HG00 mode into higher order modes.
Loss in interferometers usually reduces the SNR by
√
Power, however since there
are multiple points between the squeezer and the OMC where mode mismatches can
happen, coherent destructive modal interference will cause the losses to have up to
four times the effect they would have if it were a normal type of loss. There exists
a collection of measurements which shows the arms are matched between 90% and
100% to the OMC.
Finesse simulations were used to model mode mismatches between the arm
and the SRC caused by RoC errors in SR3 and SR2. The simulation used as-built
parameters for the SRC at the LLO site and design specification arm cavities. This
allowed us to study the effect of non-ideal mode matching in a close to real life
situation. The interferometer was modelled in signal recycling mode and RSE mode
for locked-arm-cavities and single-bounce configurations.
It was found that the dependence of the ratio of HG00 light to the total light
depends mainly on the focal length of SR3 and is not affected by the presence
of arm cavities. This is because the arm cavities are well matched to the input
laser. When the arm cavities are on resonance, the ITMs act as highly reflective
mirrors with frequency dependent behaviour. This means if the interferometer’s
thermal state remains the same, there is no difference in HOM content of the beam
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transmitted through the SRM between a single-bounce measurement and an arm-
cavity measurement.
The ratio of HOM to HG00 for the beam emerging from the SRM depends on the
detuning of the SRM, although it does not depend on whether the interferometer
is in signal recycling mode or RSE mode. As HOMs do not enter the arm cavities,
they cannot distinguish between the signal recycling and RSE modes of operation.
When the SRC is on resonance, it is much more sensitive to an error in SR3’s focal
length than when the SRC is anti-resonant. The light is less sensitive to an error in
the focal length of SR2.
The uncertainty in the beam parameter of the arm mode at the SRM and the
eigenmode of the SRC is driven by the uncertainty in SR3. This is shown in Fig-
ure 3.6 and Figure 3.7. The single pass Gouy phase of the SRC for different com-
binations of SR3 and SR2 was simulated; this is shown in Figure 3.8. The Gouy
phase acquired in a single pass of the SRC was measured to be (21.3 ± 0.3)°, so
it can be inferred that the focal length of SR2 is (−3.205 ± 0.003)m and the focal
length of SR3 is (17.971 ± 0.002)m. This is shown in Figure 3.11. These values of
focal length would result in the arm mode having a width of 1.8mm and a defocus
of −0.28 m−1 immediately after it is transmitted through the SRM, and there would
be a few percent HOM in OMC scans (see Figure 3.12).
Future work could involve using a heater to change the focal length of SR3 and
measuring the effect this has on the Gouy phase accumulated in the SRC. This
measurement could be used to validate the model of the geometric properties of
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the SRC. As the lengths between all the optics is well known, and the focal length
of the ITMs is well known, the squeezer beam could be used to gain information
about the RoCs of SR3 and SR2. This would be done by setting up a single-bounce
measurement. Having greater confidence in the beam parameter of the arm mode at
the SRM would be of great benefit for the design of future upgrades, such as balanced
homodyne detection (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5), to the LIGO detectors.
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Chapter 4
Balanced Homodyne Detection for
LIGO A+
A major change between the aLIGO and LIGO A+ detectors will be the replacement
of DC readout (see Section 4.1.1) with BHD. The motivations for implementing BHD
into the LIGO detectors are described in Section 4.1; the key reason is: that if the
detectors are to reach their design sensitivity, they require BHD. In contrast to DC
readout, the LO and signal do not follow the same optical path in a BHD scheme;
the consequence of this is the phase of the LO beam needs to be stable. The stability
requirement of the LO’s phase is discussed in Section 4.2. Figure 4.2 is a sketch of
the LO’s beam path. The proposed BHD layout is discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.1 The Principles of and Motivations for Balanced
Homodyne Detection
BHD is a method of measuring the information encoded in any quadrature of a
signal beam (see e.g. [47, Section 2]); thus, BHD forms a key part of many quantum
optics experiments (e.g. [69, 70, 158]). In a BHD readout scheme, the signal beam
is set up to interfere with a LO beam with the same optical frequency on a beam
splitter, and the interference is measured with photodiodes at the beam splitter’s
output ports. A sketch of a BHD readout is shown in Figure 4.1.
The LO beam has a larger power than the signal beam, and the power of the LO
is chosen to bring the quantum noise above the noise floor of the photodiode and
its preamplifier. An arbitrary quadrature of the signal beam can be measured by
correctly setting the relative phase between the LO and signal beams. This phase is
known as the homodyne angle. If the two photocurrents are balanced, subtracting
them results in a measurement which is proportional to the selected quadrature of
the signal beam. Additionally, the subtraction results in the removal of the classical
intensity noise of the LO from the measurement. BHD is mathematically described
in Section 4.1.2.
The LIGO A+ detectors need to use frequency-dependent squeezing to reach
their design sensitivities. To do this, the homodyne angle must be 90°. There is a
low amount of tolerance on the homodyne angle, (90±1)°, before the quantum noise
is significantly degraded [159], and the current readout method (see Section 4.1.1)
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Figure 4.1: A coherent state |α〉, enters port a of a beam splitter. A signal |Ψ〉
enters port b. These two beams interfere, resulting in photons being detected at
the c and d ports. The two photocurrents are subtracted, and the signal that is
produced is proportional to an arbitrary quadrature of the state |Ψ〉; the difference
in the signals at the c and d ports is given by Equation (4.7). The quadrature of
the state |Ψ〉 that is observed depends on the homodyne angle, φ.
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does not offer sufficient control over the homodyne angle. For aLIGO, the homodyne
angle is around 10° away from the phase quadrature [160]. Currently, the squeezing
angle is set to be at the same angle as the readout quadrature [67]; the preference
would be to set the readout quadrature to the squeezing angle, as then there would
be more control over the quantum noise of the detector i.e. you wouldn’t be forced
to use a squeezing angle that was bad for radiation pressure effects, for example.
The effect that controlling the squeezing angle has on the quantum noise floor has
been demonstrated at LLO [70]. However, [70] used a diagnostic BHD setup which
was too noisy to allow gravitational wave detections.
4.1.1 Alternatives to Balanced Homodyne Detection
The current detection scheme is known as DC readout [40]; this is a form of
homodyne detection. A differential offset in the arm lengths produces the LO in DC
readout; the size of the LO can be set with the differential offset in the length of
the arms, and the homodyne angle can be set with the differential arm power [161].
DC readout has some key positive outcomes, such as there being no phase noise
between the LO and the signal, and the LO and signal being perfectly aligned and
mode matched to each other. However, while theoretically the homodyne angle can
be set, due to different amounts of loss in each arm, the homodyne angle is not a
free parameter. The inability to tune the homodyne angle increased the detector’s
quantum noise 1.
1This increase was buried under the classical noise floor; however, this noise was in a frequency
band where the LIGO detectors are designed to be quantum noise limited.
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The first generation of detectors used heterodyne readout (e.g. [162]). Hetero-
dyne readout involves a modulation-demodulation scheme whereby the signal is
beat with a RF LO to a frequency where technical noise is no longer a concern.
It is then demodulated at the same modulation frequency to recover the original
signal. This method comes with the draw back that the shot noise is enhanced by
the modulation-demodulation process [163]. Heterodyne detection is described in
more detail in the final paragraph of Section 6.1.
4.1.2 Quantum Mechanical Description of Balanced Homo-
dyne Detection
To understand how BHD can be used to detect quantum states of light, it is useful
to mathematically express light and interference in terms of quantum mechanics.
From the two-photon formalism of light (see Section 1.5), the general quadrature
operator, X̂φ can be obtained,
X̂φ = X̂ cosφ+ Ŷ sinφ, (4.1)
where φ is the homodyne angle. By setting the homodyne angle, one can sense an
arbitrary combination of the phase and amplitude of a light field.
Consider the interference of a LO field, â, and a signal field, b̂, on a 50:50 beam
splitter. The resulting fields, ĉ and d̂, are detected on two photodiodes. This is
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= Râ†â+ T b̂†b̂+
√
RT (â†b̂+ b̂†â), (4.2)
N̂d = d̂
†d̂ = T â†â+Rb̂†b̂−
√
RT (â†b̂+ b̂†â). (4.3)
As the beam splitter is 50:50, R = T = 1/2. This results in the difference in the
photocurrents being proportional to
N̂c − N̂d = â†b̂+ b̂†â. (4.4)
The operators â and b̂ can be written as â = α + a and b̂ = β + b to separate
quantum behaviours (denoted with a and b) and classical behaviours (denoted with
α and β) [164]. Furthermore, the phase between the signal field and the LO field
can be expressed in terms of the homodyne angle with b̂→ b̂ exp(iφ). If the higher
order term containing ab is neglected, Equation (4.4) can be written as
N̂c − N̂d = 2αβ cosφ+ 2αXb−φ + 2βXaφ. (4.5)
The variance,
√
V (X) = ∆X, of this measurement would then be
V (N̂c − N̂d) = 4α2V (Xb−φ) + 4β2V (Xaφ). (4.6)
If the LO is much stronger than the signal field, α β, then the measurement is
N̂c − N̂d = 2αβ cosφ+ 2αXb−φ. (4.7)
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This shows that the difference between the two photocurrents will result in the
quadrature of the b field that is set by the homodyne angle to be measured. The
noise of this measurement will be strongly dependent on the power of the a field if
it is much larger than the b field.
4.1.3 Other Motivations for Implementing Balanced Homo-
dyne Detection in LIGO A+
Different gravitational wave sources carry their information in different frequency
bands, and the detector may be optimised to reflect this [59, 79, 165, 166]. For
instance, BNS signals continue to higher frequencies than BBH signals, so it may
be of interest to optimise the detector around higher frequencies to improve our
understanding of the properties of BNS systems. To optimise the sensitivity of the
interferometer to different sources, the detector’s noise would need shaping. To do
this, BHD can be used alongside other upgrades (e.g [27, 59]).
More advanced upgrades, e.g. converting the detectors to speedmeters (see Chap-
ter 1.6 or [59]), could alter the detector’s quantum noise substantially; this would
also rely on the implementation of BHD. These changes to the interferometer are
non-trivial and would require significant redesign of many parts of the layout, so
the implementation of BHD for A+ does not necessarily correspond to a suitable
BHD system for one of these more advanced interferometer configurations. However,
BHD for A+ would provide experience with implementing BHD on a large-scale in-
terferometer, which would help when considering how to realise these more novel
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interferometer configurations.
BHD has some benefits over DC readout relating to the reduction of the DC
light emerging from the AS port [161]. With a lower amount of DC light at the AS
port, the coupling between the SRC length and the gravitational wave signal will
be reduced2. Additionally, there will be less scattering from the septum window
between HAM5 and HAM63.
4.2 The Local Oscillator Path
Phase noise arises due to phase fluctuations in the LO beam being indistinguish-
able from phase fluctuations in the signal beam. A gravitational wave produces a
phase modulated signal in the signal beam, and the LO field phase is modulated by
the motion of the mirrors in the LO path. When these beams are combined, it is the
phase difference between the two fields that produces a signal, so the phase noise of
the LO path must be low enough for the signal generated by the interference of the
LO and signal beams to be due to the phase modulation of the signal beam.
The layout for the optics which combine the LO and signal beam is shown in
Figure 4.2. The LO will be picked off from the power recycling cavity and guided by
2The dominant coupling due to the power entering the SRC can be intuitively understood by
considering a Fabry-Perot cavity with a slight tuning offset. A DC offset in the cavity’s will give
rise to a linear coupling between the cavity’s length and the power transmitted by the cavity which
scales with the size of the DC offset. The second route by which SRC length noise may couple to
the signal is via optical springs between the SRC and arm cavities [167].
3Strictly speaking, the scattering from the septum window is not a property of DC readout
as the window could be removed. However, this window is crucial for the maintenance of the
interferometer.
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one steering mirror, BHDM1, to the BHD combining beam splitter, BHDBS2. The
signal beam will exit the OFI and be steered by one mirror, OM0, onto BHDBS2.
OM0 and BHDM1 will be used to align the beams so they overlap on BHDBS2.
The angle of BHDBS2 will be used to make the LO and signal beams overlap in the
far field. Two lenses are used for mode matching the LO beam to the signal beam.
To acquire a LO with low frequency and intensity noise, the LO will be picked
off from a point within the interferometer. The two ways of obtaining a LO beam
considered were a beam picked off from the main beam splitter’s AR coating (BSAR)
or the beam transmitted through PR2 (POP) [168]. The determining factor in
choice of pick-off point was the effect of backscatter on the interferometer’s strain
sensitivity. The POP port was chosen as it is far superior to the BSAR choice at all
frequencies and scatter phases. This is because backscattered light from the BSAR
enters only one arm, thus making it a differential effect. Any backscatter that enters
the POP port is common-mode, and therefore the differential arm signal is far less
sensitive to this source of backscatter.
4.2.1 The Local Oscillator Path Length Stability Require-
ment
The first step is to express the A+ sensitivity curve in units of rad/
√
Hz. This
requires the A+ sensitivity curve to be deconvolved with the linear response function
of the interferometer. The signal generated by the differential motion of the ETMs
is low-passed by the coupled SRC-arm cavity, so the linear response function can be
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the LO (green) and signal (pink) beam paths in relation to
other parts of the interferometer (see Figure 1.4 and Section 1.9). The LO beam
emerges from PR2. Some of this light is used to control the interferometer, so
BHDBS1 is needed to split the light. BHDM1 directs the LO onto BHDBS2. The
signal beam emerges from the SRM. It passes through the OFI and is reflected by
OM0. The signal combines with the LO on BHDBS2. The layout of the optics in
HAM6 is shown in Figure 5.1.
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where H0 is a gain factor, f is the frequency and fc is the corner frequency of the
SRC-arm cavity. For the LIGO detectors, fc = 380 Hz [167]. This linear response
function does not include optical spring effects, but these are small and not impor-
tant for this calculation.
H0 can be calculated by dividing the phase noise of the signal beam, ∆φsig, by
the product of the A+ sensitivity curve (see Figure 1.3) and 1/(1 − if/fc) at a
frequency where the detector will be shot noise limited. Care needs to be taken
to avoid double counting the squeezing; the signal beam will be squeezed in the
phase quadrature, but as the A+ sensitivity curve includes squeezing, the squeezing
factor can be omitted from the phase noise associated with the signal beam in this
calculation.
From Equation (1.10), the relationship between the phase of the signal beam φsig






where h is Planck’s constant and ν is the frequency of the light. For A+, Psig =
5 mW. The linear response function is shown in Figure 4.3. To express the A+
sensitivity curve in units of rad/
√
Hz, the sensitivity curve should be divided by the
linear response function shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: The linear response function between strain and signal, expressed in
units of radians/gravitational wave strain, at the AS port. The corner frequency at
≈ 380Hz comes from the pole of the coupled SRC-arm cavity.
The next step is to use the equations for interference at a beam splitter to
convert a change in phase between the LO and signal beam into a change in power
of the combined beams that exit the beam splitter. When the LO and signal beams
interfere at BHSBS2, the exiting beams have power Pc and Pd. These are given by
Pc =
∣∣∣∣ 1√2Esigeiωt + 1√2ELOeiωt+φ
∣∣∣∣2 = |Esig|22 + |ELO|22 + |EsigE†LO| cos(φ) (4.10)
and
Pd =
∣∣∣∣ 1√2Esigeiωt − 1√2ELOeiωt+φ
∣∣∣∣2 = |Esig|22 + |ELO|22 − |EsigE†LO| cos(φ), (4.11)
where Esig and ELO are the complex field amplitudes of the signal and LO beams
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expressed in units such that E∗E gives the power of the beam; ω is the laser fre-
quency; t is time and φ is the homodyne angle. The power of the LO beam will be
PLO = 100 mW. Note, the signal carrying light will be detected on four photodiodes
(two at the output of each OMC), and this power is compatible with the discussion
of a photodiode’s requirements in Section 6.1.
The difference in Pc and Pd signals gives the BHD signal,
P = 2|EsigE†LO| cos(φ). (4.12)
Differentiating with respect to φ gives the relationship between a change in power
of the interfered beams and a change in phase between the LO and signal beams,
dP = −2|EsigE†LO| sin(φ)dφ. (4.13)
Since the homodyne angle is 90°, this becomes
dP = −2|EsigE†LO|dφ. (4.14)
Using Equation (4.14), the phase noise requirement for the local oscillator can
be expressed in units of rad/
√
Hz. This is shown in Figure 4.4. This requirement
was also derived in [168, 169] and [170]; however, these calculations all differ from
each other by factors of ∼ 1. This can be explained by differences in the assumed
power of the local oscillator.
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Dark port phase noise
Figure 4.4: The sensitivity curve for the A+ detectors expressed in units of rad/
√
Hz.
At frequencies above 1 kHz, the noise is flat (3.4×10−5 rad/
√
Hz) as it is dominated
by shot noise. At lower frequencies, the noise is increased relative to shot noise due
to radiation pressure, coating thermal noise and other noise sources. At 5Hz, the
noise is 8× 10−5 rad/
√
Hz.
To express phase in terms of optical path length, the phase should to be multi-
plied by λEM/(2π). The relationship between the optical path length noise, np, and
the motion requirement for the optics, no, assumes that there will be two mirrors at
45° which are used to steer the AS and LO beams. As the optics reflect at 45°, the
path length change due to the optic’s motion is multiplied by
√
2.
The beams are combined on a beam splitter, and the motion of this beam splitter
needs to be counted twice. Figure 4.6 illustrates this. The relationship between
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2no)2 + 2× (
√
2no)2. (4.15)
Since there are many uncorrelated sources of noise in the LIGO detectors, a factor
of 10 is used as a safety margin.
Multiplying the phase noise shown in Figure 4.4 by λEM/(2π × 10
√
8) gives the
upper limit tolerable for the longitudinal motion of the optics. This is shown in
Figure 4.5. To determine the amount of isolation required, the typical motion of
the optical table needs to be compared to the motion requirement for the optics;
see references [171,172] for details on this. This led to triple suspensions, known as
HAM relay triple suspensions, being used to passively isolate the optics in the local
oscillator and signal beam paths.
4.3 Conclusion
One of the major changes to the LIGO detectors for A+ will be the implemen-
tation of BHD. BHD is needed for the LIGO detectors to meet their sensitivity
target as frequency dependent squeezing requires the homodyne angle to be a free
parameter.
A sketch of how the signal and LO will be combined is shown in Figure 4.2.
We derived the relative path length stability requirement for the LO and signal
beams, and the requirement is shown in Figure 4.5. The local oscillator’s phase
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Figure 4.5: The sensitivity curve for A+ sets the limit on the amount of path length
noise that is acceptable between the AS and LO beams. The blue line shows the
sensitivity curve in units of path length noise between the AS and LO beams, and the
orange line shows the longitudinal motion requirement for the optics which combine
the LO and signal beam. At 5Hz, the longitudinal motion requirement for the optics
is 4.9× 10−13 m/
√
Hz.
noise requirement led to HAM relay triple suspensions being chosen to steer the LO






Figure 4.6: A sketch of the LO and signal beam paths. The LO beam path is
shown in blue, and the signal beam is shown in red. The dashed arrow indicates the
direction that the recombining beam splitter, BHDBS2, may move in. If BHDBS2
moves in this way, the phase of the signal beam has increased while the phase of
the LO beam has decreased at the point where the signal and LO beams combine.
This means that the recombination beam splitter motion needs to be counted twice
in calculations of the phase noise requirement.
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Chapter 5
Analysis of the Active Wavefront
Control for the Balanced Homodyne
Detector for LIGO A+
Fundamentally, the optical layout in HAM6 must combine the signal beam and the
LO beam and sense the combined beams to form a BHD. The location of HAM6
with respect to the rest of the interferometer is shown in Figure 1.4. As loss, such
as that caused by mode mismatch, in the interferometer’s readout will degrade
its sensitivity, and as there is uncertainty in the interferometer’s beam parameter,
it is vital that the AWC can correct for possible mode mismatches between the
interferometer and the OMCs so that loss due to mode mismatch is minimal.
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In this chapter, the effectiveness of the AWC is analysed. Figure 5.7 shows the
range of modes at the SRM which can be corrected for such that the target for loss
due to mode mismatch for A+ can be met. Other aspects of this layout and its
requirements outside the scope of this thesis can be found in [173,174].
5.1 The Optics for Mode Matching the Interferom-
eter and the Output Mode Cleaners
The design of the optical layout within HAM6 that is being taken forward1 is
shown in Figure 5.1. The properties of this layout are summarised in Table 5.1.
The two beam paths after the beam splitter upon which the signal and LO beams
are combined (BHDBS2) are called A and B. The mirrors OMA1, OMB1, OMA2
and OMB2 will be referred to as OMx1 and OMx2 as it is not important to make a
distinction between the A and B paths when considering mode matching. The A/B
paths are terminated by OMCA/B.
The AWC in HAM6 has two functions: it will be used to correct for errors in
the interferometer’s beam parameter at the SRM, e.g. due to thermal effects or
errors in the RoC of the optics in the SRC, and to correct for geometry errors
within HAM6 such that the mode matching between the arm mode and the OMC
is maximised [174]. As mentioned in Section 3.1.2, the loss in sensitivity from mode
mismatch can be four times greater than a simpler source of loss (e.g. photodiode
1As of January 2021, millimetre scale changes have been made which do not affect the analysis
in this chapter.
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Figure 5.1: The LO beam enters HAM6 directly above BHDBS2 (north side), and
it is highlighted in green. The signal beam enters HAM6 directly above OM0 (north
side), and it is highlighted in pink. The signal beam is steered by OM0 onto BHDBS2
where it is combined with the LO. The two combined beams are shown in red. These
are incident upon a mirror used for steering (OMxS), and then upon two curved
mirrors (OMx1 and OMx2). The beams enter the OMCs, which are seismically
isolated by the BHSS (the large triangular component). The spacings for these
components are given in Table 5.1.
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quantum efficiency) due to coherent destructive modal interference [143]. Active
mirrors, called suspended active matching stages (SAMS), will be used to correct for
mode mismatch; they will provide a range of at least ±50mD of optical power [175].
The optical layout in HAM6 must mode match the nominal SRM and OMC
modes. The OMC waist size is 485 µm [57]. As discussed in Chapter 3, the beam
parameter at the SRM is expected to differ from its nominal value of qSRM = (−3.55+
1.09i) m [176]. It is described in Chapter 3 how geometry errors in the SRC cause
the arm cavity and the SRC to be mismatched. From this, a set of modes which may
be present at the SRM was calculated. The design of the layout within HAM6 is
based on the nominal beam parameters, and the set of modes shown in Figure 3.12
was taken into consideration when analysing the pros and cons of different candidate
layouts since they may have been more or less robust to beam parameter errors at
the SRM.
Three optics provide mode matching between the mode at the SRM and the
OMC mode. The output Faraday isolator, located in HAM5, will feature a lens
which is for making the Gouy phase between the two SAMS, OMx1 and OMx2,
closer to 45°, thus making them closer to being orthogonal2. The optimal choice
in power for the OFI lens, OMx1 and OMx2 is shown in Figure 5.2. With the
layout shown in Figure 5.1, it is possible to achieve 42° of Gouy phase separation
between OMx1 and OMx2. Other layouts could provide exactly 45° of Gouy phase
separation; however, this layout offers practical benefits over the other considered
2An adaptive optic was considered for the OFI lens, however concerns over the OFI assembly
heating resulted in this idea being discarded.
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designs that outweigh an additional 3° of Gouy phase separation between OMx1 and
OMx2 mainly in relation to the suspended platform (BHSS) upon which the OMCs
are located. This layout also provides good Gouy phase separation for alignment
control as there is > 80° between OMxS and OMx2. The mode matching between
the interferometer and the OMCs will be open-loop, i.e the mode matching will be
optimised manually, however having near-orthogonal separation of the actuators for
mode matching will make this process easier.
As astigmatism degrades the mode matching, it can contribute to the loss in
the readout of the interferometer. Astigmatism arises when a beam reflects from a
surface with a non-zero angle of incidence; the amount of astigmatism introduced
to the beam depends on the beam’s curvature and the curvature of the reflecting
surface. As the beam in this layout has a relatively low radius of curvature at
each mirror, the dominant source of astigmatism is the mirrors (for a comprehensive
description of astigmatism see [177]). For this layout, the astigmatic loss was
calculated to be less than 0.05%; see Appendix G for detail in this type of calculation.
The astigmatic loss is plotted as a function of angle in Figure 5.3; as the beam will
have low curvature, the loss only becomes significant when the angle of incidence is
above 10°. Table 5.2 summarises the loss budget for the HAM6 layout, and a loss of
less than 0.05% is negligible compared to the loss expected from other components.
The Gaussian width and Gouy phase of the beam as a function of position along
the optical axis is shown in Figure 5.4. Significant points along the optical axis are
also shown in this figure. The size of the beam at the final optic for mode matching
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Figure 5.2: Top panel: the power of the OFI lens power affects the combination of
OMx1 and OMx2 powers that is required for 100% mode matching. Bottom panel:
the best choice for the OFI lens is where the Gouy phase separation between OMx1
and OMx2 is closest to 45°, as this means OMx1 and OMx2 are as close to being
orthogonal as possible. The most Gouy phase separation between OMx1 and OMx2
achievable with this layout is 42°.
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Figure 5.3: Astigmatism is a source of loss. When designing the layout shown in
Figure 5.1, the angle of incidence for the curved mirrors was altered to explore how
sensitive it was to astigmatism. Using Equation (5.2), the loss was computed. This
effect is negligible up to 10°. Above 10°, loss due to astigmatism starts to become
significant compared to the losses summarised in Table 5.2.
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Optic Power (1/m) Focal length (m) RoC (m)
OFI lens -0.066 -15.068 -
OMx1 -0.350 -2.855 -5.709 (concave)
OMx2 -0.847 -1.180 -2.360 (concave)
Space Name Optical Path Length (mm)
SRM to OFI lens 1120
OFI lens to HAM6 table edge 720
HAM6 table edge to OM0 500
OM0 to BHDBS2 946
BHDBS2 to OMxS Path A: 225, Path B: 315
OMxS to OMx1 Path A: 1240, Path B: 1150
OMx1 to OMx2 1590
OMx2 to OMCx waist 1220
Parameter Value
SRM Complex Beam Parameter qSRM = (−3.55 + 1.09i) m
OMC waist 485µm
OMx1 to OMx2 Gouy phase 42°
OMxS to OMx2 Gouy phase Path A: 85°, Path B: 81°
OMx1 and OMx2 angle of incidence A: 9.7°, B: 4.9°
Table 5.1: Mechanical and optical properties of the LIGO A+ HAM6 layout.
matches the size of the target mode, as the size of the beam cannot be changed at
a mirror’s surface.
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Figure 5.4: The top panel shows the radius of the beam as it travels from the SRM
(z = 0) to the waist of the OMC. Significant points along the axis are marked with
vertical lines. Less significant, but useful, reference points are marked by dashed
vertical lines. The bottom panel shows the Gouy phase shift accumulated by the
beam as it propagates along the optical axis.
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HAM6 loss Source Target for O5
OMC throughput loss < 2%
OM3 transmission (or equivalent) for sensing 1–2%
Photodiode quantum efficiency 1%
Mode mismatch to the OMC < 2% (as low as possible)
Any other optical loss < 1%
Table 5.2: Target for losses in HAM6. Reproduced from [178].
5.2 Method for Visualising the Effectiveness of Sys-
tems with Active Optics for Mode Mismatching
As described in Section 5.1 and Chapter 3, it is expected that there will be some
mismatch between the arm mode and the OMC. To visualise the effectiveness of
the AWC provided by the layout’s active optics, it is useful to consider a 2D space
representing Gaussian beams. The region of this space which contains modes that
can be matched to >98% by the AWC and a distribution of modes that those optics
may have to correct for can be compared to gain insight into the effectiveness of the
layout.
The proposed layout in Section 5.1 can mode match the majority of beam pa-
rameters one would expect to be present at the SRM based on uncertainties in the
RoC of the optics within the SRC. Despite this good coverage, measurements from
LLO show that the beam parameter may fall outside the region of waist-defocus
(WS) space which can be compensated for by the layout. If this were the case, the
static RoC of the SAMS would need to be changed.
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5.2.1 A Description of Mode Matching in Terms of Hermite-
Gaussian Modes
Beams which are mode matched have identical beam parameters, i.e. they have
the same sized waist and their waists are at the same position along the optical axis.
Small mode mismatches can be modelled as light scattering from the beam’s, or
cavity’s, fundamental mode into its HG20 and HG02 modes (i.e the HG20+02 mode).
If a cavity is designed such that the fundamental mode will be resonant while the
HG20+02 mode will be reflected, the effect of mode mismatch between the cavity and
a signal carrying beam is to decrease the signal light that is transmitted by the cavity
since some of the signal carrying light will be scattered into the reflected HG20+02
mode. Sensing the HG20+02 mode therefore gives a measure of the mode matching
between two modes. As the HG20+02 mode acquire 2φ Gouy phase compared to the
fundamental mode, where φ is the Gouy phase acquired by the fundamental mode,
spacing beam curvature actuators at 45° of Gouy phase apart provides an orthogonal
basis for control over mode matching [136].
5.2.2 Calculating Mode Matching Using The Gaussian Beam
Parameter
Two perfectly mode matched beams will have identical beam parameters at the
same point along the optical axis. The overlap integral between two fields, E1 and
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)∣∣qx2 − q∗x1∣∣∣∣qy2 − q∗y1∣∣ , (5.2)
where qx1,x2,y1,y2 are the beam parameters of the electric fields E1,2 in the tangential
and sagittal planes. This is derived in Appendix G. The solution to Equation (5.2)
is always 0 < M ≤ 1. Alternatively, mode matching may be computed in terms
of the amplitude of the higher order modes relative to the fundamental mode [179].
The mode matching can be calculated at any point along the optical axis of the
layout because mode matching must be preserved throughout it; however, it makes
sense to calculate the mode matching in a physically significant plane such as the
input plane, a plane containing a curved optic or the plane containing the waist of
the target beam.
5.2.3 Waist-Defocus Phase Space Visualisations
A Gaussian beam can be described by its beam size, w, and defocus, S [180].
A WS phase space representation plots a Gaussian beam in terms of these two
parameters. The effect of focussing elements on Gaussian beams can be clearly
seen in this representation of them. Because a curved mirror can only change the
curvature of a beam, at the mirror’s surface the beams before and after reflection
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must have the same size. The process of a Gaussian beam, described by q1(S1, w1),
being reflected from a mirror with power Sm to produce a new Gaussian beam, q2,










From Equation (5.3) it can be seen that a mode moves in the S direction when
it reflects from a curved mirror. This representation of Gaussian beams has the
advantage of showing the beam in terms of intuitive quantities. The downside to
this representation is as the beam propagates through the layout, the path that is
traced through the WS space by the mode is fairly complicated.
There are two other ways that a beam parameter could be graphically repre-
sented. Since q is a complex number, it could be represented in terms of its real
and imaginary components. This makes seeing the effect of propagation straight
forward, but the effect of a focussing element is harder to visualise. Alternatively,
plotting 1/q in terms of λ/πw2 and S produces plots where the effect of focussing
elements and propagation are easy to visualise [181, p.680]. Curved mirrors and
lenses result in a change in defocus, and propagated modes follow circular paths. As
these figures are being used to visualise mode matching and the effect of actuators
on the beam size (rather than λ/πw2) and defocus, the WS representation was cho-
sen. One could express the beam parameter in terms of natural units by dividing
the beam size by the beam’s minimum waist size, w0, and the defocus by the inverse
of the beam’s Rayleigh range, 1/zR.
To illustrate how actuators move a mode in WS space, consider two lenses with
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variable power separated by 45° of Gouy phase, thus making them orthogonal. In a
WS space, the orthogonality of two actuators can be seen by the angle between the
two vectors that represent each actuation. Figure 5.5 is a sketch of the WS space
representation for a simple optical layout consisting of two active lenses separated
by 45° of Gouy phase.
It is useful to plot contours of the mode overlap in the WS space between a mode
and a target mode. Note that these contours can only tell you about the overlap
between a mode and the target mode; the mode matching between two arbitrary
modes can not be deduced from these contours [180]. For example, two modes may
be mismatched by the same amount from the target in orthogonal directions in WS
space. They cannot be perfectly mode matched as these two modes are different
from each other.
5.2.4 Visualising how the Active Optics for Mode Matching
Expand the Area of Waist-Defocus Space Representing
Acceptable Input Modes
To visualise the effectiveness of the actuation provided by the active elements of
the HAM6 layout, the region of the WS space at the SRM from which the target
mode matching space can be achieved was computed. To do this, first the ring of
modes in WS space that is 98% mode matched to the OMC after reflection from
the second active mirror, OMx2, was considered. If OMx2 had a static radius of
curvature, the effect of OMx2 would be to move the ring vertically in the WS plane.
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Figure 5.5: Sketches of the WS representation for a Gaussian beam interacting with
different parts of a simple optical layout consisting of two active lenses with powers
S1,2 ±∆S1,2. The left-hand axes shows the WS plane at Lens 1. The input beam,
q1, is indicated by a red dot, and the effect of the lens on q1 is shown by the dark
green arrow S1. This results in a new mode q2 which is shown as a blue dot. A light
green arrow indicates the actuation of Lens 1. The right-hand axes shows the WS
plane at Lens 2. The input mode at Lens 2, q3, is shown as a purple dot, and the
output mode, q4, is shown as a pink dot. The static and dynamic power of Lens 2
is indicated by the orange and yellow lines. As Lens 1 and Lens 2 are separated by
45° of Gouy phase, the actuation provided by Lens 1 results in a change in the beam
parameter which is orthogonal to the actuation provided by Lens 2, provided that
the actuations are small enough. Beneath the two WS space diagrams is a sketch
of the optical axis and the location of the modes.
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However, the ring can also be stretched in the S direction as OMx2’s RoC can be
changed. This can be seen, crudely, by applying SOMx2 ±∆S to the original > 98%
mode matching ring to produce two new rings separated by 2∆S.
To generate the region from which the target region can be reached by OMx2,
the target region should be cut by a line which intersects the ring at the extrema of
the beam size. To maximise the amount of WS space covered by the actuator, the
upper target region should have +∆S applied to it whereas for the lower region the
actuation should be −∆S. This results in a region of WS space which is larger than
the initial target region. All modes in the new region can be at least 98% mode
matched to the OMC. The new region was then propagated to the first mirror,
OMx1, where the same procedure can be applied to further expand the region. This
process is shown in Figure 5.6.
The modes from the SRM that can be matched to the target are shown in Fig-
ure 5.7. To visualise how successful the layout is at handling the likely modes from
the interferometer (i.e. the set of modes investigated in Chapter 3), the interferom-
eter modes were compared to the region of WS space containing modes which can
be corrected such that they meet the > 98% mode matching requirement. It was
found that majority of likely modes will be covered by the layout as the modes near
the edge of the interferometer mode continuum are more unlikely to occur than the
ones near the centre; however, measurements of the SRC’s Gouy phase at LLO can
be used to infer the beam parameter at the SRM, and this mode would fall outside
of the region of WS space which can be compensated for by the AWC. Its worth
noting that the modes at the yellow end of the continuum shown in Figure 5.7 may
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Figure 5.6: The WS space at the OMx2 plane. The effect of OMx2 in the plane
of OMx2 is to move a mode vertically in WS space. After reflection from OMx2,
a mode should be at least 98% mode matched to the OMC as there are no further
active mode matching elements in the layout of HAM6. Such modes are shown by
the red region. The blue region represents modes which can be reached from the
red region by either SOMx2±∆S, and was constructed by applying transformations
to the modes in the red region. The red region was split into two parts, ‘upper’ and
‘lower’, indicated by the dashed line that connects the two extremes in width of the
region. To create the lower edge of the blue region, modes in the lower edge of the
red region had the transformation corresponding to a mirror power of SOMx2 −∆S
applied to them. To construct the upper edge of the blue region, the upper edge of
the red region had the transformation corresponding to a mirror power of SOMx2+∆S
applied to them.
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Figure 5.7: The region of WS space covered by the AWC in HAM6 for the layout
discussed in Section 5.1. Left panel: the set of modes that is expected to be present
at the SRM, as described in Chapter 3, is shown by the purple-blue-green-yellow
curve. The pink region shows which modes can be corrected for so that 98% mode
matching is achieved. The contours indicate the mode matching between a mode
(W,S) and the OMC mode. The red cross indicates the mode size that can be
inferred from measurements of the SRC’s Gouy phase at LLO. Right panel: this
shows the same modes as the left panel, except they have been transformed by the
optical layout to the plane of the OMC waist. Modes within the pink region can
be actuated on so they move to the goal region, which is indicated with a hatched
area.
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not be physical as they correspond to an unstable SRC.
The shape of the pink region in Figure 5.7 is nominal; when the HAM6 layout
is constructed the pink region’s shape will be altered by geometric errors in OMx1
and OMx2. Nevertheless, Figure 5.7 is encouraging since it shows that the actuation
provided by OMx1 and OMx2 is highly tolerant to mode matching errors generated
by errors in the SRC.
5.2.5 Optimising Waist-Defocus Space Coverage in Favour of
Expected Mode Errors
The majority of the uncertainty in the interferometer’s beam parameter comes
from the uncertainty in SR3’s RoC (see Figures 3.6 and 3.7). Ideally, one would
correct for this by actuating on the RoC of SR3. While there is no hardware that
can actuate on the RoC of SR3 strongly enough, one could configure the AWC
within HAM6 such that it is biased for correcting the errors in the interferometer’s
beam parameter caused by the error in SR3.
By reducing the orthogonality of the AWC actuators, more range can be ob-
tained for one of the beam’s properties, e.g. the size of its waist. A Gouy phase
separation ∼30° offers a compromise between orthogonality versus actuation range
for errors in one of the beam parameter’s dimensions; for a given Gouy phase, a set
of static optical powers can be obtained from Figure 5.2 for the OFI lens, OMx1
and OMx2 that gives perfect mode matching between the interferometer’s nominal
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beam parameter and the OMCs. However, layouts with less Gouy phase separation
between OMx1 and OMx2 also have less Gouy phase separation between the mirrors
for aligning the interferometer to the OMCs, so this idea was ultimately rejected.
5.3 Conclusion
The proposed layout for HAM6 was presented in Section 5.1. The optical prop-
erties of this layout were investigated. By selecting the right combination of optics
for mode matching, near orthogonal control of the mode matching and alignment
between the interferometer and the OMC can be achieved.
The effect that the AWC had on the region of WS space that contains modes
which satisfy the > 98% mode matching requirement was investigated. WS diagrams
were used to represent how robust the layout is to initial mode mismatch. Figure 5.7
shows the amount of WS space that the AWC could correct for. The AWC covers
a wide range of possible modes that may emerge from the interferometer, and the
static defocus of the SAMS can be changed, so it is highly likely that the AWC in
HAM6 will give optimal mode matching between the interferometer and the OMC.
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Characterisation of Photodiodes for
Detecting 2µm Light
As discussed in Section 1.8, a new photodiode technology may be needed for the third
generation of ground-based gravitational wave detectors. Quantum efficiency, power
handling and dark noise are three important properties for a photodiode that would
be used in a gravitational wave detector, so the requirements for such a photodiode
are explored in Section 6.1. Extended InGaAs photodiodes can be sensitive to 2 µm
light; however, for the reasons explained in Section 6.2, fabrication of an extended
InGaAs photodiode that meets the requirements set out in Section 6.1 is challenging.
The properties of off-the-shelf extended InGaAs photodiodes were measured under
different reverse biases to investigate whether they met the requirements. As well
as extended InGaAs, InSb is sensitive to 2 µm light, so the properties of an InSb
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detector are explored in Section 6.8.
6.1 Quantum Efficiency, Power Handling and Dark
Noise Requirements for Photodiodes in a Grav-
itational Wave Detector
The photodiodes used in a gravitational wave interferometer should have a quan-
tum efficiency of at least 99%, as described in [178], because loss within the inter-
ferometer decreases its SNR, as it diminishes the level to which the signal light
can be squeezed (see Equation 1.18). High quantum efficiency is required to detect
the target of ∼10 dB of squeezed light that future gravitational wave detectors will
use [90, 93,94]. 1
In some applications, lost light can be compensated for by increasing the gain
of the photodiode circuit. However this method would not work in a gravitational
wave detector. Vacuum noise would pollute the quantum state due to the loss
introduced in the photon-to-electron conversion process that happens within none-
ideal photodiodes.
Current gravitational wave detectors run with light of ∼ 10 mW at the output
(e.g. [58]) to ensure that the junk light from other modes is a small portion of the
1Avalanche photodiodes can be operated to have a quantum efficiency much greater than one.
However, an avalanche photodiode will suffer from noise introduced by the fluctuations in its gain
factor and loss relating to the heat generated in the avalanche process.
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total signal (see Section 1.4.4). For the remainder of this chapter, as qλEM/hc is
of the order unity, the requirement for a photodiode is that it should be able to
produce ∼10mA of photocurrent without saturating.
Photodiodes for gravitational wave detectors should have low 1/f dark noise
so that the interferometers are limited by quantum noise in their detection bands.
Third generation ground based gravitational wave detectors are designed to be quan-
tum noise limited down to about 10Hz [89, 90, 94], so the 1/f noise must be suf-
ficiently far below the shot noise of the photocurrent above 10 Hz. For a 10mA
photocurrent, the shot noise is 6× 10−11 A/
√
Hz. Below 10Hz, other rapidly rising
sources of noise are predicted to limit the sensitivity of the Einstein Telescope and
Cosmic Explorer.
The 1/f noise could, in principle, be avoided by using heterodyne detection.
However, a conventional heterodyne detection scheme would increase the shot noise
level of the signal [163,182,183]. Although an optimal choice of modulation-demodulation
waveform can recover the SNR by increasing the signal [163], the benefits of using
squeezed light would be lost because the shot noise would be enhanced compared
to homodyne readout, as vacuum noise at frequencies that do not contain signal
would enter into the measurement. However, it has been proposed that the increase
in noise associated with heterodyne readout could be avoided by using a broadband
squeezer [184], although the feasibility of implementing this in a gravitational wave
detector has yet to be experimentally demonstrated. Even with heterodyne readout,
the quantum efficiency and linearity requirements remain severe.
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6.2 What is an Extended InGaAs Photodiode?
The performance of an extended InGaAs photodiode depends substantially on
the number of defects within it. A basic explanation of how photodiodes work,
how these defects arise, and how these defects affect the photodiode is given in this
section. More details on the semiconductor physics of diodes and photodiodes can
be found in many textbooks e.g. [185,186].
The basic physics of a PIN photodiode can be qualitatively understood by consid-
ering a simpler pn junction. A pn junction consists of two types of semiconductor:
p-doped and n-doped. These regions have ions which are in fixed positions and
charge carriers, known as majority charge carriers, which are free to move. Holes
are the majority charge carriers in the p-doped region, and the ions are negatively
charged (acceptors). In the n-doped region, electrons are free to move, and the ions
are positively charged (donors). In equilibrium, the number of holes is equal to the
number of electrons. The free charge carriers will diffuse across the interface between
the p-doped and n-doped region. This causes the p-doped and n-doped regions to
become charged. This results in a region of the pn junction where there are no free
electrons and holes. This is known as the depletion region.
If a photon is absorbed by a pn junction, a free electron-hole pair is generated. A
photon may be absorbed by the pn junction if its energy is large enough to move an
electron from the valence band into the conduction band. If the photon is absorbed
within the depletion region of the photodiode, the electron and hole are separated
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due to the electric field, and a current is generated in the circuit connected to the
photodiode. However, if a photon is absorbed outside the depletion region, then the
electron-hole pair will have a large chance of recombining and not contributing to
the current in the circuit.
The relationship between quantum efficiency, η, light power, PEM, and photocur-





where λEM is the wavelength of the light, h is Planck’s constant and c is the speed
of light.
To widen the depletion region, an external voltage can be used. When a reverse
bias is applied to the photodiode, there is a larger electric field at the interface
between the p-doped and n-doped region; thus, the depletion region is widened, and
hence applying a reverse bias to a photodiode increases the volume of the photodiode
in which absorbed photons will generate photocurrent.
To further increase the width of the depletion region, a layer of intrinsic semi-
conductor can be used to separate the p-doped and n-doped regions. An intrinsic
semiconductor has no doping, and the number of electrons equals the number of
holes within it. As the intrinsic region physically separates p-doped and n-doped
regions, a larger volume of the photodiode will be depleted of charge carriers due to
the electric field within the photodiode. Additionally, the capacitance of the pho-
todiode will be decreased. The thickness of the depletion region of a photodiode
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should be several times larger than the semiconductors absorption length so that a
high proportion of the photons incident on the photodiode are absorbed.
InGaAs is a widely used semiconductor for making photodiodes. InGaAs needs
to be grown on a substrate. To combine two types of semiconductor, they must
have similar lattice constants and share the same lattice structure; this is known as
lattice matching. Typically, the indium content of InGaAs is around 53%, this is
signified with the chemical formula In0.53Ga0.47As, so that the InGaAs can be lattice
matched to an InP substrate2. With this amount of indium, the InGaAs photodiode
will suffer from few lattice mismatch defects, and the photodiodes created can be of
high quality.
Normally, InGaAs photodiodes are sensitive up to wavelengths around 1.6µm,
but longer wavelength sensitivity can be achieved by increasing the indium content
of the photodiode (e.g. [187–189]). As mentioned in Section 1.8, these photodiodes
are often called extended, and they can be sensitive for wavelengths up to 3µm. To
absorb 2µm photons, the indium content needs to be at least 70%. One of the key
issues faced when creating an extended InGaAs photodiode is the strain induced
by the lattice mismatch between the InGaAs and the InP substrate [190] as this
introduces defects.
Defects caused by the strain between the InGaAs and InP layers of the photodi-
ode generate excess noise, dark current and reduce its quantum efficiency [191]. The
2Ge is sometimes used as a substrate. This will be lattice matched for InGaAs with an In
content of around 10%; this corresponds to the bandgap being similar to the energy of a 1µm
photon.
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photodiode can be made thinner to reduce this strain. The critical thickness, i.e. the
thickness above which strain degrades the crystal, for extended InGaAs is of the or-
der 0.1 nm [190] whereas the absorption coefficient (of the order of 104cm−1 [188])
requires the photodiode to be several microns thick for it to have the high quantum
efficiency that is required for the detection of gravitational waves (see Section 6.1).
Therefore, it is highly likely that such a thick extended InGaAs photodiode will have
defects. Additionally, because InGaAs is not a good conductor of heat, a thicker
photodiode can exhibit reduced power handling [192].
These defects manifest as abrupt changes in the crystal structure known as mis-
fit dislocations (e.g. [193, 194]). The resulting undesirable states in the bandgap
that charge carriers can occupy, known as trap states, give rise to a generation-
recombination dark current [195]; thus, defects are a source of 1/f noise in ex-
tended InGaAs (see [196] for a description of 1/f noise in semiconductors). Defects
cause there to be more free charge carriers in the InGaAs. This leads to the de-
pletion region becoming smaller, thus defects cause the quantum efficiency to be
decreased [197]. For indium doping levels other than 53%, buffer layers of InGaAs
between the absorbing layer and the substrate can be used to mitigate the lattice
mismatch [195]. The number of defects depends on the growth conditions of the
photodiode, and by improving them, the dark noise of a photodiode made from
extended InGaAs can be reduced by orders of magnitude [189].
An anti-reflection coating can be used to increase the quantum efficiency of a
photodiode. For example, In0.7Ga0.3As has a bandgap which is equal to the energy
of a 2µm photon, and it has a refractive index, n, of approximately 3.7 at this
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wavelength. Assuming a single quarter-wave layer was to be applied, the film would
need a refractive index of nf =
√
3.7 and be ∼ 250 nm thick. The idea of using
this anti reflective coating as a passivation layer – a passive material designed for
protecting the semiconductor from the environment – is presented in [198]. Some
manufacturers create a range of photodiodes with different spectral responses by
changing the anti-reflective coating rather than by changing the photodiode’s indium
content [80].
The dark noise and dark current of a photodiode have several contributors. In
low bias regimes, the dark current is driven by the diffusion of minority carriers [197,
199]. However, the thermally driven generation-recombination of electron/hole pairs
drives the 1/f dark noise at low bias [196]. In other words, dark current and dark
noise are created via different mechanisms. Therefore, the dark current does not
predict the dark noise; however, as both increase with higher levels of defects, a
photodiode with a high dark current will tend to have a high dark noise. When the
bias exceeds a certain threshold, electrons can tunnel across the junction, leading
to a substantial increase in dark current; the bias corresponding to this tunnelling
threshold is typically of the order of 1 V in extended InGaAs photodiodes.












The first term under the square-root, 2qi, is the term associated with the shot noise of
a current i. The second term, 4kBT
RPD
, is the term related to the Johnson-Nyquist noise
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due to the shunt resistance of the photodiode, RPD; this term can become significant
when the shunt resistance is low, as it is in some extended InGaAs photodiodes,
and microwatt levels of light are being detected. The final term is an empirical
relationship known as Hooge’s law [196]; A is the characteristic noise level and β is
usually 0.5± 0.1, thus leading to a 1/f power spectrum.
6.3 Selection of Off-the-shelf Extended InGaAs Pho-
todiodes
The dark current and dark noise were characterised in a selection of commer-
cially available photodiodes. The photodiodes that were tested and their properties
according to their datasheets3 are listed in Table 6.1. The quantum efficiency as
a function of bias was measured for one of the photodiodes, the FD10D, and the
saturation limits of the FD10s, IG22x1000S4i, IG24x500S4i and IG26x500S4i pho-
todiodes were investigated. The dark current and dark noise were measured for each
model of photodiode.
With no reverse bias4, the typical quantum efficiency of these photodiodes is 80%;
3Datasheets often quote the noise equivalent power (NEP) of a photodiode. The NEP is the
noise spectral density of the dark current generated by the photodiode divided by its responsivity.
While the NEP for a photodiode may seem sufficiently low, it does not capture the behaviour
of the photodiode at illumination levels of several milliwatts where a bias is needed to ensure
the photodiode does not saturate. Additionally, the noise of these photodiodes is not flat (see
Appendix A), so the NEP should be specified as a function of frequency. Furthermore, the noise
and responsivity are both functions of reverse bias, so the NEP is a function of bias. Another
quantity related to the NEP is the specific detectivity; this incorporates the area and bandwidth
of the photodiode with the NEP.
4Usually, the operating conditions of the photodiode is stated in the photodiode’s datasheet
when a parameter is given; however, there is no information on what reverse bias gives the respon-
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this is far below the target of greater than 99%. However, the quantum efficiency
of a photodiode can be improved by increasing the bias voltage (see Section 6.4).
The photodiodes listed in Table 6.1 are sold with protective windows, and these
windows reflect a significant amount of light. These windows should be removed in
experiments requiring high quantum efficiency.
InGaAs photodiodes are highly sensitive to electro-static discharge (ESD) dam-
age. At every stage of handling, precautions were taken to ensure that they were
not damaged. These included: wearing antistatic wristbands and removing nitrile
gloves when necessary, working on grounded worktops, and storing the photodiodes
in antistatic foam within an antistatic box.
6.4 The Effect of Reverse Bias on the Quantum Ef-
ficiency of an Extended InGaAs Photodiode
The relationship between the reverse bias and quantum efficiency of an extended
InGaAs photodiode, the FD10D, was investigated. The FD10D was chosen for this
experiment as one had been used in an experiment to do with squeezed light at
2 µm [84]. The two types of measurement used are described in Section 6.4.1. A
clear motivation for increasing the reverse bias of an extended InGaAs photodiode
is shown in Figure 6.2.
sivity in the FD10D’s datasheet.
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FD10D 80b 2.5 1 [200]
G12183-010k 77b 2.5 1 [201]
G12183-005k 77b 2.5 0.5 [201]
IG26x500S4i 86c 2.5 0.5 [202]
IG24x500S4i 84c 2.4 0.5 [203]
IG22x1000S4i 91d 2.2 1.0 [204]
G12182-005k 84e 2.1 0.5 [205]
G12182-010k 84e 2.1 1.0 [205]
a λEM atwhich the quantumefficiency = 50% b λEM = 1.9µm c λEM = 2.0µm
d λEM = 1.7µm e λEM = 1.6µm
Table 6.1: Information from the datasheets of the photodiodes that were tested.
Note that none of the photodiodes has a quantum efficiency of at least 99%, however
measurements of dark noise and dark current and investigations into their optimal
operating conditions are still of interest. This choice of photodiodes covers a range
of manufacturers, sizes and cut-off wavelengths.
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6.4.1 Method
To measure the effect that changing the reverse bias voltage has on the quan-
tum efficiency of a photodiode, two approaches were used. It is straightforward to
determine the change in quantum efficiency by measuring the photocurrent as a
function of reverse bias. Alternatively, one can modulate the bias and measure the
modulation in the photocurrent. If the quantum efficiency, η, depends on the re-
verse bias of the photodiode, modulating the reverse bias, VB, at a frequency f will
result in η modulating at f and so the measurement will be of ∆η/∆VB. The input
modulation ∆Vin = ∆VB and the output modulation is ∆Vout cos θ = ∆ηVTIA(VB),
where VTIA(VB) is the DC signal from the photodiode and θ is the phase between
the input and output modulation. The quantum efficiency should be independent of
frequency if the photodiode is operating in a time-independent, linear fashion and
so the two types of measurement should yield the same outcome.
To prove that the increase in signal was a result of the photodiode’s quantum ef-
ficiency increasing and there were no non-linear mechanisms by which photocurrent
was generated, the shot noise level of the photocurrent was measured. This mea-
surement required a sufficiently quiet photodiode circuit and an amplitude stabilised
laser.
To measure photocurrent with sufficient SNR, a transimpedance amplifier with
electronic noise 25 times below the shot noise level of the expected signal (10mA)
photocurrent was used. This circuit is shown in Appendix B.2. The circuit allowed
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for the reverse bias of the photodiode to be set externally via a low-passed bench-top
power supply. The low-pass filter had two poles at 16Hz.
The optical layout is shown in Figure 6.1. A laser with a power of 50mW and
a wavelength of 1.55µm (Pure Photonics PPCL300) was used to illuminate the
FD10D, the device under test. Results at 1.55µm can be extended up to 2 µm. The
dependence of a photodiodes responsivity on wavelength is largely to do with the
anti-reflection coating on the photodiode’s window; the quantum efficiency tends
to be uniform over a band of wavelengths which includes 1.55µm and 2µm (see
e.g. [206]).
The light from the laser was split by a 50:50 beam splitter so that a suitable
amount could be used to amplitude stabilise the laser. The in-loop photodiode used
to sense the laser’s power was a high-performance InGaAs photodiode (C3061GH).
The laser was amplitude stabilised by actuating on the current of the laser’s pump-
diode. The amplitude stabilisation servo had sufficient gain so that the in-loop
noise was below the level of shot noise of a 10mA photocurrent, so the servo could
stabilise the light sufficiently that shot noise limited measurements could be made on
the out-of-loop photodiode. With this apparatus, shot noise limited measurements
could be made above 1 kHz. A half waveplate and polarising beam splitter were
used to adjust the power level of the light incident on the FD10D, and a lens was
used to set the beam’s Gaussian width to sizes up to the width of the photodiode.
As the FD10D has a diameter of 1mm, the laser beam could not have a width
larger than 330 µm for there to be < 1% loss due to clipping. For the reasons
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Figure 6.1: Optical layout used for measuring the effect that increasing the reverse
bias of a photodiode had on its quantum efficiency and saturation limit. The out-
of-loop photodiode, PDOOL, was the photodiode under test (FD10D). A 1.55µm
laser was used to assess the optical properties of the photodiode. A combination
of half wave plate (HWP) and polarised beam splitter (PBS) allowed for the power
of the beam to be set, and a lens was used to set the size of the beam on the
photodiode under test. Amplitude stabilised light was needed to ensure the increase
in photocurrent seen when the bias was increased was due to an improvement in
quantum efficiency. The photodiode circuit (TIA) (see Appendix B.2) allowed for
shot noise limited measurements of current around 10mA and for the bias to be
selected. The calibration signal was added onto the amplitude stabilisation error
signal.
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stated in Section 6.1, the FD10D was tested at a power level of ∼ 10 mW. The
methods in this section were used to measure relative increases in quantum efficiency;
measurements of absolute quantum efficiency require a calibrated power meter. A
method of measuring the absolute quantum efficiency of a photodiode with squeezed
light is presented in [207].
The photodiode was biased such that the dark noise was sufficiently low (see
Section 6.5 for details), and the noise of the photocurrent was compared to the level






2qIOOL + 2qIIL + n2IL dark + n
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The first two terms under the square root represent the shot noise of the current
produced by the in-loop and out-of-loop photodiodes, nOOL/IL dark is the dark noise
of the out-of-loop photodiode and in-loop photodiode, nloop is the electronic noise
of the loop and nanalyser is the noise of the analyser. The noise contribution of each
component in Equation (6.3) can be expressed in terms of current by multiplying
them by the appropriate transfer function.
The light from the laser was amplitude modulated at 1111Hz by adding a signal
to the laser’s pump-diode error signal (see Figure 6.1). This modulation was used to
calibrate the measurements of noise as the relative intensity of this peak was known
and could be checked against the signal measured by the high-performing in-loop
photodiode. By tracking the height of an intensity modulation in the light for a series
of powers up to 16mW, the saturation limit of the photodiode was investigated. A
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similar type of measurement is reported in [208].
6.4.2 Results
The effect of increasing the reverse bias on the quantum efficiency of the FD10D
is shown in Figure 6.2. For all beam intensities which the photodiode was exposed
to, the increase in quantum efficiency was ∼ 15% as the reverse bias went from
0V to 1.8V, the stated maximum reverse bias in the FD10D’s datasheet. There
may be a saturation related effect at the 1% level: beams with a lower intensity
experienced a greater increase in η than beams with a higher intensity. This could
be explained by the quantum efficiency not being uniform over the photodiode – the
spatial dependence of η can be crater-like with η being greatest at the edges of the
photodiode (this can be seen in Figure 5 of reference [206]). The difference between
the DC and AC response is described by a non-linear process. These effects are
small, and Figure 6.2 gives a clear incentive to increase the bias voltage to improve
the quantum efficiency of the FD10D.
Figure 6.3 shows the noise of the photocurrent when the photodiode was biased
with 0.6V. As Equation 6.3 matches the measured noise, the increase in photocurrent
at a reverse bias voltage of 0.6V is, without doubt, an increase in quantum efficiency.
At 0.6V reverse bias, for DC photocurrent ranging from 7.5mA to 15.5mA, the
calibration peak and the noise level of the photocurrent were measured to ensure
the photodiode was not saturating. Over this range there was a 2% change in the
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AC: P = 12mW, w = 280 m
DC: P = 12mW, w = 280 m
AC: P = 12mW, w  140 m
DC: P = 12mW, w = 140 m
AC: P = 6mW, w = 140 m
DC: P = 6mW, w = 140 m
DC: P = 3mW, w = 440 m
Figure 6.2: The FD10D’s quantum efficiency depends on its reverse bias; the increase
in quantum efficiency was (15± 1)% when the bias was increased to the maximum
value specified in its datasheet. Two types of measurement were used to determine
the increase in quantum efficiency as the bias was increased. The first method
was to measure the photocurrent with a voltmeter as the bias was increased, and
the corresponding results are shown as circles (‘DC’). The second method involved
modulating the bias and measuring the resulting modulation in the photocurrent,
i.e. an AC measurement, and these are shown by the star markers. Each set of
measurements was done with a different intensity by changing either the beam’s
width or power. Further detail on both methods is given in Section 6.4.1.
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ratio between the DC and AC measurement, this is shown in Figure 6.4. The SNR
of this measurement is limited to the 1% level due to the difference between the
calibration peak and the level of shot noise, so there was no sign of the photodiode
saturating.
By measuring the photocurrent, the power of the incoming light and the power
of the light reflected by the FD10D’s window, at 0.6V reverse bias, its quantum
efficiency was measured to be 70%. It was assumed that no light was absorbed by
the window. This was calibrated using two independent power meters. There is a
significant amount of light reflected by the FD10D’s window; if the window was not
removed, at 0.6V reverse bias the quantum efficiency would be 60%.
6.5 Dark Current and Dark Noise in Extended InGaAs
Photodiodes
Following the observation that both dark noise and quantum efficiency both
increase with reverse bias, there is a compromise to be made between quantum ef-
ficiency and dark noise. A maximum reverse bias voltage that balanced quantum
efficiency and noise was found for each photodiode listed in Table 6.1. See Sec-
tion 6.4.2 for details on the dependence of quantum efficiency on reverse bias. The
dark noise of the photodiode should be below the shot noise level of the detected
light. For the reasons discussed in Section 6.1, the shot noise of a 10mA photocur-
rent, 6× 10−11 A/
√
Hz, was used as a benchmark for the photodiodes’ dark noise at
a frequency of 10Hz.
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Figure 6.3: The bias of the FD10D was set to 0.6V, and it was exposed to 15mW
of 1.55µm light. 15mA of photocurrent was generated. The noise of the pho-
tocurrent produced by the FD10D (blue line) corresponds to the level predicted
by Equation 6.3 (orange line) meaning that the increase in photocurrent can only
be explained by an increase in quantum efficiency. The 1111Hz signal was used
to calibrate the measurement as this modulation also could be measured on the
high-performance in-loop photodiode.
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Figure 6.4: The bias of the FD10D was set to 0.6V, and it was exposed to a series of
different power levels to check at what photocurrent the photodiode would saturate
at. This was done by measuring the height of the calibration peak; if this peak
decreased in size relative to the DC signal then this would indicate the photodiode
was saturating. This peak could only be measured to within 1%, and so the FD10D
showed no sign of saturation under these conditions.
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Low dark currents were expected, so a transimpedance amplifier with higher gain
than in Section 6.4 was used. This circuit, shown in Appendix B.1, could measure
current noise of at least 0.2 pA/
√
Hz between 10Hz–1000Hz.
The photodiodes were placed in a light tight box while the measurements were
being made. Measurements of the dark noise of photodiodes at room temperature
are reported in Section 6.5.1. As the dark noise of a photodiode depends on its
temperature, an experiment was performed to explore this dependency (see Sec-
tion 6.5.2).
6.5.1 The Dependence of Dark Noise and Dark Current on
Reverse Bias in Extended InGaAs Photodiodes
The dark noise of the FD10D as a function of reverse bias was measured in a
lab with a stable temperature of ∼21◦C. The dark noise of the FD10D is shown in
Figure 6.5. The dark noise for the rest of the photodiodes listed in Table 6.1 can be
found in Appendix A.1. The dark noise at 10Hz and the dark current as a function of
bias for each photodiode is shown in Figure 6.6. The noise at 10Hz was determined
by either reading the value from the corresponding graph in Appendix A.1 or by
fitting a 1/fβ slope to the data and inferring the noise from the fitted line. Not all
photodiodes had a simple noise spectrum; however, usually, the spectrum would fall
as 1/f 0.5.
When there were duplicate photodiodes to choose from, the superior photodiode
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was selected for characterisation. This was done by measuring the dark noise of the
photodiodes under their maximum reverse bias and choosing the one with the lower
noise. There can be a significant variation in quality within a batch of photodiodes.
It is shown in Figure 6.7 that there was a difference of two orders of magnitude
in the dark noise between two nominally identical photodiodes. This could be due
to the photodiodes having significantly different numbers of defects or because the
worse one was damaged prior to purchase.
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Figure 6.5: The dark noise of the FD10D increases as its reverse bias is increased.
Above 0.6V, the dark noise of the FD10D would limit the noise of a 10mA current
above 10Hz. As the noise spectral densities have no knees, the function A/fβ can be
fitted to the data. See Appendix A.1 for the dark noise spectra of other photodiodes.
Below 0.9V reverse bias, the spectra fall as f−0.45 and above 0.9V bias the spectra
fall as f−0.4. The values for β are typical for ‘1/f ’ noise [196]. The dark noise at
10Hz for each reverse bias is shown in Figure 6.6 alongside the results for the other
photodiodes that were tested.
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Figure 6.6: Left panel: the dark current for each photodiode was measured. Pho-
todiodes of a similar cut-off wavelength share the same marker shape. The 1mm
photodiodes have larger markers than the 0.5mm photodiodes. See Table 6.1 for
information about the size and cut-off wavelength for each photodiode. Right panel:
the dark noise at 10Hz for each photodiode. The dashed line indicates the shot noise
for a 10mA current. The data used to create these plots are shown in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 6.7: The difference in dark noise between two nominally identical photodiodes
(g12182-010k) under the same operating conditions (room temperature at 1V bias).
Photodiode 1 performs nearly 100 times better than photodiode 2. For the duration
of this experiment, the photodiodes were handled with suitable ESD precautions.
This difference in noise may be explained by differing numbers of defects or by ESD
damage prior to purchase.
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6.5.2 The Dependence of Dark Noise and Dark Current on
Temperature in Extended InGaAs Photodiodes
The lowest temperature that InGaAs photodiodes can be safely operated at typi-
cally is −40 ◦C, so the dark noise of the photodiodes listed in Table 6.1 was measured
at a range of temperatures from −40 ◦C to 30 ◦C at the maximum reverse bias spec-
ified in their datasheets. The photodiodes were glued to an aluminium block with
ICEoxford cryo-varnish [209]. The temperature of the block was controlled with
power resistors and a copper rod inserted into a liquid nitrogen bath. The block
is shown in Figure 6.8. A computer-controlled power supply (Tenma 72-2540) was
connected to the power resistors. A pt1000 temperature sensor and a multimeter
(Keithley 2000), configured to make a four-wire resistance measurement, were used
to measure the temperature of the block. LabVIEW was used to perform the pro-
portional–integral–derivative calculation for temperature control of the photodiode.
This program measured the temperature of the block and calculated the required
voltage at which to set the power supply for the block to reach the requested tem-
perature.
The dark noise at 10Hz and the dark current for each photodiode is shown in
Figure 6.9. The individual dark noise spectra for each photodiode at each tempera-
ture is shown in Appendix A.2. Except for the IG24x500S4i, the dark noise and dark
current for each photodiode fell exponentially, as expected [199], as the photodiode
was cooled.
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IG24x500S4i and IG26x500S4i
(a) (b)
Figure 6.8: (a) The photodiode was affixed to this aluminium block. The power
resistors provided heating to the block and the copper rod provided a thermal link
between the liquid nitrogen bath and the block. (b) A photodiode glued with ICEox-
ford cryo-varnish to the block such that a considerable proportion of the photodiode
was in contact with it.
The IG24x500S4i had an unexpected knee-like feature in its spectrum. Above
10Hz, the dark noise fell as the IG24x500S4i was cooled, however below 10Hz the
noise spectra were bunched together and had a weak dependence on temperature.
6.6 The Saturation Limit of the IG22x1000S4i,
IG24x500S4i and IG26x500S4i
The IG22x1000S4i, IG24x500 and IG26x500 were found to saturate at low power
if they were biased with low enough voltage such that their dark noise was below the
target. The change in the height of the calibration peak relative to the DC photocur-
rent was measured (see Section 6.4.1 for detail); this is shown in Figure 6.10. If the
ratio between the photocurrent and the size of the calibration modulation decreases
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Figure 6.9: Left panel: the dark current for each photodiode at their maximum
datasheet-specified reverse bias as a function of temperature. The measurement
of the DC dark current approached the resolution of the multimeter around 1nA.
Exponentials were fitted to the data. Photodiodes with similar cut-off wavelengths
share marker shapes, and 1mm photodiodes have larger markers than the 0.5mm
ones. See Table 6.1 for information about the size and cut-off wavelength for each
photodiode. Right panel: the dark noise of each photodiode was measured as a
function of temperature. The black dashed line indicates the shot noise level for
a 10mA current. At 10Hz, the measurements for the IG24x500S4i did not change
much as the temperature changed because there was a knee around this frequency




6.7. Excess Noise in the IG24x500S4i
as the photocurrent increases, this indicates that the photodiode is saturating.
6.7 Excess Noise in the IG24x500S4i
The noise of a 1.3mA photocurrent produced by the IG24x500S4i exceeded shot
noise over a 100Hz bandwidth around the 1111 kHz calibration modulation by a
factor of 1.8. This is shown in Figure 6.11. Although 0.25mA is already far below
the photocurrent requirement described in Section 6.1, the noise was measured at
0.25mA, and it exceeded the predicted amount by a factor of 1.2. The apparatus
used and calibration method are described in Section 6.4.
Since excess broadband noise was observed, there was concern of bias voltage
noise coupling to the photocurrent via the photodiode’s impedance. Thus, a noise
projection measurement was made. For a description of noise projection measure-
ments, see [210]. The transfer function between the voltage at the anode of the
photodiode and the output of the transimpedance amplifier was measured while
1mA of photocurrent was being generated by the photodiode. A calibration modu-
lation was applied to the bias voltage, and the noise at the anode of the photodiode
and the noise at the output of the transimpedance amplifier were simultaneously
measured. Using this method, 42.5 dB of bias voltage noise was subtracted from
the measurement; however, this did not reduce the excess broadband noise. This is
shown in Figure 6.12.
The equation of a diode contains a variable called the ideality factor. If the
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Figure 6.10: The saturation limits of the IG22x1000S4i, IG24x500S4i and
IG26x500S4i photodiodes were measured. The photodiodes were biased so that their
noise at 10Hz was equal to the shot noise of a 10mA current. The IG24x500S4i
and IG26x500S4i were exposed to a beam with a 3σ width of 220 µm and the
IG22x1000S4i was exposed to a beam with a 3σ width of 1000µm. The size of
the light modulation of known size was tracked as the DC photocurrent was in-
creased. As the photodiodes saturated, the relative size of the AC signal decreased.
The uncertainty in these measurements was ±1%. These photodiodes had low sat-
uration limits compared to the FD10D, which showed no signs of saturation up to
16.5mA (see Figure 6.4).
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ideality factor differs significantly from unity, additional behaviour that was not
described in Section 6.2 may be occurring within the photodiode. Thus, the ideality
factor of the IG24x500S4i was investigated. The equation for the I-V curve of a
photodiode is










where Ip is the photocurrent, Is is the saturation current of the photodiode, q is the
charge of the electron, Vb is the bias of the photodiode, n is the ideality factor, kB
is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the temperature of the photodiode. The current
flowing through the photodiode as a function of forward bias was measured and is
shown in Figure 6.13. The SciPy python function scipy.optimize.curve_fit was
used to do an unweighted fit of the data to Equation 6.4. The photodiode was found
to have n ∼ 1. The Ip term in Equation 6.4 was checked by shining light onto the
photodiode. This is shown in Figure 6.14.
The source of this excess noise is still unclear: the photodiode was not saturating
as the calibration signal was the right level relative to the DC photocurrent, a noise
projection measurement showed that the bias voltage noise was not the source of
the excess photocurrent noise, and a measurement of the ideality factor was used
to determine if the photodiode behaved as an ideal photodiode would. The noise
cannot be explained by the Johnson-Nyquist noise of the shunt resistance of the
photodiode.
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Figure 6.11: The noise of a 1.3mA photocurrent made by the IG24x500S4i (blue)
exceeded the expected amount (red) based on Equation 6.3 by a factor of 1.84.
Note that the height of the 1111Hz peak cannot be expressed in terms of amplitude
spectral density units; however, this peak was measured to be the right level, so this
beam was not saturating the photodiode.
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Figure 6.12: A noise projection measurement was performed to determine if the
excess noise in the photocurrent produced by the IG24x500S4i (see Figure 6.11) was
due to bias noise. The Bode plot of the transfer function between the photodiode’s
cathode and the output of the transimpedance amplifier when the photodiode was
producing 1.3mA of photocurrent is shown in the left-hand panels. The effect of
subtracting bias noise from the signal at the output of the transimpedance amplifier
is shown in the right-hand panel. The peak at 1121Hz was a modulation applied
to the photodiode’s cathode; 42.5 dB of this signal was removed by using the noise
projection technique, and this is approximately the amount expected from the mea-
sured transfer function (45.5 dB at 1121Hz). However, the level of the broadband
noise remained unchanged thus indicating that the excess noise witnessed in the
photocurrent produced by the IG24x500S4i was not due to bias noise.
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Figure 6.13: To investigate reasons why there was excess noise in the photocur-
rent produced by the IG24x500S4i, its ideality factor was measured (red points).
Equation 6.4 was used to do an unweighted fit to the data (I0 = (360 ± 10) nA
and n = 1.02 ± 0.01). The random error in this measurement is ∼ 1%, however
a systematic error due to contact potential affected the data below 0.02V . The
IG24x500S4i was found to be close to ideal because n was close to unity and so this
does not provide clues to the source of excess noise in the photocurrent.
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3.3 mW 1.4 mW 0.6 mW 0.3 mW Measurements
Figure 6.14: Light was shone onto the photodiode and the current produced at 0.05V
forward bias was recorded. These measurements are shown by the star shaped
markers. Based on the model obtained from the data shown in Figure 6.13, the
current flowing through the photodiode was predicted (shown by the lines). The
model and the measurements are in good agreement with each other for 1.4mW
and 0.6mW. The 0.3mW measurement may have been affected by low frequency
drifts in the electronics. The photodiode may have been saturating for the 3.3mW
measurement.
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6.8 Noise Properties of an InSb Detector
InSb photodetectors are sensitive to light with wavelengths between 1 µm−5 µm,
and they have been used by the infra-red astronomy community (e.g. [211]). InSb
detectors have near unity quantum efficiency above 2.5 µm, and below 2.5µm, their
quantum efficiency can exceed unity due to multi-electron processes [212]. Because
InSb detectors are sensitive to light with wavelengths up to 5µm, they may need
shielding from heat sources if they were used in a gravitational wave interferometer.
While a quantum efficiency greater than unity does not necessarily correspond to
worse noise performance, multi-electron processes can convert some of the detected
photon energy to heat, i.e. introduce a loss mechanism.
The noise of the photocurrent produced by a Hamamatsu P5968 [213] detector
was measured. The transimpedance amplifier used to measure the photocurrent is
shown in Section B.1. InSb detectors must be operated at low temperatures, so liquid
nitrogen was used to cool the photodiode to 77K. The detector was characterised
by covering its aperture with a low emissivity material (aluminium foil) which was
at room temperature. The P5968’s window lets light between 1.5 µm− 5.3 µm pass.
The viewing angle of the detector was 60°; based on the solid angle covered by the
material as seen by the detector, the expected level of thermal radiation that would
be detected could be calculated. The expected photocurrent due to the aluminium
foil was 5.5 µA. The DC current from the device was measured to be 5.3 µA, so
the photocurrent can be explained by the thermal radiation of the aluminium foil.
The results from this test are shown in Figure 6.15. This corresponds to the device
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Figure 6.15: The P5968 InSb detector had its cathode grounded, and the noise
of the photocurrent due to the blackbody radiation produced by room temperature
aluminium was measured (red). The expected level of photocurrent was calculated to
be 5.5µA and the measured photocurrent was 5.3µA. The noise of the photocurrent
corresponds to shot noise (green). The noise of the transimpedance amplifier (blue)
is well below the shot noise of the photocurrent.
having a quantum efficiency of ∼90%.
The behaviour of the P5968 under a reverse bias was investigated as the quan-
tum efficiency of InSb photodetectors depends strongly on the reverse bias for wave-
lengths of 1.55µm [214]. A reverse bias was applied to the device, and the P5968
exhibited 1/f noise. The full data are shown in Section A.3. Above 0.2V reverse
bias, the noise of the photocurrent became susceptible to bias voltage as shown in
Figure 6.16. At low frequency, the noise is dominated by 1/f noise, and this effect
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Figure 6.16: Left panel: the DC dark current of the P5968 as a function of bias.
Middle panel: 1/f noise rose as the bias of the P5968 was increased (see Figure A.15).
Right panel: At a frequency where 1/f was not present, the noise of the photocurrent
was measured. The excess noise factor is the multiplicative factor that the shot noise
corresponding to the DC photocurrent needs to be multiplied by to get the noise
level that was measured.
depends strongly on bias. There is excess white noise that rises with reverse bias,




None of the photodiodes tested in this chapter would meet the requirements
described in Section 6.1 because the quantum efficiency is specified in all of their
datasheets to be below 99%. Communication with four commercial manufacturers
of extended InGaAs photodiodes suggest that there is no off-the-shelf photodiode
capable of meeting the requirements set out in Section 6.1 [80–83]; the results in
Section 6.4 and Section 6.5 support this and give insights into the best possible
operating conditions for an off-the-shelf extended InGaAs photodiode. As discussed
in Section 6.2, high quality extended InGaAs photodiodes are difficult to fabricate
because of the lattice mismatch between the InGaAs and the InP substrate.
As only two copies of most photodiodes were available for testing, batch-level
statistics cannot be obtained from these results. For instance, the FD10D reported
on in this chapter has lower dark noise than the G12183-010k; however, this does
not tell one if FD10Ds are generally better than G12183-010ks. Due to the nature
of semiconductors with high amounts of strain, inter and intra wafer variability is
expected. For example, there was a factor of ∼ 100 between the dark noise of the
two G12182-010ks that were tested (see Figure 6.7). Whether this is due to their
manufacturing or how they were handled prior to purchase is unclear, however this
result shows that it may be worth buying several extended InGaAs photodiodes and
selecting the best ones from them. Additionally, the results only cover seven different
models of extended InGaAs photodiode, and it is possible that another photodiode
manufacturer will have better performing photodiodes than the ones tested in this
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chapter.
The effect that biasing an extended InGaAs photodiode can have on its quan-
tum efficiency is shown in Section 6.4. The quantum efficiency of the FD10D was
increased by 15% when its bias was set to its maximum value. This increase in quan-
tum efficiency occurs because the depletion region of the FD10D was made larger by
applying a reverse bias, and because the electron-hole pairs that are excited by the
incoming photons spend less time within the depletion region when the bias is larger,
thus they have a smaller chance of recombining with another hole/electron. This
motivates using as large a bias as possible as the quantum efficiency of a photodiode
can be greatly increased by doing this.
The high dark noise associated with the bias found in the IG24x500S4i and
IG26x500S4i photodiodes (see Section 6.6) meant that they had to be operated with
a low bias if they were to produce shot noise limited photocurrent at frequencies
above 10Hz. This resulted in them having a low saturation level, see Figure 6.10. To
avoid this saturation limit, one could split the beam and use an array of photodiodes
to detect the light. However, due to each photodiode in the array contributing the
same amount of dark noise, each photodiode would need to have less dark noise
compared to the case where all the light was detected on one photodiode5. Instead,
better performing photodiodes could be used; for example, the FD10D showed no
signs of saturation, see Figure 6.4, when operating with a bias that fulfilled the noise
criteria.
5If dark noise is the limiting factor, splitting the light onto an array of k photodiodes makes
the SNR a factor of
√
k worse. As electronic noise adds in quadrature, the SNR would be S/
√
kn,
where n is the noise of an individual photodiode.
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Applying a reverse bias to a photodiode reduces its capacitance, however the
few hundred picofarads of capacitance that photodiodes have at low bias voltage is
a manageable amount around which to design a transimpedance amplifier for a DC
readout or BHD scheme (see Chapter 7). For instance, the photodiode circuit used
in Section 6.4 (see Appendix B.2) has a large enough bandwidth for a photodiode
used in gravitational wave interferometer and was quiet enough to be limited by
the shot noise of a 10mA photocurrent over a bandwidth relevant in ground-based
gravitational wave detection.
While the dark current does not depend strongly on the reverse bias when the
bias is below the tunnelling threshold, the dark noise of every photodiode increased
as its reverse bias increased. Although photodiodes with higher dark current tended
to have higher dark noise, the dark noise could not be predicted from the dark
current. For instance, the FD10D had a larger dark current but lower noise than
the IG24x500S4i. The dark current tended to be greater in larger photodiodes; this
is due to larger photodiodes being more likely to have a greater number of defects
as well as them having more edge-related current. However, the IG24x500S4i and
IG26x500S4i photodiodes had higher dark noise than the FD10D despite them being
smaller than the FD10D.
As the dark current and dark noise of a photodiode increases exponentially with
temperature, the dark noise of a photodiode can be significantly reduced by cooling
it. Extended InGaAs photodiodes can be purchased with thermoelectric coolers.
Once the quantum efficiency and dark noise problems surrounding extended InGaAs
photodiodes have been solved, the integration of such a photodiode into a vacuum
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system could be investigated.
6.10 Conclusion
Extended InGaAs photodiodes are widely available detectors that can be used
to sense 2 µm light; however, off-the-shelf detectors do not fulfil the requirements of
a photodiode that can be used in a gravitational wave detector. In particular, this
is due to them not having a large enough quantum efficiency, and this leads to a
relative increase in the shot noise of the detected light.
It is technically challenging to create extended InGaAs photodiodes with high
quantum efficiency due to the lattice mismatch between the InP substrate and the
InGaAs. While the depletion region of a photodiode can be made larger by running
the photodiode with a reverse bias, the dark noise of an extended InGaAs photodiode
increases when reverse biased. Measurements of the dark noise as a function of
reverse bias (see Figure 6.6) and temperature (see Figure 6.9) were made to find the
operating conditions which balance quantum efficiency and dark noise.
To overcome the manufacturing challenges associated with creating extended
InGaAs photodiodes, a wafer would need to be commissioned. Increases in quantum
efficiency can be obtained by coating the photodiodes in an anti-reflective film;
however, the primary challenge of creating high quantum efficiency photodiodes is
making them thick enough while keeping their defect level low. Reference [215] shows
results from a photodiode with 95% quantum efficiency and a cut-off wavelength of
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2.4µm, however due to the exponential dependence of absorption on thickness, it
is still a significant challenge to reach 99% quantum efficiency. Future work may
include investigating the growth conditions for extended InGaAs photodiodes.
Alternative photodiode materials could be used to detect 2 µm light, and a range
of cryogenic photodetectors have been used in infrared telescopes. We investigated
an InSb detector (see Section 6.8) as InSb detectors can have near unity quantum
efficiency above 2.5 µm, however its characteristics at 2µm are still unclear. To
investigate these, the device’s window would need removing and a 2 µm laser with
several milliwatts of power would be needed because the device was not sufficiently
sensitive to the laser that was available. HgCdTe is another material used to detect
infrared light, and HgCdTe detectors under development by colleagues [216] could be
used to make a photodiode with at least 99% quantum efficiency at 2µm as HgCdTe
does not suffer from strain related issues; however, the optimal growth conditions
for these devices has not been established, and the linearity and dark noise of such
HgCdTe photodiodes is unknown.
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Measurements Based on a
Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
Measurements of shot noise within a Mach-Zehnder interferometer were made to
demonstrate that currents measured by the transimpedance amplifiers developed
for some of the experiments in Chapter 6 can be linked to the wavelength of light.
As a Mach-Zehnder interferometer was used, this experiment is topologically similar
to a Michelson interferometer with a balanced homodyne detection scheme. A shot
noise limited measurement was made in-air, and this is reported in Section 7.1.
Section 7.2 is a description of an attempt to perform this measurement in-vacuum
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so that shot noise could be measured at lower frequencies, however due to scattered
light, this was unsuccessful. With this apparatus, the servo required to control a
suspended BHD was investigated, the effect of scattered light was measured and
modelled, and the effect of misalignment on the size of a signal in a BHD scheme
was investigated.
7.1 Shot Noise in a Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
A sketch of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer is shown in Figure 7.1. At the second
beam splitter, two beams are combined to produce an interference pattern that
depends on the relative phase between the two beams. This is analogous to an
interferometer that uses balanced homodyne detection. In an interferometer with
a balanced homodyne detection scheme, the two beams are called the signal and
local oscillator, and the relative phase between the two beams ideally represents the
motion of the ETMs.
The signal measured by each photodiode can be described by Equation (4.14).
The shot noise of this measurement depended on the total power in the signal and
LO beams, and because the power of the LO beam, PLO, was much greater than the
power of the signal beam, Psig, the amplitude spectral density associated with the


























Figure 7.1: (a) Sketch of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The interference at BS2
depends on the difference in the phase of the two beams after BS1. (b) Sketch of an
interferometer (IFO) with a balanced homodyne detection scheme. The IFO could
be, for instance, a Michelson interferometer. The IFO adds a phase modulation to
the signal beam, and this results in an intensity modulation in the combined beams
after BS2. In essence, (b) is similar to (a).
The noise, nz, can be interpreted as the detected relative motion between the two
mirrors in the Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
7.1.1 Apparatus for the In-Air Mach-Zehnder.
The in-air Mach-Zehnder is shown in Figure 7.2 and Figure 7.3. It was con-
structed from highly stable, rigid mounts to keep the noise due to the vibration of
the mounts low. The Mach-Zehnder was mounted on a thick aluminium baseplate
which was isolated from the optical table by rubber dampeners. The Mach-Zehnder
was acoustically shielded with a plastic box of a ∼ 1 mm thickness. A half-wave
plate and polarised beam splitter were used to control the power entering the Mach-
Zehnder and the polarisation of the light entering the Mach-Zehnder.
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Figure 7.2: Photograph of the Mach-Zehnder baseplate. The polarising beam split-
ters were part of an earlier design; they were removed when the measurements with
this apparatus were made.
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Figure 7.3: Sketch of the optical layout for the in-air Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The laser was generated by an NPRO. The power of the laser was monitored using
a photodiode immediately after the laser. The beam’s power and polarisation were
controlled with a half wave plate and polarising beam splitter (PBS). The Mach-
Zehnder was mounted on a baseplate, and it was acoustically shielded by a plastic
box and rubber feet. The splitting ratio of BS2 was measured to be 50:50. A neutral
density (ND) filter was used to decrease the power in one of the paths within the
Mach-Zehnder.
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The reflectivity, R and transmissivity, T , of the beam splitter on which the beams
were recombined was measured to be 0.50±0.01. To replicate a situation analogous
to a balanced homodyne detection scheme, the power in one arm was attenuated
with an ND filter. The optical density of the ND filter was found by measuring the
ingoing and outgoing beam’s power with the two photodiode for detecting the light
exiting the Mach-Zehnder, PDA and PDB; this was done by blocking the upper path
and measuring the signal with and without the ND filter. The ND filter decreased
the power in the signal arm by a factor of 232.
The signals from the photodiodes were measured using the same design of tran-
simpedance amplifier as in the experiment in Section 6.4. This design gives sufficient
SNR to make shot noise limited measurements for currents of ∼20 mA. The design
of this amplifier is shown in Appendix B.2. The response of this photodiode circuit
is flat at all frequencies of interest and is 390V/W at DC.
The signals from the photodiodes were recorded with CDS (see Appendix C).
Voltages that are measured with CDS are quantised by analogue-to-digital converters
(ADCs). Each quantum is called a count. The voltages are recorded as 16 bit
integers, and the peak-to-peak voltage that the ADC can record is 20V, so the
relationship between the input voltage to CDS and a count is 20/(65536). CDS
features an anti-aliasing filter which affects measurements above 9 kHz. The response
of the anti-aliasing filter can be seen in Figure C.2.
Cables are susceptible to common-mode noise that arises due to pickup. To
avoid this problem, the signals were sent differentially to CDS. Send-receive circuits
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were constructed with the THAT Corporation range of IC. A by-product of using
these send-receive circuits was the signals from the photodiodes were multiplied by
a factor of two.
To keep the measured signal above the digitisation noise inherent to the ADCs
used in CDS, whitening filters are required. CDS noise is shown in Figure C.2. A
whitening circuit boosts the AC components of a signal while keeping the DC level
of the signal small enough as to not saturate CDS’s ADCs. A dewhitening filter is a
digital filter whose transfer function is the reciprocal of the whitening filter’s transfer
function. For this photodiode circuit, the level of shot noise due to 20mW of light
is ∼ 3 × 10−8 V/
√
Hz and the noise of CDS above ∼ 10 Hz is ∼ 2 × 10−6 V/
√
Hz
(See Figure C.2), so the whitening filter needs to boost the photodiode signal by
∼40 dB. The transfer function of the electronics for sending, receiving and whitening
the photodiode signal is shown in Figure 7.4.
A servo was required to lock the Mach-Zehnder so that the light detected on both
photodiodes was within 1% of each other, i.e. to within 1% of a fringe, to ensure
sufficient linearity. The circuit diagram for the servo is shown in Figure 7.5. The
phase between the two beams was actuated on with by moving one of the corner
mirrors with a PZT. The error signal was obtained by subtracting the signals from
the two photodiodes. The error signal was low pass filtered, and the corner frequency
of the low pass filter was at 1Hz. The PZT needed to be driven with a high voltage
(∼ 100 V), so a high voltage op amp (OPA454) was used in the final stage of the
servo electronics. The PZT had a capacitance, so the output of the OPA454 was
followed by a resistor to prevent the op amp oscillating. This corresponded to an
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Figure 7.4: The transfer function of the electronics for the whitening the photodiode
signal was modelled and measured. This gave the desired level of SNR to make shot
noise limited measurements above ∼200 Hz.
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Figure 7.5: Circuit diagram for the electronics used to keep the in-air Mach-Zehnder
locked to the middle of a fringe. The inputs PD_A and PD_B connect to two
identical transimpedance amplifiers (see Appendix B.2). The first stage subtracts
the signals from the photodiodes and provides a 1Hz roll-off. The second stage
allowed for a signal to be applied to the PZT. The final stage boosted the signal to
around 100V. The final resistor was used to prevent the OPA454 oscillating when
driving the PZT, as the PZT is a capacitive load.
additional corner frequency in the servo at ∼ 8 kHz. The overall gain of the servo
was set with a potentiometer such that the unity gain frequency was in the stable
range below 8 kHz. A way of injecting signals onto the PZT was included in the
servo.
7.1.2 Calibration
The signal measured at the photodiodes can be calibrated in terms of the differ-
ence in path length between the two arms by applying a ramp signal to the PZT.
Ramping the PZT causes the Mach-Zehnder to be driven over multiple fringes. The
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ramp signal and the photodiode signals were recorded on an oscilloscope. The differ-
ence in the photodiode signals was then plotted against the measured ramp signal.
One period of this signal corresponds to one wavelength, so fitting a sinusoid to
the data and finding its gradient around where the subtracted photodiode signal
is 0V gives one the photodiode signal to path length conversion. This is shown in
Figure 7.6. This measurement was affected by high frequency uncorrelated noise
and by the quantisation of voltages recorded by the oscilloscope.
Alternatively, one can calibrate the differential path length signal by measuring
the power in the two beams while they are not interfering (see Equation (4.14)).
The power of the LO beam was measured to be (20.3± 0.1) mW. Without the ND
filter, the power of the signal beam was measured to be (18.3±0.1) mW, so with the
ND filter it would be 78 µW. The conversion between photocurrent and power was
made using the responsivity found in the photodiode’s (C30665) datasheet [217].
This calibration is shown in Figure 7.6, and it agrees with the calibration obtained
via ramping the PZT voltage to within 10%.
7.1.3 Measurement of Shot Noise
The Mach-Zehnder was locked, and the difference between the photodiode sig-
nals was measured. To demonstrate that the difference in the photodiode signals
depended on the differential path length of the Mach-Zehnder, a modulation at
6033Hz was applied to the PZT. The amplitude spectral density of the difference
in the photodiode signals is shown in Figure 7.7. The signal was calibrated using
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Figure 7.6: There are two ways of calibrating the differential photodiode signal that
will be generated by a change in optical path length between the two paths in the
Mach-Zehnder. Method (a) is to measure a ramp signal that is applied to the PZT
while simultaneously measuring the photodiode signals. The measurement of this is
shown by the blue crosses, and the fit to this data is shown by the blue line. Method
(b) is to measure the power in the local oscillator and signal beams when they are
not interfering. From this, Equation (4.14) can be used to find the response of the
Mach-Zehnder. This is shown by the red line. Thus, the blue and red data are
independent of each other. The two calibrations agree to within 10%. The gradient
of VBHD is used to get the conversion factor for a change in beam power to a change
in differential path length.
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the ramp technique described in Section 7.1.2. The dashed red line indicates the
noise predicted by Equation 7.1, and at frequencies free of noise due to acoustic
vibrations and scattered light, this matches the measured noise to within 5%. Thus,
the measurement was limited by shot noise.
Below 1 kHz, scattered light and frequency noise of the laser may have affected
the measurement. The laser’s frequency noise can couple to the measurement via
imbalances in the Mach-Zehnder’s path lengths. A pessimistic imbalance of ∆x =
1 mm was assumed. The frequency noise of the laser was modelled as typical NPRO
noise (nf (f) = 1×104/f Hz√Hz [119]), and the associated spectrum that would appear
in the differential signal, xf (f), was calculated with xf (f) = ∆x × nf/fEM, where
fEM is the laser’s frequency.
Every interface which light is incident upon produces scattered light, and scat-
tered light can be a source of noise. Scattered light that is reflected from a surface
which is moving will be phase modulated, and if the scattered light interferes with
the signal beam on the photodiode, these phase modulations will be converted into
intensity modulations and thus will contribute to the photocurrent. To estimate the







was fit to the data. The frequency at which the scattering surface is moving is known
as the modulation frequency, and this is represented by Ω. The amount by which the
frequency is changed by, represented by ωm/Ω, is known as the modulation index.
For more information, see reference [44].
A likely source of motion is the air-con, and this drives modulations at 20Hz, so
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Misalignment Between the Local Oscillator and Signal Beam
Ω = 2π × 20 rad s−1. From Figure 7.8, one can see that ωm ∼2π × 1000 rad s−1. By
computing the power spectrum in terms of relative intensity units and integrating
over the frequency, and dividing by two1, one can estimate the squared amplitude of
scattered light relative to the DC light power (see e.g. [218]). For this experiment,
300 fW of scattered light could explain a significant amount of the noise below 1 kHz.
The measurement of shot noise reinforces the measurements made in Chapter 6.
The power of the light was measured using the same range of InGaAs photodiodes in
both experiments, and the measurement of shot noise in the Mach-Zehnder links the
power of light and photocurrents to the position of a mirror, so analogies between
the results in Chapter 6 and shot noise in an interferometer can be made.
7.2 Noise in an In-Vacuum Mach-Zehnder Interfer-
ometer and the Effect of Misalignment Between
the Local Oscillator and Signal Beam
To measure shot noise in an interferometer at frequencies around 100Hz, the
frequency band of interest in a gravitational wave detector, suspended optics are
used in vacuum to reduce acoustic and seismic noise. There was an opportunity
to perform the experiment from Section 7.1 in-vacuum with left-over apparatus
built by others for a previous experiment [219]. The photodiode circuits used in
this experiment were, however, made by the author. Ultimately, scattered light
1The modulating term in the interference between the LO field, ELO, and the scattered light
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Figure 7.7: The amplitude spectral density of the difference between the two pho-
todiodes’ signals (SBHD) is shown in blue. The peak at 6033Hz was injected to
demonstrate this measurement corresponds to differential arm length modulations.
The expected shot noise is based on Equation (7.1), and this is shown by the dashed
red line. The noise measured at frequencies above 5500Hz is within 5% of the
expected shot noise. Below 5500Hz, acoustic noise limited the Mach-Zehnder’s sen-
sitivity. Above 7000Hz, the data was affected by the anti-aliasing filter in CDS.
This plot is for emphasising the shot noise limit of the measurement in metres; for
an analysis of the noise due to scattered light, see Figure 7.8.
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Frequency noise length coupling
Scatter estimate
Shot noise
Figure 7.8: The amplitude spectral density of the difference between the two pho-
todiodes’ signals (SBHD) is shown in blue. The frequency noise that couples via a
difference in path lengths between the two arms was estimated, and this is shown in
green. The estimated spectrum due to 300 fW of scattered light is shown in yellow.
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interfering with the light detected by the photodiodes meant that shot noise could
not be measured at any frequency. However, this apparatus was used to explore the
effect of misalignment between the local oscillator and the signal beam.
7.2.1 Apparatus for the In-Vacuum Mach-Zehnder
The Mach-Zehnder was constructed in a vacuum system which was pumped down
to 1mbar to provide adequate acoustic isolation. An NPRO was used to provide
the laser light. A sketch of the layout is shown in Figure 7.9, and photographs of
the equipment are shown in Figure 7.10.
The input steering mirrors, corner mirrors and input beam splitter of the Mach-
Zehnder were housed in identical suspensions. These suspensions were double pen-
dulums with masses of 75 g separated by wires with lengths of 100mm (top to middle
mass) and 150mm (middle to bottom mass). This resulted in them having longi-
tudinal resonances around ∼ 1Hz. The rigid body modes of the suspension were
reduced with eddy-current dampers on the upper mass of the suspension. More de-
tail on these suspensions can be found in [220, Chapter 5]. The angles of incidence
were controlled with CDS.
The balanced homodyne detector platform was a suspended assembly that in-
cluded the recombination beam splitter, steering mirrors for the recombined beams
and photodiodes. The transimpedance amplifiers for the photodiode signals were
the same as the ones used in the in-air experiment (see Appendix B.2).
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Figure 7.9: Sketch of the in-vacuum Mach-Zehnder. Laser light entered the vacuum
system and was steered by suspended optics into a Mach-Zehnder interferometer.
The first beam splitter and the two corner mirrors were in identical suspensions. The
suspensions are described in Section 7.2.1. The beam splitter for recombining the
beam was part of a larger suspended assembly which also included steering mirrors
and the photodiodes. Photographs of the components are shown in Figure 7.10.
The mirrors and the beam splitter were suspended with identical suspensions, and
the recombining beam splitter was part of a larger assembly.
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Figure 7.10: Photographs of the components used for the in-vacuum Mach-Zehnder.
The scattered light originated from the uncoated back faces of the curved steering
mirrors on the balanced homodyne detector platform. The design of the suspended
mirrors is discussed in [220, Chapter 5]. The photograph of the suspension was used
by courtesy of Jan-Simon Hennig.
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7.2.2 Calibration and Locking of the In-VacuumMach-Zehnder
To lock the Mach-Zehnder, its differential arm length needed to be controlled
below the main resonance of the suspensions (∼ 1Hz) because the optics moved
on the order of one wavelength at these frequencies. There were many modes per
suspension2 that coupled to the longitudinal signal around 30Hz because of the
design of the balanced homodyne detector platform. The optical bench moved a
large amount at frequencies near 30Hz due to insufficient seismic isolation, thus
the combination of this and the design of the balanced homodyne detector platform
meant the differential arm length noise was at a similar level at ∼30 Hz as it was at
∼ 1 Hz. Additionally, scattered light caused there to be a high amount of noise in
the error signal.
To lock the Mach-Zehnder’s differential arm length, one of the suspended corner
mirrors was actuated on with a magnet and coil. The coil acted on a magnet glued
to the bottom stage of the pendulum, therefore the actuator’s strength fell as 1/f 2
above the suspension’s resonance. Thus, to control both the 1Hz motion and the
30Hz motion, the coil would need to drive a large signal at 1Hz, as well as one that
was 1000 times greater at ∼30Hz.
Because of the steep roll-off of the actuator, the servo could not control the
30Hz features and 1Hz features as a servo with that bandwidth would saturate
on the 30Hz components i.e. it would use up all the available electronic range and
2For a two stage suspension, you can have two modes for each of: longitudinal, pitch, yaw, roll,
vertical and sideways.
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the digital-to-analogue converters (DACs) would saturate. Therefore the unity gain
point had to be kept well below 30Hz such that residual feedback at 30Hz did not
lead to saturation.
The transfer function of the servo is shown in Figure 7.12, and a sketch of the
servo is shown in Figure 7.11. The servo consists of five logical blocks: the coil-
driven suspended mirror, the ‘optical transfer function’ that represents a change in
differential arm length and a change in the power of the recombined beams, the
photodiode circuit, the analogue to digital/digital to analogue converters, and the
digital filtering. As before, whitening and dewhitening was needed. The transfer
function of the suspension was simulated using the model developed in [220] and
the digital filters just add shaping. Therefore, to calibrate the loop, the conversion
factors for the electronics and optics were measured; this is summarised in Table 7.1.
By injecting and measuring a signal across a unity gain block in the digital part of
the servo (see Figure 7.11), as the ratio of the two signals gives the closed-loop gain,
the model’s calibration was independently measured. This is shown in Figure 7.12.
This calibration ties up to within 0.1 dB. Therefore, the unity gain point of the servo
was at 5.5Hz with 15° of phase margin.
7.2.3 Measurement of the Differential Arm Signal
With the servo described in Section 7.2.2, the in-vacuum Mach-Zehnder was
locked. The differential arm motion’s spectral density is shown in Figure 7.13. The
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Component Transfer function unit
CDS ADC converter 3.3 count/mV
CDS DAC converter 0.31 mV/count
Send/receive 2 V/V




Fringe to counts 79000 count/λ
Digital filtering G(f) count/count
Table 7.1: Elements of the in-vacuum servo and their transfer functions. The sus-
pension transfer function, H(f), was obtained by simulation, obtaining the digital
filter’s transfer function is trivial, the coil’s force per current was calculated using
a Mathematica script developed by Mark Barton, the rest of the transfer functions
were directly measured. These values were used to produce the servo model shown
in Figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11: Flow diagram showing each block of the servo used to lock the in-
vacuum Mach-Zehnder. The digital part of the servo is shown in the dashed area.
The injection point A and measurement point B were used to calibrate the servo (see
Figure 7.12) are around a times one block. The mirrors motion that the servo must
correct for is represeted by the signal nM . The information about the Mach-Zehnder
differential arm length is encoded by two signals that are 180° out of phase. The
whitening and dewhitening filters are paler as these do not affect the gain of the
loop.
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Figure 7.12: Panel (a) and panel (b) show the servo’s open and closed-loop transfer
function. This was calibrated using the factors from 7.1. Panel (c) shows a measure-
ment where a signal was injected at point A in the servo and measured at pointB
(see Figure 7.11); these two points are separated by a unity gain block, and so the
ratio of these signals represents the closed-loop transfer function of the servo. These
measurements are in agreement with the model to within 0.1 dB.
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curved mirrors used to guide the beam onto the photodiodes did not have an AR
coating on their back face, and this caused a large amount of scattered light (see
Figure 7.10). To estimate the amount of scattered light interfering with the local
oscillator, the same analysis as in Section 7.1.3 was performed. The modulation
frequency was approximately 1Hz and the modulation depth was approximately 36.
From this, the power of the scattered light was estimated to be ∼20 µW.
7.2.4 The Effect of Misalignment on the Size of a Signal in
an Interferometer
The in-vacuum apparatus was used to verify that an angular misalignment, θ,





2λEM/πw0 is the characteristic angle of a beam with waist w0. As the
apparatus was not perfectly aligned initially, θ0 is included as an offset. This effect
is derived in e.g. [221].
Misalignments were made by applying a signal from CDS to one of the corner
suspensions. The counts to angle factor was measured by applying the largest pos-
sible angle offset that CDS could provide and measuring the distance the beam
moved, a few millimetres, over a distance of the order a metre. The beam’s waist
was known to be 460µm.
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Diff. arm length measurement
Scattered light model
Figure 7.13: Scattering caused there to be a high level of noise in the differential arm
length signal. Many peaks related to the balanced homodyne detector suspension
can be seen around 30Hz, and this motion generated phase modulations in the
scattered light. The noise was caused by the interference between the scattered
light and the signal-carrying light on the photodiodes. The power of the scattered
light was estimated to be ∼ 20 µW. For this measurement, shot noise would have
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A differential arm signal was generated and the resulting photodiode signal was
measured for a range of angular misalignments. This result is shown in Figure 7.14.
To prevent noise at nearby frequencies from leaking into the measurement, a nar-
row frequency resolution was required (0.2Hz). Around ten averages were used to
measure the signal size at each misalignment. The variance of these averages was
large and this is represented by the error bars shown in Figure 7.14.
A weighted non-linear least squares regression function (Matlab’s nlinfit)
was used to fit the data to Equation 7.2, with each point weighted with 1/error2.
The resulting fit parameters were S0 = (6.9 ± 0.3) × 10−3 counts and θ0 = (0.46 ±
0.02) mrad. The covariance between S0 and θ0 was σS0,θc = 2.4 × 10−9, and the
reduced χ2 statistic was 3.07. Thus, the data are consistent with Equation (7.2).
7.3 Conclusion
The experiment reported on in this Chapter was in support of the work in Chap-
ter 6 to do with photodiodes and the work on BHD in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. The
shot noise of a current measured with the transimpedance amplifier used in Chap-
ter 6 was experimentally related to the displacement of a mirror in an interferometer.
The measurement of shot noise is shown in Figure 7.7.
The experiment was tried in-vacuum with the aim of making shot noise limited
measurements at lower frequencies so that the electronics could be calibrated in the
frequency band of interest for ground-based gravitational wave detection. Due to
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Figure 7.14: Top panel: As the Mach-Zehnder was misaligned, the signal due to the
differential arm length modulation decreased. The blue points show the measured
signal as a function of misalignment. The data was fit to Equation (7.2), and this
is shown in red. Bottom panel: the weighted residuals of the measurements to the
fit show no pattern, indicating that the model used was appropriate.
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the unexpected amounts of scattering and excessive motion of the suspended optics,
this was not possible. However, the in-vacuum experiment highlighted problems that
may occur due to scattered light in the design of BHD or any similar interferometer.
This noise was analysed in terms of the amplitude of the scattered light and the rate
of change of phase of the light. This apparatus was used to gain an insight into the
feedback loops required to control suspensions, and an investigation was carried out




As described in Chapter 1, gravitational wave detections are made with extremely
sensitive interferometers. In this thesis, technologies that will help current and
future gravitational wave detectors reach their target sensitivities were analysed
and characterised.
The LIGO detectors are designed to use a 125W laser; however, the current
laser can only produce ∼ 70W of light. To increase the maximum power that can be
delivered to the interferometers for LIGO’s fourth observation run, the new lasers
will use two single-pass amplifiers. In Chapter 2, the prototype for this laser was
characterised. With this laser, ∼ 100 W of amplitude stabilised light in the HG00
mode was generated. As the pointing noise of this prototype was shown to exceed
LIGO’s requirement, sources of pointing noise, such as turbulence in the laser’s
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water-cooling system, must be kept minimal when it is commissioned to be part of
the interferometer.
Two actuators for stabilising the amplitude of the prototype laser’s power were
investigated. These were an AOM and a current shunt on one of the pump diodes
in one of the amplifiers. Because the operators of the interferometers will need to
have control over the input laser power, the AOM was chosen to be the actuator
used to stabilise the amplitude of the laser as it was found to behave consistently
over a wider range of power.
Balanced homodyne detection is a crucial part of the upgrade from advanced
LIGO to LIGO A+ since the homodyne angle must be a free parameter if the
detectors are to reach the planned quantum noise by using squeezed light. The
fundamentals of balanced homodyne detection and the phase noise requirement for
the local oscillator were discussed in Chapter 4.
To preserve a squeezed state of light, it is essential that there is minimal loss
within the detector. As part of the balanced homodyne detector upgrade for LIGO
A+, active wavefront control will be used to minimise the loss due to mode mis-
match between the interferometer’s arm mode and the output mode cleaners. To
tackle this problem, the range of interferometer arm modes that the active wavefront
control will have to mode match was determined by simulation. This is described
in Chapter 3. The dominant source of uncertainty in the mode emerging from the
SRM comes from the uncertainty in the radius of curvatures for the optics within the
SRC. The probability of a mode exiting the SRM was determined by the probability
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of the optics within the SRC having the radii of curvature required to produce the
beam. Combining this with measurements of the Gouy phase of the LLO SRC, the
beam exiting the SRM was inferred to be 1.84mm in width and to have a defocus
of −2.80 Dioptre.
With a set of likely modes that the adaptive optics for mode matching would
need to correct for, the robustness of the active wavefront control for the balanced
homodyne detector to a mode mismatch was determined. This is explored in Chap-
ter 5. With the pessimistic assumption that the range of the active optics will be
±50 mD, it was found that most of the likely beams that could emerge from the
SRM are covered by the proposed design for the active wavefront control.
Future cryogenic ground-based gravitational wave detectors may use either 1.5µm
or 2µm light. For 1.5µm light, photodetectors that have high quantum efficiency,
high linearity, and low noise already exist. However, this may not be the case for
2µm. Previous experiments have been limited by the extended InGaAs photodi-
odes used in them. The strained nature of extended InGaAs photodiodes leads to
a degradation in their performance, thus it was important to carry out the experi-
ments described in Chapter 6 to determine if suitable extended InGaAs photodiodes
already exist or whether additional research into either extended InGaAs or other
photodiode technology is needed.
It was found that off-the-shelf extended InGaAs photodiodes do not meet the
requirements of a third-generation ground-based interferometer under any operating
conditions because their quantum efficiencies are too low. To create an InGaAs
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photodiode with a high quantum efficiency, its thickness must be greater than its
critical thickness and the number of defects in it must be low. This is technically
challenging to achieve. The quantum efficiency of extended InGaAs photodiodes
can be improved by reverse biasing them; however, when reverse biased, extended
InGaAs photodiodes will exhibit 1/f dark noise.
The 1/f noise arises due to the generation-recombination current associated with
the strain-induced defects in the extended InGaAs photodiode. The dark noise for a
selection of extended InGaAs photodiodes as a function of bias and temperature was
shown in Chapter 6. If biased with the maximum value stated in their datasheets,
the 1/f noise produced by the photodiodes would exceed the typical shot noise of
the light detected by the photodiode. As expected, cooling the photodiodes caused
the dark noise to be exponentially reduced.
In conclusion, if developments in mirror substrates and coatings favour interfer-
ometers using 2 µm light rather than 1.5 µm light, further research into the design
and the optimal growth conditions of extended InGaAs is needed. Alternatively,
similar research into other semiconductors that are sensitive to 2µm light would
need to be carried out.
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Appendix A
Dark Noise Spectra of Photodiodes
The spectra in this appendix were measured for the experiments reported on in
Chapter 6.
A.1 Dark Noise as a Function of Reverse Bias
The dark noise as a function of bias for each photodiode in Table 6.1 was mea-
sured at room temperature (21◦C). The results shown in this section were used to
create Figure 6.6. In each figure, the shot noise of the benchmark 10mA current is
shown by a dashed line.
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Figure A.2: Dark noise of the IG26x500S4i at 21◦C for a series of reverse biases.
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Figure A.4: Dark noise of the G12183-010k at 21◦C for a series of reverse biases.
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Figure A.6: Dark noise of the G12182-010k at 21◦C for a series of reverse biases.
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Figure A.7: Dark noise of the G12182-005k at 21◦C for a series of reverse biases.
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A.2 Dark Noise as a Function of Temperature
The dark noise as a function of temperature for each photodiode in Table 6.1 was
measured at the maximum reverse bias stated in its datasheet. These photodiodes
had a damage threshold of −40◦C, so the noise was measured between −40◦C and
30◦C. The results shown in this section were used to create Figure 6.6. The shot





























Figure A.8: The dependence of dark noise on temperature for the FD10D at 1.8V
reverse bias. The measured spectra are shown with solid lines and the fits of the
measurements are shown with dashed lines.
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Figure A.10: The dependence of dark noise on temperature for the G12183-005k at
1.0V reverse bias.
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Figure A.12: The dependence of dark noise on temperature for the G12182-005k at
1.0V reverse bias.
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Figure A.14: The dependence of dark noise on temperature for the IG26x500S4i at
1.0V reverse bias.
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A.3 Noise of a Photocurrent Generated by an InSb
Detector as a Function of Bias
The noise of the photocurrent produced by the P5968 when its field of view was
covered by room temperature aluminium for a series of reverse biases is shown in




























Figure A.15: The noise of the photocurrent produced by the P5968 as a function
of bias. The photocurrent due to thermal radiation was expected to be 5 µA, and
the noise of the photocurrent made by the P5986 at sufficiently low bias reaches
the expected shot noise for this current. The benchmark noise corresponding to a




Throughout the work reported on in this thesis, several designs of photodiode circuit
were used to make sufficiently low noise measurements of photocurrents. For many
of the experiments, it was necessary to measure a photocurrent’s DC component,
noise spectral density, and the size of calibration modulations in the photocurrent.
Thus, the frequency response and noise characteristics of the photodiode circuits
needed to be known.
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B.1 A Transimpedance Amplifier for Measuring the
Dark Noise of Photodiodes
A circuit which allowed for the reverse bias to be set and for the easy exchange
of photodiodes was constructed. The photodiodes were connected to the circuit
using pin header style connectors. To measure small amounts of current noise, a
transimpedance amplifier with a large gain is needed. As the dark current for these
photodiodes was expected to be of the order of 1µA, the gain of the transimpedance
amplifier was chosen to be 1×106 so that signals of the order 1V would be produced,
and so a 1MΩ resistor was used in the feedback path.
The input noise of an op amp depends on its input current noise, input voltage
noise and the Johnson-Nyquist noise of the feedback resistor (e.g. [134, Figure 8.58]).
In this application, as the current noise that is to be measured is small and the feed-
back resistor is large, a TL071, a JFET style op amp with low input current noise,
was selected, and this selection of op amp allowed the transimpedance amplifier to
beat the noise requirement by a factor of several hundred (see Figure B.6). As the
photodiode has capacitance and the op amp has finite bandwidth, a 2.2 pF capacitor
in parallel with the feedback resistor was needed to keep the circuit stable.
Several methods of providing the reverse bias were tested. The first of these
derived the reverse bias from a LM7815 regulator in combination with a variable
resistor configured as a potential divider; this circuit is shown in Figure B.1. A
similar circuit which was used in later experiments is shown in Figure B.2.
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Figure B.1: The circuit used to measure the dark noise of photodiodes, represented
by Test_PD, under different reverse biases. The transimpedance amplifier has a
1MΩ resistor (R2) in parallel with a 2.2pF capacitor (C2) in the feedback path
of the TL071 op amp. The reverse bias was generated by a potentiometer (R1)
connected to an LM7815 voltage regulator. This voltage was low passed using C1.
Note that the low pass corner frequency depends on the setting of R1.
To verify that this was a sufficiently quiet reverse bias voltage source that does
not contaminate the measurements with noise, an ultra-quiet reverse bias reference
was used to crosscheck a measurement; this circuit is shown in Figure B.2. By filter-
ing the voltage made by a reference voltage IC (AD587JNZ), this circuit provided a
reverse bias with 5 nV/
√
Hz at 10Hz. The reverse bias of the FD10D was set to 1V
in both circuits. In this circuit, the photodiode was soldered into it with minimal dis-
tance between the photodiode and the transimpedance amplifier. Figure B.4 shows
that the regulator-potentiometer reverse bias voltage source is sufficiently quiet.
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Figure B.2: The circuit used to measure the dark noise of photodiodes. The tran-
simpedance amplifier used is identical to the one shown in Figure B.1. The reverse
bias voltage was controlled with the potentiometer BIAS_ADJ, and the reverse
bias voltage was generated using an OP27 op amp (OP27D) with a gain less than
one.
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Figure B.3: The circuit used to check that reverse bias voltage noise was not con-
taminating dark noise measurements. To reach 5 nV/
√
Hz at 10Hz, a 10V low noise
reference IC (AD587JNZ) was used to generate the reverse bias. The output of
this IC was filtered by two low pass filters. The transimpedance amplifier used is
identical to the one shown in Figure B.1
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FD10D in switchable photodiode circuit
FD10D in quiet bias voltage cicruit
Figure B.4: The FD10D was biased with 1V in the circuits shown in Figure B.1
and Figure B.3. The low-noise fixed-bias circuit and the circuit with a settable-bias
gave the same results, so we can be confident that the circuits shown in Figures B.1
and B.3 will produce measurements that are not contaminated by reverse bias noise
or noise due to how the photodiode is connected to the circuit.
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B.1.1 Transfer Function
The transfer function of the transimpedance amplifier shown in Figure B.1 was
measured under a variety of different physical constructions as this circuit’s be-
haviour can be affected by stray capacitance. The measurements of these transfer
functions are shown in Figure B.5. When constructed from strip board and with
the photodiode’s anode and cathode cables near each other, there was of the order
10 pF of stray capacitance, i.e. it was as if the circuit had an extra 10 pF capacitor
between the inverting input of the op amp and ground. By making this circuit on a
prototyping board with less stray capacitance between the strips and by keeping the
photodiode anode and cathode wires from forming a capacitor, the stray capacitance
was reduced. The measurement matches the Liso (see Section B.3) simulation of
this circuit. This was cross-checked using the Matlab function described in Sec-
tion B.4.
B.1.2 Noise Measurement
The dark noise of the circuits described in Section B.1 is shown in Figure B.6.
The shot noise of a typical photocurrent in a gravitational wave detector is several
hundred times larger than the noise of this circuit. To measure the noise of the
transimpedance amplifier, instead of a photodiode, a 470 pF capacitor was connected
between the inverting input of the op amp and ground.
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Figure B.5: The transfer function between a current into the inverting input of the
transimpedance amplifier design shown in Figure B.1, Figure B.2 and Figure B.3
was measured and simulated using Liso. A Matlab function (see Section B.4) was
used to check the measurement and the simulation. This circuit is sensitive to stray
capacitance (s.c.) at the inverting input of the TL071. The stray capacitance was
reduced by changing the physical layout of the circuit.
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10mA shot noise equivalent
Figure B.6: At low frequencies, the noise of the transimpedance amplifier shown in
Figure B.1, Figure B.2 and Figure B.3 is dominated by the low frequency voltage
noise of the TL071. Above 10Hz, the noise of the circuit is dominated by the
Johnson-Nyquist noise of the feedback resistor. At 30 kHz, the impedance of the
feedback network causes a noise peak.
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B.2 A Transimpedance Amplifier for Making Shot
Noise limited Measurements of 10mA Photocur-
rents
A photodiode circuit with electronic noise ∼25 times lower than the shot noise of
a 10mA current at frequencies between 100Hz to several MHz is shown in Figure B.7.
Below 100Hz, the noise rises as 1/f , and it equals the shot noise of a 10mA current
at 0.1Hz. The noise for this circuit is shown in Figure B.8 and the transfer function
is shown in Figure B.9. While Figure B.7 is specific to the experiment described in
Section 6.4, the design of the transimpedance part of this circuit (the AD797 and
accompanying parts) was also used in Chapter 7.
The AD797 [222] is a low-noise, high-speed op amp. Without feedback, the
AD797 has a higher output impedance than most common types of op amp. As
the AD797 is a fast device, the datasheet warns that consideration must be given
to the interaction between the output impedance and a capacitive load to ground,
including via the feedback network and the input network. As photodiodes have
capacitance, care needs to be taken in designing transimpedance amplifiers that use
AD797s. To avoid oscillations in similar circuits to the one shown in Figure B.7, the
feedback capacitor may need a resistor in series with it (see [222, p.14]); however, in
the circuit shown in Figure B.7, one was not required. Even so, if the photodiode
is not biased or has a large area, this circuit may oscillate at a frequency between
10MHz–100MHz due to the capacitance of the photodiode. Every time a version
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Figure B.7: The AD797 stage of the circuit (right) is a transimpedance amplifier
for measuring the shot noise of 10mA photocurrents. The left-hand stage of the
circuit is used to provide the reverse bias for the photodiode. One input of this
stage is a low-pass filter with two poles at 16Hz. A bench-top power supply would
be connected to this input (V_BIAS). The other input, (V_MOD), was used to
provide a modulation to the reverse bias voltage.
of this circuit was made, an oscilloscope was used to check for such oscillations, as
Liso does not model this behaviour.
For convenience, the circuit shown in Figure B.7 allowed for the reverse bias to
be externally set. A DC reverse bias was created with a bench-top power supply,
and low passed with a filter that had two poles at 16Hz. An AC component could be
added onto the reverse bias with an op amp configured to sum two input voltages.
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Figure B.8: Liso simulation of the noise of the circuit used for measuring photocur-
rents of ∼ 10 mA. This circuit is shown in Figure B.7. Note that the simulation
may not be accurate above 1MHz due to the unusually high output impedance of
the AD797 and the capacitive load to ground.
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Figure B.9: Liso simulation of the transfer function of the circuit used for measuring
photocurrents of ∼ 10 mA. This circuit is shown in Figure B.7. Note that the
simulation may not be accurate above 1MHz due to the unusually high output
impedance of the AD797 and the capacitive load to ground.
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B.3 Simulations with Liso
The behaviour of circuits was simulated using Liso. This software performs a
nodal analysis to calculate the voltages at each point within a circuit. Liso can
calculate the noise and transfer function of circuits that include op amps. Liso
has a variety of op amps in its op amp library and this can be easily expanded by
specifying the noise properties, open loop gain and gain-bandwidth frequency of a
new op amp.
B.4 Transfer Function Calculation With Matlab







where A0 is the open-loop gain of the op amp, fGWB is the gain-bandwidth product
of the op amp and s is the complex angular frequency. The transfer function between





where B(s) is the transfer function of the components between the output pin of the
op amp and the inverting input of the op amp, i.e. the components in the feedback
network of the transimpedance amplifier. ZFB is the impedance seen by the current
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flowing from the output pin to the inverting input.
Without a capacitor in parallel with the feedback resistor, B(s) = 1
RFBCPDs+1
.
This can cause the circuit to be unstable because it can lead to the phase of the
transfer function reaching or exceeding 180° as it crosses the unity gain point due
to the photodiode’s capacitance and the gain bandwidth product of the op amp. To




RFB(CFB + CPD)s+ 1
. (B.3)
The impedance seen by the current is
ZFB =
RFB
RFB(CFB + CPD)s+ 1
. (B.4)
From Equation (B.2), H(s) can be calculated with the following Matlab code:
function [mag ,phase] = photodiodeTransimpedance(cf , rf,cpd ,gbw ,A,w)
% cf = feedback capacitor (Farads). rf = feedback resistor (ohms)
% cpd = photodiode capacitance (Farads).
% gbw = gain bandwidth of the op amp (Hz)
% A = Open loop gain of the op amp. w = angular frequency range
%that transfer function will be calculated over.
A_s = tf(A,[A/(2*pi*gbw) ,1]);
B_s = tf([cf*rf ,1],[rf*(cf+cpd) ,1]);
closedLoopAnalytic = -tf(rf ,[rf*(cf+cpd) ,1])*A_s /(1+ A_s*B_s);
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Appendix C
The Control and Data System
The LIGO interferometers use a system called CDS to acquire data and control
the interferometer. A digital signal processing system built to the same standards
as CDS is available at Glasgow and was used to conduct some of the experiments
reported on in this thesis. As CDS is a digital system, complex servo shaping can
be implemented with relative ease, e.g. the servo shown in Figure 7.12 was created
with CDS. Additionally, processes such as locking a cavity on resonance, or locking
an interferometer to the desired operating point, can be automated with digital
logic, as signals can be monitored to trigger events. CDS can interface with a suite
of software that makes interacting with an experiment easier; an example of CDS
being used with the Motif Editor and Display Manager (MEDM) software [223] to
lock the PMC (see Chapter 2) is shown in Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: This MEDM interface is used by operators of the interferometer to
control and monitor the status of the PMC. Several inputs and outputs can be
monitored simultaneously, and locking the PMC is reduced to simply pressing a
button (LOCK). Most aspects of the locking servo can be adjusted with CDS, e.g.
the gain slider adjusts the gain of the servo, thus operators have a large amount of






















Figure C.2: Noise floor of the digitised input signals recorded by the Glasgow CDS.
This was converted into a voltage using 215 counts per 10 Volts. The ripples above
1 kHz arise due to the 3rd order low pass filter at 9 kHz. Below ∼ 10Hz, the input
noise rises as 1/f .
CDS contains an array of ADCs for accepting analogue signals and DACs for
generating analogue outputs. An ADC measures a voltage, and the smallest voltage
that it can measure is ultimately determined by the number of bits it uses. The
smallest voltage measurable with the ADC corresponds to one count within CDS.
The Glasgow CDS uses ADCs with a voltage range of ±10 V, and the sample
rate of the ADCs is 65 kHz. The voltage is recorded as a signed 15 bit integer, so
215 counts is equivalent to 10 Volts. Note that counts can exceed 215 within the
digital part of CDS. The digitised analogue input signals have a noise floor, and a
measurement of this is shown in Figure C.2. As digitally measured signals can be
aliased if they exceed the bandwidth of the ADCs, signals that are measured with
CDS are low passed at 9 kHz with a third order filter. The noise of the Glasgow
CDS analogue inputs is equivalent to an ADC with a 14 bit resolution.
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The following simulations were used in Chapter 3 for determining the effect of radii
of curvature errors in the signal recycling cavity at LLO. This appendix contains
parameters for the simulations performed in Chapter 3, and clarifies some aspects
of Finesse’s behaviour by providing tests and examples.
D.1 Mode Matching the Laser to the Arm Cavity
The laser in a Finesse simulation has a beam parameter. By default, the beam
will have a 2mm beam with its waist at z = 0 with respect to the node at the laser.
If a cav command is used to define a cavity, then the beam parameter of the laser is
set so that it is perfectly matched to the cavity. It is crucial that the beam parameter
of the input laser remains the same when the simulation is configured such that the
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arms are resonant and when it is configured for a single bounce measurement.
The beam parameter of the laser can be set with the gauss command. To find
suitable numbers to use for the gauss command in the simulations of single-bounce
and locked-arm measurements (see Section D.4 and Figure 3.3), the following test
was performed. The main simulation from Section D.4 was modified so that it did
not have an X arm or the SRC. The following beam parameters were found with a
bp detector placed at the lasers node:
• w0 = 0.00864064287177005 m
• z = 1339.83530090614 m
To determine if the sign of z is correct, consider what happens if the beam
parameter detector is moved 1m towards the cavity to bs_a:
• w0 = 0.00864064287177005 m
• z = 1338.83530090614 m
z increasing suggests moving from n1 to bs_a causes one to be closer to the waist.
Intuitively, we know this is the case since the geometry of the cavity means the waist
is within the cavity, and moving towards the cavity means you are moving towards
the cavity waist. In other words, we know the beam should be getting smaller as we
move from the laser to the cavity, which matches the behaviour seen here.
However, setting the beam parameter at the laser with the first set of numbers
gives terrible mode matching. The simulation below investigates this. A photodiode
which is masked from the TM00 mode
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pd HOM bs_d
mask HOM 0 0 0
was placed at bs_d , which has the beam reflected from the arm cavity in it. The
value of z for the gauss command was varied and the power incident on a pd with
a mask applied to it, called HOM, was measured. To check that enough HOM were
being used, the simulation was repeated with several maxtem commands. The results
had a quadratic fitted to them, and the minimum was taken as the optimal value.
This is shown in Figure D.1. The values:
• w0 = 0.00864064287177005 m
• z = −1339.83683935 m
give more than 99.99999% mode matching, which is plenty for this work. This is
close to the original values that we obtained, except for a minus sign. This is due
to the way Finesse computes the beam parameter.
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Figure D.1: Optimisation of the parameters used in the gauss command to mode
match the laser to the arms in the simulations described in Chapter 3 and Sec-
tion D.4. The blue, green and orange lines show how the mode matching changes
as the beam waist location is changed. As the mode mismatch became larger,
more HOMs were required; this is why the blue and green/orange lines diverge. A
quadratic was fitted to the data highlighted in red, and the minimum value was used




The simulated interferometer has nominal values for the LIGO arm cavities and
the LLO SRC. The simulated arm cavity geometry is based on the design values to
avoid contrast defects. The following sections contain tables specifying the design
and measured values for each component of the simulation.
D.2.1 Radii of Curvature of optical components
The optics in the SRC were simulated with the values from Table D.2. The arm
cavity optics were simulated using the values from Table D.1.
Optic Name RoC (m) Focal length (m) Reference
SRM −5.6938 −2.8469 [224]
SR2 −6.427 −3.2135 [224]
SR3 36 18 [224]
ITM 1934 967.0 [224]
ETM 2245 1122.5 [224]
Table D.1: The aLIGO design values of the RoCs of the optics inside the SRC and
the arms.
D.2.2 Spacings
The nominal values for the spacing between the optics at LHO/LLO, with a
diagram, can be found in [86]. This information is also in [224]. The LLO Zemax
parameters are found in [228]. Table D.3 contains the distances derived from the
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Optic Name RoC (m) Focal length (m) Reference
SRM-02 −5.673± 0.002 −2.8365± 0.001 [225]
SR2-04 −6.406± 0.006 −3.203± 0.003 [226], [225]
SR3-01 35.97± 0.012 17.985± 0.006 [227], [225]
ITM-08 1938.44 969.22 [225]
ETM-15 2245.4 1122.7 [225]
Table D.2: The measured values of the RoCs of the optics at LLO that make up the
SRC and the arms.
Zemax coordinates. Most spacings do not require sub mm accuracy, however SR3 to
SR2 does since the Rayleigh range of this beam is about 4 cm. The design value for
the spacings are shown in Table D.4. The values used in an earlier Finesse model
of LLO made by others [229] are shown in Table D.5. The thickness of each optic is
found in Table D.6.
Space Name Length (m)
EMTY to ITMY 3994.4850
ITMY to CP 0.02
CP to BS HR 4.8471
BS AR to SR3 19.3659
SR3 to SR2 15.4435
SR2 to SRM 15.7562
Table D.3: Measured spacings between the optics at LLO [228].
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Space Name Length (m)
EMTY to ITMY 3994.5
ITMY to CP 0.05
CP to BS HR 4.8497
BS AR to SR3 19.368
SR3 to SR2 15.4607
SR2 to SRM 15.726
Table D.4: Design value for spacings between optics in aLIGO [86].
Space Name Length (m)
EMTY to ITMY 3994.515
ITMY to CP 0.02
CP to BS HR 4.847
BS AR to SR3 19.3661
SR3 to SR2 15.4435
SR2 to SRM 15.7566





beam path through BS 0.1202
Table D.6: Thickness of the optics between and including the ITM and the SRM.
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D.2.3 Parameters used in the Main Simulation
The parameters used in the main simulation were a combination of design values
and measured values. The arm cavities were simulated using the design values to
remove the contrast defect that would occur otherwise, and the SRC was simulated
using measurements taken from LLO. The ITMs that were simulated have a thick-
ness of 0.1m and a refractive index of 1.45. The thermal lens was implemented as
shown in Figure 3.3. The parameters used are shown in Table D.7.
Parameter Value Description
SRM RoC −5.673m Measured RoC of SRM-
02 installed at LLO
SR2 focal length −3.203 m Measured focal length of
SR2-04 installed at LLO
SR3 focal length 17.985 m Measured focal length of
SR3-01 installed at LLO
ITM RoC 1934 m Design value
ETM RoC 2245 m Design value
ITM thermal lens 50 km Design value
ITM to ETM distance 3994.5 m Design value
ITM to BS Y 4.8471 m As-built value for Y arm
ITM to BS X 4.8471 m As-built value for Y arm
BS to SR3 19.3659 m As-built value
SR3 to SR2 15.4435 m As-built value
SR2 to SRM 15.7562 m As-built value
ITM T 0.0148 Power transmission
coefficient
SRM T 0.324 Power transmission
coefficient
ITM L 10 ppm Scatter loss of ITM HR
surface
ETM L 10 ppm Scatter loss of ETM HR
surface
Table D.7: Parameters for the major components of the simulation.
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D.3 Finding the Correct Way to Model a Beam
Splitter
Two simulations were used to model two identical Michelson interferometers
which only differ in how the beam splitter was implemented. These simulations
were used to generate Figure 3.2.
The following Finesse code describes a Michelson interferometer where the beam
splitter was implemented with a single bs command. This simulation produced an
incorrect result as the phase at the beam splitter is not properly accounted for.
l l1 1 0 n1
s sin 1 n1 na
bs thin_bs 0.5 0.5 0 0 na nb nc nd
s Yarm 1 nb nY
m Ymirror 1 0 0 nY dump
s Xarm 1 nc nX
m Xmirror 1 0 0 nX dump
pd AS nd
xaxis Xmirror phi lin 0 180 100
The thin beam splitter in the above simulation was replaced with a beam splitter
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that was implemented with three bs and two space commands. This is the correct
way to implement a beam splitter in Finesse. The code for this is shown below.
l l1 1 0 n1
s sin 1 n1 na
bs thick_bs_1 0.5 0.5 0 0 na nb nsub1 nsub3
s bs_subX 1p nsub1 nsub2
s bs_subY 1p nsub3 nsub4
bs thick_bs_X 0 1 0 0 nsub2 dump nc dump
bs thick_bs_AS 0 1 0 0 dump nsub4 dumo nd
s Yarm 1 nb nY
m Ymirror 1 0 0 nY dump
s Xarm 1 nc nX
m Xmirror 1 0 0 nX dump
pd AS nd
xaxis Xmirror phi lin 0 180 100
D.4 Main Simulation
The following Finesse code was used to simulate mode mismatches in the SRC.
l l1 5M 0 n1




s space1 1 n1 bs_a
#################################################
#bs beam_splitter 0.5 0.5 $phi_BS 0 bs_a bs_b bs_c bs_d
bs BSfront 0.5 0.5 0 0 bs_a bs_b nBSi1 nBSi3
s BSsubstrate1 1p 1.45 nBSi1 nBSi2
s BSsubstrate2 1p 1.45 nBSi3 nBSi4
bs BSback1 0 1 0 0 nBSi2 dump bs_c dump
bs BSback2 0 1 0 0 nBSi4 dump bs_d dump
##################################################
## Y ARM
s s_bs_to_ITMy 4.8471 bs_b nITMyARa
#ITMy
m1 ITMyAR 1 0 $phi_ITMy nITMyARa nITMyARb
s sITMy_thickness 0.05 1.45 nITMyARb nITMyTLa
lens ITMyTL 50k nITMyTLa nITMyTLb
s sITMy_thickness2 0.05 1.45 nITMyTLb nITMyHRa
m1 ITMy 0.0148 10u $phi_ITMy nITMyHRa nITMyHRb
attr ITMy Rc -1934
s space_arm_y 3994.5 nITMyHRb nETMy
m1 ETMy 0 10u $phi_ETMy nETMy dump
attr ETMy Rc 2245
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cav army ETMy nETMy ITMy nITMyHRb
##################################################
## X ARM
s s_bs_to_ITMx 4.8471 bs_c nITMxARa
#ITMx
m1 ITMxAR 1 0 $phi_ITMx nITMxARa nITMxARb
s sITMx_thickness 0.05 1.45 nITMxARb nITMxTLa
lens ITMxTL 50k nITMxTLa nITMxTLb
s sITMx_thickness2 0.05 1.45 nITMxTLb nITMxHRa
m1 ITMx 0.0148 10u $phi_ITMx nITMxHRa nITMxHRb
attr ITMx Rc -1934
s space_arm_x 3994.5 nITMxHRb nETMx
m1 ETMx 0 10u $phi_ETMx nETMx dump
attr ETMx Rc 2245
cav armx ETMx nETMx ITMx nITMxHRb
##################################################
## SRC
s bs_to_SR3 19.3659 bs_d nSR3a
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lens SR3 17.985 nSR3a nSR3b
s SR3_to_SR2 15.4435 nSR3b nSR2a
lens SR2 -3.203 nSR2a nSR2b
s SR2_to_SRM 15.7562 nSR2b nSRMa
m1 SRM 0.324 0 0 nSRMa nSRMb
s SRM_substrate 0.07 1.45 nSRMb nSRMc
m SRM_AR 0 1 0 nSRMc nSRMd
attr SRM Rc -5.673
#cav src ITMx nITMxHRa SRM nSRMa
##################################################









#mask SRM_trans 0 0 0
bp SRM_trans_w0 x w0 nSRMd
bp SRM_trans_w x w nSRMd
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bp SRM_trans_r x r nSRMd
bp laser_w x w0 n1
bp laser_z x z n1
beam ITMy_refl nITMyHRa
beam ITMy_refl nITMyHRa
bp ITMy_refl_w x w nITMyHRa





mask p_out_hOM 0 0 0
ad ad_HOM_2_y 2 0 0 nSRMd
ad ad_HOM_2_x 0 2 0 nSRMd




xaxis SRM_trans x lin -10 10 200
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Algorithm for Finding a Three-Optic
Mode Matching Solution with 45°
Gouy Phase Separation between two
of the Optics
An algorithm was developed for finding the static powers of the optics in HAM5/6
which gives perfect mode matching between the interferometer and the OMCs.
There are three optics between the interferometer and an OMC which affect the
mode matching between them, and two of these optics will have tuneable radii of
curvature. Having the two tuneable optics separated by 45° of Gouy phase will
allow for the size of the beam’s waist and the location of the beam’s waist to be
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independently controlled.
Consider the mode matching problems shown in Figure E.1. To visualise how
this algorithm works, see Figure E.2. The principle by which this algorithm works
is: the continuum of modes after optic 1 and the continuum of modes just before
optic 3 can be easily obtained since they must have a defined beam size, so they
only vary in defocus. These two continua are propagated to optic 2, and then it is
just a case of finding the optical power of a lens/mirror which will move a mode
from one continuum to the other.
The continua at optic 2 Figure E.2 do not necessarily need to have the shape
that they are sketched with in Figure E.2; however, if the blue-green continuum and
red-yellow continuum extend far enough, they will always wrap around. It is not
guaranteed that every mode in the red-yellow continuum can be reached from the
blue-green continuum and vice versa. Since the mapping between the blue-green
continuum and red-yellow continuum is not one-to-one, two ‘branches’ need to be
considered. Both branches of the continua do not need to be analysed at the same
time, but a better solution may be found by looking at different combinations of
branches. This is useful in setting a limit on the size of the continuum you search.
In our implementation of this algorithm, the ‘continua’ were numerically imple-
mented, thus they are discrete. Thus, when finding a mapping at optic two it is
not guaranteed that a mode in the red-yellow continuum will have a corresponding
mode of the same width in the blue-green continuum. Because of this granularity,
if you were to plot optimal powers of optic 2 and optic 3 as a function of the power
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of optic 1, you would see jumps in the optimal lens choices. This is especially bad
around the turning point of the continua since the modes defocus changes quickly
while their size does not.
E.1 Method
This section delineates the algorithm. See Figure E.1 and Figure E.2 for the
definitions of objects described in the following list.
1. Define the target mode at optic 3. In Figure E.2, this is mode l at optic
three.
2. Define a set of modes which share the same beam size as the target
mode at optic 3 but have varying radii of curvature. In Figure E.2,
this is the red-yellow continuum at optic three.
3. Propagate the set of modes defined at optic 3 back to the optic 2.
In Figure E.2, this is the red-yellow continuum at optic 2.
4. Define the initial beam parameter and propagate this to optic 1. In
Figure E.2, this is mode i at optic one.
5. Define a set of modes that have the same beam size as the initial
beam at optic 1 but differ in defocus. In Figure E.2, this is the blue-green
continuum at optic one.
6. Propagate the modes defined at optic 1 to optic 2. In Figure E.2, this
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is the blue-green continuum at optic two.
7. Calculate the difference in optical power between mode i and a mode
in the blue-green continuum (e.g. mode j). In Figure E.2, mode j rep-
resents just one possible mode in this continuum. Save this power.
8. Find a mode in the red-yellow continuum which is closest in size to
mode j, call this mode k. In Figure E.2, there is another possible choice
on the red-yellow continua, however only one of them needs to be considered.
9. Calculate the difference in optical power between mode j and mode
k at optic 2. Save this power.
10. Calculate the difference in optical power of mode k and the target
mode at optic 3. Save this power.
11. Calculate the Gouy phase separation of optic 2 and optic 3.
12. Repeat for every mode in the blue-green continuum, or until a Gouy
phase separation of 45° has been found.
The number of modes that are considered and the range of modes in the continua
should be tailored for the optical layout that is being considered. Our problem had
metre scale spacings between optics and Rayleigh lengths. It was found that continua
with a range of the order 1-10 dioptres were suitable. This does not mean that an
adaptive optic would need this actuation range, rather it allowed for the static radii
of curvature for each optic that gives optimal Gouy phase separation between the
active mode matching elements to be found. Using this algorithm, we were able
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Optic 1 Optic 2 Optic 3









Figure E.1: Top layout: three lenses used to achieve mode matching to the cavity.
These are shown as positive lenses, however negative lenses can also be used when
designing mode matching systems. Bottom layout: a lens and two curved mirrors
used to achieve mode matching to a cavity. The optics 1,2 and 3 correspond to
the ones shown in Figure E.2. The initial and target modes are defined in these
examples by the laser mode and the cavity mode.
to rapidly develop many possible HAM6 layouts. This allowed for more time to
consider various engineering factors (suspension size and the like) and how to adapt
the mirror strengths accordingly to accommodate for small changes in a tentative
design.
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Mode after Optic 1
Mode after Optic 2
Target mode
Contiuum of modes with 
constant w at Optic 3
Contiuum of modes with 
constant w at Optic 1
Key
Figure E.2: Sketch of the WS phase space representations of the Gaussian beams
at the three positions along the optical axis where a mirror or a lens could be.
Examples of such layouts are shown in Figure E.1. The optical power of the first
optic is given by the difference in the defocus between the initial mode (i) and the
second mode (j). The power of the second optic is found by finding the difference
in defocus from the blue-green continuum to the red-yellow continuum. There are
2 optical powers that will move the mode j to the red-yellow continuum, and two
possible modes in the blue-green continuum from which k can be reached, giving 4
possible similar solutions. The algorithm can be set up so that there is only one way
of moving between the blue-green and red-yellow continua by limiting their extent.
The power of the third optic is found from the difference between the mode k and
mode l at optic 3.
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Light and Gaussian Modes
This appendix contains an overview of Gaussian modes. More in-depth explanations
can be found in [181].
F.1 The Fundamental Gaussian Mode
The simplest laser beam profile can be described by the fundamental Gaussian
mode. This is a mode which has a circular intensity profile which follows a Gaussian
distribution, and its surface of constant phase is spherical. As the phase fronts are
spherical, Gaussian beams describe lasers in optical layouts which have spherically
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Gaussian beams are characterised by the size of their waist, w0. The width of
a Gaussian beam at a position z along the optical axis is represented by w(z), and
w(0) = w0. Gaussian beams are also characterised by φ(z), which gives the Gouy
phase of the beam at z along the optical axis, and by Rc(z), which gives the radius
of curvature of the beam at z.
It is useful to express w(z), φ(z) and Rc(z) in terms of the Rayleigh range, zR.
The Rayleigh range characterises how fast the beam will spread out. The size of the
waist determines the Rayleigh range; a smaller beam waist corresponds to a shorter














In the far field (z > zR), Equation (F.3) becomes linear and the beam size can be
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As a Gaussian beam propagates along the optical axis, it acquires an additional
phase shift compared to a plane wave. This is known as the Gouy phase shift, φ(z),





The radius of curvature, Rc(z), is given by




The inverse of a beam’s radius of curvature is known as its defocus, S(z) = 1/Rc(z).
The defocus of a beam is useful as it is easier to compute the effects of a beam
interacting with a focussing element of an optical layout in terms of the defocus
than it is with the radius of curvature.
F.1.1 The Complex Beam Parameter
The fundamental Gaussian mode can be expressed in terms of a complex beam
parameter, q(z). This parameter is useful for calculating how a Gaussian beam is
transformed by an optical system. From this parameter, all the physical quantities
related to a Gaussian beam can be computed. The complex beam parameter is
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defined as
q(z) = z + izR. (F.7)
The inverse of the complex beam parameter can be written in terms of the radius































The width of the beam, Gouy phase, and the defocus at a point z along the optical

























F.1. The Fundamental Gaussian Mode
F.1.2 Astigmatism
If a beam has an elliptical profile, then the beam is astigmatic. The simplest
type of astigmatism can be described with two complex Gaussian beam parameters,
one for the yz (tangential) plane and one for the xz (saggital) plane. A Gaussian
beam with simple astigmatism will have a different waist size and location in the
tangential and sagittal planes. This type of astigmatism can arise due to Gaussian
beams passing through a cylindrical lens or by them having a non-zero angle of
incidence to a mirror.
An astigmatic Gaussian beam can be split up into two orthogonal fields,





























where φAv(z) is the average of the Gouy phase in the saggital and tangential planes.
The equations for waist size, Gouy phase and defocus remain the same (Equa-
tion (F.10), Equation (F.11) and Equation (F.12)). A beam with astigmatism can
be thought of as two independent beams, and their interaction with the optical
layout can be calculated independently.
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F.2 Gaussian Beams Traversing Optical Layouts
As a Gaussian beam propagates through an optical layout, the beam parameter
that describes it changes. The effect of simple optical components can be modelled
with ABCD matrices, and an entire layout can be modelled by multiplying a series
of ABCD matrices together. This formalism can also be used to compute cavity
eigenmodes.
When a beam interacts with an optical component, it is transformed from a










The beam parameter of a laser as it passes through the first component to the
nth component can be calculated with the matrix obtained from multiplying the
ABCD matrices of the components together,
M = MnMn−1 . . .M0. (F.16)
Note, the left most matrix corresponds to the final optical component in the layout.
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Table F.1: ABCD matrices for simple optical components. The length of the space
is d, and the optical power of the mirror/lens is S. The angle of incidence is α.
The ABCD matrices for spaces and mirrors are summarised in Table F.1.
F.3 Higher Order Modes and Optical Imperfections
The fundamental Gaussian mode describes the electric field of a beam in an
ideal optical system. Imperfections in the optical layout, such as misalignment,
mode mismatch and spatial distortions in mirror surfaces, can generate light with
a different intensity profile to the fundamental Gaussian mode. For instance, if a
beam entering a cavity is slightly misaligned, the resulting reflected beam will have
a mode profile that looks like two spots instead of one. A small difference in waist
size or location, i.e. a mode mismatch, between them would result in the reflected
beam having a ring-shaped mode profile. Similar effects happen when a laser and
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a cavity are misaligned. These imperfections in the layout and the resulting beam
shapes can be modelled as the optical layout scattering light into higher order optical
modes (e.g [136]).
One complete, orthonormal basis set of functions that can be used to construct
higher order modes with are the Hermite-Gaussian modes. These modes have xy
symmetry and are rectangularly shaped. HG modes are useful for modelling mis-
alignments because this type of imperfection can be naturally broken into xy coor-
dinates.
Mode mismatches are best described by the rθ coordinates, and so it is natural
to express these in terms of another orthonormal basis set known as the Laguerre-
Gauss modes. However, if the beam is astigmatic then the mode no longer has
the symmetry required in order to be modelled with Laguerre-Gauss modes. Second
order HG modes can also describe mode mismatch, even if the modes are astigmatic.
The spatial distribution of a higher order mode’s field amplitude can be described
with
Ψnm(x, y, z) = Ψn(x, z)Ψm(y, z). (F.17)
























F.3. Higher Order Modes and Optical Imperfections
where Hn(x) a Hermite polynomial of the order n. By writing Ψnm(x, y, z) out
explicitly,





























we can see that higher order modes have the same waist size and radius of curvature
as the fundamental mode, but different intensity distributions and additional Gouy
phase.
In general, a mode can be written as a superposition of HG modes






where An is the amplitude of the nth mode.
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Appendix G
Mode Matching Between Two
Astigmatic Beams
The electric field, E, of a Gaussian beam can be written as























Appendix G. Mode Matching Between Two Astigmatic Beams
The constant E0 is such that the units of E∗E are Wm−2. Mode matching depends
only on the spatial distribution of the modes’ intensities, denoted with Ψ, so the
units of the electric field not feature in this calculation.
For a beam without astigmatism, x2 + y2 = r2 and qx = qy = q, so the spatial































The mode matching,M, between two beams is determined by the overlap integral










































Since this calculation is the same for the x and y coordinates, we only need to show





























































































k (qx2 − q∗x1)
2q∗x1qx2
(G.12)





k (qx2 − q∗x1)
√
−iπ (2qx1q∗x2)












∣∣qy2 − q∗y1∣∣ . (G.14)
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Since Ψx and Ψy are orthogonal, |Ψ|2 = |Ψx|2 |Ψy|2. An expression for the
















ikx2 (qx − q∗x)
2qxq∗x
)
× y term. (G.16)
A similar approach to the calculation of the denominator can be used for the calcu-
lation of the numerator terms. The numerator terms take the form
∫
A
































∣∣qy2 − q∗y1∣∣ . (G.19)
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Acronyms
ADC analogue-to-digital converter. 218, 219, 232, 273
AOM acousto-optic modulator. 38, 41, 53, 57, 59–63, 66, 67, 72, 88, 242
AS anti-symmetric. 6, 7, 11, 12, 15, 16, 20, 22, 94, 101, 102, 104, 108, 109, 138,
142, 144, 146
AWC active wavefront control. 93, 96, 149, 150, 158, 164, 166–168
BBH binary black hole. 2, 7, 137
BHD balanced homodyne detection. 20, 22, 30, 96, 131, 132, 134, 135, 137–139,
143, 145, 149, 209, 214, 237, 239
BNS binary neutron star. 2, 3, 7, 20, 137
CDS control and data system. 55, 67, 68, 218, 219, 228, 232, 235, 271–273
DAC digital-to-analogue converter. 231, 232, 273
DBB diagnostic bread board. 37, 39, 43, 47, 50, 53, 55, 75, 76, 86
EOM electro-optic modulator. 38, 40, 78, 79
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Acronyms
ESD electro-static discharge. 178, 193
ETM end test mass. 5–7, 9, 10, 15, 17, 18, 103, 107, 108, 214, 279, 282
FSR free spectral range. 36, 50, 81, 83
FWHM full width at half maximum. 36, 81, 82
HAM horizontal access modules. 26, 145, 146
HG Hermite-Gaussian. 99, 302, 303
HOM higher order mode. 44, 47, 48, 51, 93–95, 98, 103, 104, 106, 108, 109, 122,
123, 127, 128, 277, 278
HPO high power oscillator. 33, 73, 86
IC integrated circuit. 59, 61, 71, 218, 257, 259
IMC input mode cleaner. 26, 28, 36, 54, 56, 57, 103
ISS intensity stabilisation servo. 39, 42, 60, 62, 63, 67, 73
ITM input test mass. 9, 15, 93, 103, 105, 107–109, 111, 112, 118, 123, 279, 281,
282
LHO LIGO Hanford Observatory, WA., USA. 26, 45, 47, 73, 279
LLO LIGO Livingston Observatory, LA., USA. 20, 26, 96, 97, 103, 111, 115, 117,
121, 127, 158, 164, 166, 275, 279–282




MOPA master-oscillator-power-amplifier. 33, 34
ND neutral density. 216–218, 222
NPRO non-planar ring oscillator. 34–36, 38–40, 51, 55, 58, 77, 79, 81, 86, 87, 217,
224, 227
OFI output Faraday isolator. 26, 28, 95, 152, 154, 157, 167
OMC output mode cleaner. 16, 24, 27, 28, 91–97, 103, 127, 128, 143, 149–153,
156–158, 162, 164–166, 168, 289
PDH Pound-Drever-Hall. 38, 57, 58, 78, 79, 81, 84
PIN p-doped, intrinsic, n-doped. 25, 172
PMC pre mode cleaner. 31, 34–36, 38, 39, 41, 42, 44, 46, 53–55, 57, 58, 61–64, 67,
68, 73, 74, 76–79, 81, 83, 84, 86–88, 271, 272
PRC power recycling cavity. 14, 26, 97, 103
PRM power recycling mirror. 8, 14, 26
PSL pre-stabilised-laser. 26, 32–34, 37, 40, 44, 66, 73, 75, 76, 86, 88
RF radio-frequency. 16, 24, 34, 36, 54, 57, 59, 78, 135
RIN relative intensity noise. 43, 55, 66
RoC radius of curvature. 94, 104–106, 111–113, 116, 127, 129, 150, 157, 158, 164,
167, 279, 280, 282
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Acronyms
RSE resonant sideband extraction. 15, 18, 93, 107, 111, 122–128
SAMS suspended active matching stages. 152, 158, 168
SNR signal to noise ratio. 3, 16, 17, 23, 32, 93, 127, 170, 171, 180, 186, 208
SQL standard quantum limit. 18, 21, 22
SRC signal recycling cavity. 15, 91–95, 98, 103–107, 111, 112, 115–117, 119, 121–
129, 138, 141, 142, 150, 152, 158, 164, 166, 167, 242, 243, 276, 279, 280, 282,
284
SRM signal recycling mirror. 8, 15, 18, 92–94, 97, 98, 103, 105–113, 115–119,
121–126, 128, 129, 140, 150, 152, 156–158, 162, 164, 166, 242, 243, 279–282
TEM transverse electro-magnetic. 99, 119, 123
WS waist-defocus. 158, 160–166, 168, 294
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